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Abstract 
 
Interest in field robots has been increasing since the radiation accident at the Fukushima 
nuclear plant due to the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011. Field robots play a very important 
role as a means to protect human safety and discover new things. Mobile robots used for 
monitoring increase understanding of the environment and ecosystem to ensure better protection. 
Mobile robots are expected to solve problems of conventional monitoring methods such as 
monitoring posts, manual transport, bio-logging, and monitoring cars by reducing human labor 
costs and improving human safety and flexibility through microscopic monitoring. 
The locomotion performance is one of the most important research subjects for mobile robots. 
Previous studies have focused on moving on rough terrain, and such robots are effective for a 
given target area and purpose. However, almost all of the robots with a high locomotion 
performance have many actuators to cope with complex environments. This leads to a complex 
robot design and high-power consumption. These factors reduce maintainability and increase 
control complexity. In addition, many studies on controlling mobile robots use geometry sensors 
such as cameras and lasers in order to recognize obstacles and know the robot’s position. This 
also leads to high computational cost and power consumption. In order to overcome these 
problems, the author focused on locomotion with a minimum number of actuators and 
autonomous movement using only simple sensors. 
The objective of this study was to design a mobile robot platform with a high locomotion 
performance on rough terrain that has a simple design and low power consumption as a first step 
towards developing a large-scale and long-term monitoring system. The author proposes a method 
for a simple design and low power consumption by reducing the number of actuators and proposes 
a novel mechanical and control design to realize a high locomotion performance. In order to 
realize these concepts, the author set two design requirements: locomotion performance on rough 
terrain with a minimum number of actuators and outdoor navigation by simple sensors. Compared 
to other unmanned ground vehicle-type robots, the proposed robot is effective for long-term 
operation with reduced energy consumption and improved maintainability. The simple design can 
greatly reduce the unit cost, which can help with realizing the production of multiple robots for 
large-scale monitoring. 
Chapter 2 introduces novel mechanical designs that help increase the locomotion performance 
with simplicity and low power consumption. Three important elements for designing a target 
robot are introduced: the locomotion mechanism, wheel shapes, and a shell shape. A novel 
locomotion mechanism using a driving mechanism that can drive multiple axes at once is 
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introduced first. Then two novel wheel models are presented that can adapt to locomotion on 
rough terrain: an elliptic leg and notched wheel. Finally, a novel shell shape of the robot is 
introduced that can also contribute to a high locomotion performance, especially in areas thick 
with tall grasses. 
Chapter 3 introduces a novel control design to increase the locomotion performance with 
simplicity and low power consumption. Three important elements of autonomous control design 
are introduced: environmental recognition, motion control, and navigation. A novel method of 
estimating surface conditions is presented to recognize the environment, and the possibility of 
acquiring details on the mobile environment with only internal sensors is discussed. A novel 
motion control design based on the subsumption architecture proposed by Rodney Brooks is then 
presented to realize autonomous control using only simple sensors. A navigation method is 
presented at the end of the chapter for efficient movement to get to the destination. Novel methods 
of generating a cost map and the selected path planning method are described as parts of the 
navigation method. 
Chapter 4 introduces some application examples using the developed mobile robot. 
Experiments were conducted in various environments, and the elemental technologies introduced 
in Chapters 2 and 3 were used in combination. Monitoring in an urban park was conducted with 
the objective of image acquisition, and the camera on a smartphone with an omnidirectional lens 
was used to take pictures. Monitoring in a pasture was conducted with the objective of monitoring 
the radiation level. A Geiger counter was used for measurement. Monitoring in a forest was 
conducted with the objective of measuring geometric data. A laser range finder system was used. 
Another example application was tunnel and ceiling inspection. This example was in response to 
new demands originating from the small size and light weight of the robot. 
Chapter 5 presents the overall discussion. The effect and validity of the proposed methods are 
discussed from the viewpoint of monitoring and locomotion performance. Then, the originality 
and impact of the proposed methods are considered. The main features of this proposal are 
described: the mechanism using only two motors and the control using only internal sensors. 
Finally, the limitations of the proposal are described: the limit of utilizing static mechanics as a 
model, the limit at which the energy efficiency is not optimized depending on the application, and 
the limit of the application range. 
Chapter 6 describes the conclusions based on this proposal and details of plans for future 
studies. 
To increase the locomotion performance of an autonomous mobile robot for monitoring on 
uneven terrain, this thesis proposes a novel mechanical design that uses only two actuators and a 
novel control method that uses only internal sensors based on the concept of a simple design and 
low power consumption. The effectiveness and validity of the methods were evaluated through 
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verification experiments and application demonstrations. 
The results showed that the mechanical shape of the part where the robot contacts the outside 
world is important, and a new wheel shape and casing shape are proposed. The importance of 
recognizing the surface with internal sensors is described, and methods of motion control that can 
adapt to the real environment and path planning using locomotion data are proposed. Examples 
of various applications using robots developed on the basis of these designs are presented, and 
their practicality and potential application are discussed and demonstrated. 
The significance of the thesis is that it not only proposes a novel design to increase the 
locomotion performance but also describes the effects by introducing a generalized model and 
analysis from experimental data. Such descriptions will contribute to the design of other mobile 
robots to adapt to the target environment and help with selecting design parameters. The proposed 
design is simple and has low power consumption, which will contribute to reducing the 
manufacturing cost and the long-term goal of a monitoring system using multiple robots. 
The results of this study can contribute to the further popularization of robots used outdoors 
and are expected to become the basic technology for future robot development owing to their 
generality and high potential applicability. Further developments based on this study will involve 
establishing a novel method of environmental monitoring. The study contributes not only to 
robotics but also to developments in the fields of environment and ecology. This can lead to great 
strides towards building a society where human being coexist with nature in the future. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Chapter introduction 
 
This thesis proposes methods of improving the locomotion performance of the small mobile 
robot on uneven terrain for outdoor survey. This study is a first step in developing the large-scale 
and long-term monitoring system using multiple mobile robots, and the author introduces 
technical elements that are considered necessary for constructing the system. 
This chapter introduces the background of this study in order to show the importance of the 
study from the viewpoint of social demands and clarify the purpose of the study in order to show 
the detail about the direction and aim of the study. After that, the chapter introduces the 
conventional studies and state-of-arts of related studies from the viewpoint of application as 
monitoring devices and the elemental technology of mobile robots on rough terrain. Finally, the 
chapter shows a composition of this thesis in order to make it easier for readers to understand the 
flow and contents of this thesis. 
 
1.2 Background of this study 
 
1.2.1 Demands for field robot 
 
The interest in field robot has been increasing since the radiation accident at Fukushima 
Nuclear Plant due to the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011. In recent years, the field robot is 
expected to be useful tool in various places. Regarding the damage situation and the measures 
taken by the government during the Great East Japan Earthquake, the summary report is 
established by the Cabinet Office [1.1]. Regarding accidents at the Fukushima nuclear power 
plant, Investigation Committee on the Accident at the Fukushima Nuclear Power Station 
summarizes the survey report [1.2]. 
The future demands of the filed robot also can be read from materials published by government. 
Fig. 1.1 shows current Estimates of Market Size of the Robot Industry in Japan. The robot market 
in 2035 is expected to reach 9.7 trillion yen according to the market research of future robot 
industry reported by New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) 
and Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry in 2012 [1.3]. In addition to this, NEDO announces 
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the Robot White Paper in 2014 from viewpoint to revitalizing the robot business, and it covers 
two fields, service robot and field robot, which will expand the market size in the future [1.4].  
 
 
Figure 1.1 Current Estimates of Market Size of the Robot Industry in Japan.  
(This figure was taken from the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development 
Organization) 
 
Field robot play a very important role as a means to protect the safety of people’s lives and to 
discover something new. For example, disaster robots contribute in discovering and rescuing 
people in disaster areas, environmental monitoring robots contribute to protecting the 
environment, space exploration robots contribute greatly to discovery in unknown fields. 
Several field robots have a locomotion mechanism and work while moving outdoors. The type 
of work that a robot can play can be increased by having the function of locomotion. On the other 
hand, the locomotion mechanism complicates the structure and control of the robot, and this can 
increase a price of the robot. For this reason, recently, robots that have limited the number of 
driving mechanism including a locomotion mechanism for reducing the price have been marketed 
as products.  
 
1.2.2 Demands for monitoring 
 
In the wake of the Great East Japan Great Earthquake of 2011, Japan suffers from a variety of 
natural disasters such as landslides and eruptions, and in recent years’ demand for monitoring has 
been increasing form the viewpoints of forecasting disasters, grasping the situation and ecosystem 
investigation. These social demands are summarized below. 
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1.2.2.1 Environmental monitoring 
 
Natural destruction can be cited as one of the parts of the “shadow” behind the remarkable 
development of science and technology. In recent years, many people have come to recognize this 
as an environmental problem, since surveys on the influences of the destruction have been actively 
conducted.  
Originally human beings have used natural environment since long time ago and have been 
trying to coexist with nature. Using nature put a burden naturally, but none of it has stayed within 
the scope of natural self-healing. However, as the population has increased at the same time as 
the development of civilization, the burden on nature begins to increase, and it has been said that 
the burden dramatically increased as a result of the industrial revolution centered on Europe in 
the 18th and 19th centuries. 
Humans began to recognize such problems widely as environmental problems triggered by 
publication of “Spring of Silence” in 1962 [1.5] that picked up environmental pollution, and until 
now, problems such as acid rain, ozone holes, abnormal weather and global warming have been 
taken up as a serious problem. Today, environmental problems, especially global environmental 
issues are positioned as one of the major international issues along with poverty and conflict. 
In order to think again about symbiosis between people and nature, it is necessary to 
understand environmental problems correctly and to find an effective solution method. The 
importance of symbiosis with nature has made it necessary to engage in the active protection of 
nature [1.6] by monitoring the impact of our activities on the environment and imposing controls. 
Environmental protection has indeed become an important international issue that has been 
discussed in several forums [1.7,8]. This has led to increase monitoring of the environment [1.9] 
in the bid to properly understand the underlying problems and proffer effective solutions. 
However, environmental monitoring involves some conflict [1.10]. For example, the introduction 
of a human being weighing 60 kg to an environment imposes a tremendous burden on nature 
[1.11]. This raises the need for other monitoring methods that do not involve human beings. 
 
1.2.2.2 Monitoring wild animals 
 
Recently, the influence of these environmental problems on living organisms has become 
remarkable, and it has become visible in a visible form. For example, the problem of destruction 
of ecosystem due to disorder of food chain, increase of endangered species, problem of animal 
damage. 
Damage by wild animals has become serious problem, there are a lot of reports in terms of 
crops damage or encounter of human and wild animals. Information on damage caused by animal 
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damage in Japan is compiled by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries' anti-beast 
damage counter [1.12]. According to the government, annual damage amount is around 20 billion 
yen in Japan, and this amount is still large for a party. Fig. 1.2 shows amount of crop damage 
caused by wild bird beasts. More than half are found to be damage by deer and wild boar, and 
countermeasures against these wild animals are expected.  
 
 
Figure 1.2 Changes in amount of crop damage caused by wild bird beasts 
(This figure was taken from the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries) 
 
Encounter of human and wild animals is also a problem. Damages that serious injuries are 
reported are encountered with large wild animals such as bears. The distance between human and 
wild animals is getting closer due to the declining habitat area due to deforestation. Fig. 1.3 shows 
a picture of wild bear. This picture was taken near seminar house of Waseda University in 
Karuizawa, Japan by trail camera of my monitoring team. This place is about 30 [m] away from 
the accommodation. 
 
Figure 1.3 Wild bear near seminar house of Waseda University in Karuizawa, Japan 
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Fig. 1.4 also shows wild animals near residential area in Chiba, Japan. Fig. 1.4 (a) is taken 
near the accommodation. Fig. 1.4 (b) is also taken near residential areas.  
 
  
(a) A monkey near the accommodation fence (b) Raccoon crashed into a car 
Figure 1.4 Wild animals near residential areas in Chiba, Japan 
 
Deer-train collisions is reported as a one of the serious problems between human and animals 
in [1.13,14]. In the U.S.A., the problem of deer-vehicle collision also has been reported [1.15]. 
In recent years, local governments in each district have established an anti-animal damage 
team and various countermeasures have been taken, but the amount of damage still remains high. 
In terms of countermeasures against beast damage, in addition to taking time and effort, chemical 
safety and ethical problems are involved, and it is difficult to solve it at present.  
Improving habitat or managing the number of individuals is required for preventing these 
problems. Therefore, it is necessary to know the ecological system of living animals and the 
situation of living well and to take appropriate measures. For that purpose, there is a demand for 
behavioral investigation of animals as an extension of environmental monitoring. Also, not only 
the approach from a passive standpoint of monitoring, but also a system construction as a 
mechanism to drive away animals and guide them to correct behavior is required. 
Monitoring feedback is considered to be effective way to control the number of individuals. 
Fig. 1.5 shows a monitoring feedback control chart for controlling the number of individuals. The 
ecosystem can be controlled by improving animal habitat environment or protecting animals from 
extinction or extermination vermin. In order to realize this animal control, the effective 
monitoring is required. 
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Figure 1.5 Monitoring feedback for controlling the number of individuals 
 
1.2.2.3 Monitoring in a disaster site 
 
Japan’s landscape originally suffered from natural disasters and there are many disasters such 
as earthquakes, typhoons, volcanoes. There is a demand for environmental monitoring that 
continuously measures the environment for a long time as a method of approach on how to 
anticipate disasters especially when observing the situation at the site of a natural disaster where 
secondary disasters are likely to occur in the future. Documents related to these disasters are 
updated annually by the Cabinet Office as disaster prevention white papers along with disaster 
countermeasures [1.16]. 
In Fukushima Prefecture where the accident of radiation pollution leakage at Fukushima 
Nuclear Power Plant occurred at the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, there were voices 
worrying about changes in ecosystems of animals and plants exposed to high radiation doses, but 
observations within difficult-to-go areas is difficult, and even as of the present of 2014, there are 
not many surveys on ecosystems. As a part of disaster reconstruction, it is easily assumed that 
investigations of ecosystems within the off limits will be conducted in the future, and 
environmental monitoring is required as a system to acquire various environmental indicators at 
that time. 
 
1.2.2.4 Inspection of infrastructure 
 
There are many buildings such as tunnels and bridges to build infrastructure. Tunnels and 
bridges are one of the most important transportation infrastructures in Japan. However, most of 
the tunnels have been over 30 years since construction, the risk of collapse accident is becoming 
obvious. A lot of road bridges and tunnels are built in the period of high economic growth around 
the Tokyo Olympics in 1964, and the percentage of these buildings are becoming 50 years old in 
2030 according to the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) of Japan, 
[1.17]. The maintenance and management of these road stock become issues in Japan, therefore, 
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the inspection robots are expected to support these tasks.  
Collapse of Sasago tunnel in 2012 [1.18] is one of the most famous accident and 9 people have 
died in the accident. After that, the Japanese government discussed the way of inspection and the 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport is considering the use of robots. 
 
1.2.3 Conventional methods of monitoring 
 
Conventional monitoring methods can roughly be divided into fixed type and mobile type, and 
can be divided into the following four methods from the difference of moving media. 
 
1.2.3.1 Fixed type: Monitoring post 
 
Monitoring post is useful to monitor macroscopically. Fig. 1.6 is a Fukushima prefecture 
radioactivity measurement map conducted in Fukushima Prefecture [1.19]. This map discloses 
macroscopic measurement results based on information on airborne radiation dose from each 
measurement point. The observation point is mainly limited to private houses and roads, but it 
shows rough numerical values together with other surrounding data.  
 
 
Figure 1.6 Fukushima prefecture radioactivity measurement map 
(This figure was taken from the Fukushima Prefecture’s web site) 
 
Fig. 1.7 shows an example of a monitoring post used as fixed-point observation. These pictures 
were taken in Namie Town in Fukushima where is prohibited to enter due to high radiation level. 
The monitoring post for measuring radiation level and the other monitoring posts such as 
instrument screen for thermometers are set in this area. 
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(a) Monitoring post (Radiation level) (b) Monitoring post (Temperature and humidity) 
Figure 1.7 Monitoring post in Namie Town, Fukushima, Japan 
 
There are various types of monitoring posts, and monitoring of atmospheric pollutants such as 
radiation dose, PM 2.5, CO2, NOX, SOX and the like has been actively carried out recently from 
the monitoring of temperature and humidity. 
An advantage of such an observation is that a wider range of data can be obtained, and 
continuous observation can be made for a long period of time. As a method of observation, fixed 
point observation is mainly used, and it is fixed type and it is easy to supply power to the 
equipment, so it is suitable for long term observation. Another advantage of observation with 
monitoring post is that observation is safe. Once the device was set up, user can basically measure 
without human's hands. This can greatly reduce the risk of endangering human.  
The biggest disadvantage of fixed-point observation is that the observation area is limited 
because the measuring instrument cannot move, and flexible monitoring cannot be performed. 
Some of observation data show a large difference in observation data only by measuring about 1 
- 10 [m] in place. For example, there is a report that the radiation dose is stored in rain water and 
locally accumulated in places where forest ponds and puddles are likely to form (there are hot 
spots). Only fixed-point observation in units of 1 [km], it is extremely difficult to obtain such 
local data and more micro observation is necessary. 
 
1.2.3.2 Mobile type: Hand carried sensor 
 
Portable monitoring sensors are suitable for micro observation because they are a way for 
people to carry measuring instruments. It is basically possible to observe the range where people 
can enter, and it is also possible to monitor relatively difficult sites such as mountainous areas. 
For example, forest resource monitoring survey is conducted in Shizuoka prefecture [1.20]. In the 
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area as shown in the figure, it is difficult to intrude a large-sized device and it is difficult to move, 
so portable monitoring sensors are effective. 
A disadvantage of the portable monitoring sensor is that there is a problem in safety because 
it is necessary for a person to directly enter the observation area. Since it is necessary for human 
beings to carry each device, the risk that the observer puts the risk at risk extremely high. For this 
reason, flexible measurements can be made, but it is difficult to measure in areas where disasters 
or secondary disasters can be predicted or in areas requiring long-term measurements. 
Moreover, it can be considered that enormous cost will be incurred when conducting a large-
scale investigation. It takes time and effort to investigate, and labor costs are expected to be 
enormous, so it is not suitable for long term observation. 
 
1.2.3.3 Mobile type: Biologging 
 
Bio logging monitors the movement of animals by embedding a sensor in a part of an animal 
or attaching a device such as a collar to an animal. In this method, the experimenter attaches ultra-
compact data logger on animals, and sometimes radio wave transmitter and small camera are also 
attached. 
It is possible to grasp the ecosystem of the target animal by attaching it to the target animal. It 
can be used for investigating the behavior of animals. It is also possible to monitor the 
environment where it is difficult for humans to enter in. Wild animals are easier to move the 
natural environment than humans, and the possibility of monitoring of areas where observation 
was difficult is improved. 
However, flexible observation is difficult with the method based on bio logging, and it is 
difficult to obtain data at a target location. Moreover, the burden on the animals is large, and it is 
accompanied by hardships when attaching the sensors. The size and weight of the sensors are 
limited so as not to give a large burden to creature, the weight is required to be within 3-5 % of 
animal’s weight.  
 
1.2.3.4 Mobile type: Monitoring car 
 
Recently, observation with a monitoring car has also been carried out, and it is active in various 
situations. Fig. 1.8 shows a measurement map of airborne radiation level using a monitoring car 
by Fukushima Prefectural Government. This figure is published on the website of Fukushima 
prefecture [1.21]. It can be measured more precisely than by fixed point observation and is 
characterized by its ability to facilitate a wider range of monitoring than using portable monitoring 
sensors. 
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Figure 1.8 Measuring radiation level by monitoring car 
 
Observation by monitoring car is located between fixed point observation and observation 
using portable monitoring sensor and it is an observation method which neutralizes the merit and 
demerit of each other. However, this method still requires human hands and there is a problem 
that the observation area is restricted to residential streets and roads where cars can travel, and 
safety and flexibility are lacking. 
 
1.2.4 Motivation 
 
As a research subject, it is difficult to build a large-scale monitoring system that the author 
envisioned. The demand for monitoring and the conventional methods are describe in previous 
sections. Conventional methods can be used for a specific survey, it is necessary to develop further 
devices in order to carry out detailed monitoring over a large-scale and long-term.  
Figure 1.9 shows a huge monitoring system of the future envisioned by the author. The author 
thinks that it can be useful for human life by acquiring data in every place and handling those data 
in one large cloud. These data will be a clue that human beings to know the environment. This is 
one of the ways human beings preserve the environment and ecosystems, and it becomes a 
material to quickly detect and control abnormity such as disasters. This is a major effort toward 
harmonious coexistence between humans and nature and there is no doubt that it is one of the 
important tasks for human beings to survive for a long time.  
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Figure 1.9 A huge monitoring system of the future envisioned by the author 
 
Robots have the potential to be a means to solve the problems of conventional monitoring 
methods and to construct a huge monitoring system. Table 1.1 shows the positioning of the 
environmental monitoring robot. The author is aiming to propose a monitoring method that is 
safer and more mobile (more flexible) than the conventional methods. It is not necessary for a 
human to take the trouble to go to the observation point if mobile robots can be used.  
 
Table 1.1 Conventional methods of monitoring 
 
 Trace by human Biologging Spot sensor Mobile robot 
with sensor 
(This study) 
Human labor Working all the 
time 
Finding animals 
and installation 
Only at 
installation 
Only at 
installation 
Safety for 
human 
Needed to stay 
in the danger 
area 
Needed to enter 
in the danger 
area 
Needed to enter 
in the danger 
area 
Not needed to 
enter in the 
danger area 
Flexibility Freely change 
measurement 
points 
Rely heavily on 
animal behavior 
Unable to 
measure except 
the fixed place 
Freely change 
measurement 
points 
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1.3 Purpose of this study 
 
The purpose of this study is to develop new devices for constructing a huge monitoring system. 
The goal is to build a system with a high self - autonomy that cannot be handled by human beings 
as much as possible. If such a system is constructed, human beings will be able to live more 
abundantly 
As an approach to achieve the purpose, the author focused on device’s mobility. Mobility of 
devices is considered to be an important factor for detailed and large-scale monitoring. As the 
device moves, the range that can be observed with one measuring instrument is significantly 
expanded. If multiple mobile devices can be used, huge observation is also possible. In addition 
to this, the burden on the experimenter can be greatly reduced by performing this automatic 
mobility. 
Robot technology is required for the mobile to operate automatically. Information on the 
moving environment is acquired by the sensor, the situation is calculated by the calculator, and 
the motion of the actuator is generated. These series of flows are necessary for the movement of 
the device, which is exactly the same as the element of the robot. Regarding the movement of the 
robot, a lot of studies have been conducted in the field of mobile robots. 
In this study, the author aims to develop a further technology of mobile robots and develop a 
mobile robot adapts in the monitoring system.  
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1.4 Related studies 
 
1.4.1 Monitoring robot 
 
1.4.1.1 Classification of monitoring robot 
 
Regarding existing environmental monitoring robots, they are summarized in Robotics for 
Environmental Monitoring of IEEE robotics & automation magazine published in 2012 [1.22]. 
This article, written by M. Dunbabin and L. Marques, is also categorized on the technology and 
capabilities of environmental monitoring robots. According to this article, the environmental 
monitoring robot is roughly classified into three according to target environments, one is 
underwater monitoring (Marine), one is air monitoring (Aerial), and ground monitoring (Ground). 
Table 1.2 shows the number of studies publish as academic papers on monitoring fields  
 
Table 1.2 The number of researches relating to environmental robotics 
 Marine Aerial Ground 
Small scale 
(< 10,000 [m2]) 
12 7 5 
Medium scale 
(10,000 [m2] <, < 1 [km2]) 
13 11 4 
Large scale 
(1 [km2] <) 
23 6 1 
 
1.4.1.2 Marine monitoring 
 
Autonomous Surface Vehicle (ASV) and Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) are used 
for marine monitoring. Although more than 70 % of the earth is covered by water, human has 
only explored less than 5 %. Monitoring using a robot is necessary because it is difficult for 
humans to dive in the ocean for a long time and to monitor. Since there is no big obstacle in the 
water, it is possible to stabilize the position of the robot by using buoyancy and it is possible to 
perform a wide range of monitoring over a long period of time. The types of study are classified 
according to the scale of monitoring by [1.22], from [1.23] to [1.29] are classified in small scale 
monitoring that area is under 10,000 [m2], from [1.29] to [1.42] are classified in medium scale 
monitoring that area is over 10,000 [m2] and under 1 [km2], and from [1.43] to [1.64] are classified 
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in large scale monitoring that area is over 1 [km2]. 
 
1.4.1.3 Aerial monitoring 
 
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are used for airborne monitoring. Since it is difficult for 
humans to monitor overhead in the first place, monitoring using a robot is necessary. There is no 
big obstacle in the air, so you can move fast. Therefore, it is effective when quick monitoring at 
the time of the disaster becomes necessary. Also, because it is possible to observe on the ground 
from the sky, it is possible to acquire a wide range of information at one time. However, in order 
to maintain the position of the robot in the air, it is difficult to operate for a long time because 
sufficient energy against gravity is required. Attempting to install a large capacity battery to obtain 
a lot of energy leads to heavy weight and further energy consumption. In operation, consideration 
of energy is important. The types of study are classified according to the scale of monitoring by 
[1.21], from [1.65] to [1.71] are classified in small scale monitoring, from [1.72] to [1.82] are 
classified in medium scale monitoring, and from [1.83] to [1.89] are classified in large scale 
monitoring.  
 
1.4.1.4 Ground monitoring 
 
Unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) require monitoring in various places such as monitoring 
on a volcano, monitoring at a disaster site, monitoring landslides, monitoring ecosystems, and so 
on. Since humans basically operate on the ground, the demand for monitoring on the ground is 
high accordingly. However, since human mobility is high, most monitoring performed by a robot 
is currently made by humans. At the moment, there are many reasons to use such as substitution 
to protect the safety of human beings, without human trouble. In the future, development of a 
robot that transcends human mobility is necessary. Monitoring on the ground has more obstacles 
than underwater or in the air, and it is difficult to move. Therefore, it is difficult to conduct wide-
ranging monitoring. From the viewpoint of energy, the ground support the weight of the robot, so 
it consumes less energy, but since the surrounding environment changes dramatically on the 
ground compared to underwater and air, the acquisition of energy become difficult. The types of 
study are classified according to the scale of monitoring by [1.21], from [1.90] to [1.94] are 
classified in small scale monitoring, from [1.95] to [1.98] are classified in medium scale 
monitoring, and [1.99] are classified in large scale monitoring. 
According to a survey by Matthew Dunbabin and Lino Marques, mobile monitoring robots 
exceeding 1 [km2] are currently only large robots working in the desert. There is no example that 
realizes monitoring in such environments where obstacles such as forests are abundant.  
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1.4.2 Mechanical design of mobile robot on rough terrain 
 
A lot of previous studies conducted on the mechanical design of a mobile robot on rough 
terrain.  
According to the handbook of robotics published in Japan [1.100], locomotion mechanisms of 
mobile robot moving on the surface can be roughly divided into 4 main types; leg, tracked, wheel 
and trunk. 
According to the review article [1.101] that is summarizing the locomotion system for ground 
mobile robot in unstructured environments, the locomotion mechanism can be divided into three 
main categories; leg, tracked, and wheel. It also states that there are other hybrid robots.  
To sum up the information of these documents, there are roughly three representative 
mechanisms; leg, tracked and wheel, for the locomotion mechanism of the robot, and there are 
various other types such as a hybrid type and code type as shown in Fig. 1.10.  
 
 
Figure 1.10 Classification of locomotion mechanism of mobile robot on the surface 
 
1.4.2.1 Leg type 
 
A robot having a locomotion mechanism of four legs or more has been developed for rough 
terrain movement. Quadruped robot and hexapod are popular and most of them are referring to 
the movement of animals and insects. 
Quadruped robots are well summarized in [1.102], a lot of robots and its perception progress 
are introduced in this paper. The walk patterns of animals were studied in developing the 
quadruped robot [1.103-105]. Bigdog [1.106-108] that was developed by Boston Dynamics is a 
most famous robot as a quadruped robot, and this robot can move in the tough environment with 
balancing its posture. TITAN [1.109-116] is also famous robot that was developed in Japan since 
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1976. 
Hexapod robots that locomotion mechanism has six legs are introduced in [1.117]. The 
mechanism and control for hexapod robot is introduced in [1.118]. According to summary paper 
[1.118], hexapods can be divided into two groups; rectangular and hexagonal in terms of the 
legged position mounted to the body. Rectangular hexapods have two pairs of three legs on two 
sides. Hexagonal hexapods have six legs that are mounted on a round or hexagonal body. There 
are a lot of hexapods sold as a toy. 
A legged robot can have high moving performance capable of handling rough terrain, however, 
autonomous movement is difficult due to its complexity of mechanism and control. High power 
consumption has also become one of the problem to develop a robot for long-term and large-scale 
monitoring. 
 
1.4.2.2 Tracked type 
 
A robot having a tracked mechanism is suitable for moving on uneven and soft terrains. There 
is can be classified into two according to the number and layout of the tracks [1.101].  
The non-actuated track type of robot has a simple mechanism in a tracked type. Nanokhod 
[1.119] is an example of this type. The non-actuated track type can move well on uneven surfaces 
with simple control, but the climbing step ability is not so high.  
The actuated track type of robot is considered as leg-track hybrid robot and have a high 
capacity to handle with high obstacles. Quince [1.120,121] is a famous as a robot actually used at 
a disaster site. It is developed for the purpose of rescue activities, and can move on rubble and 
move stairs. High locomotion performance is realized by controlling sub tracks attached to the 
side of the main left and right of the tracks. 
A tracked type robot has a slight mechanism of complication. Although control is easy with a 
non-actuated track type, it is not suitable for rough terrain movement, such as forests because of 
its low ability to climb the step. The movement performance is high in the actuated track type, 
but autonomous movement is difficult due to its complexity of mechanism and control as similar 
to the leg type. Furthermore, fibers such as grass may be entangled with the belt in environments 
such as forests, so it is considered not suitable for use in target applications. 
 
1.4.2.3 Wheel type 
 
A robot having wheels is considered to be the lowest power consumption mechanism and it is 
easy to control from the simplicity of design. Most of the cars used in the world are wheel-shaped, 
characterized by their stability and speed.  
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Many planetary exploration robots adopt the mechanism of the wheel. SR2 rover [1.122], 
Micro5 rover [1.123], SOLERO [1.124] are CRAB II [1.125] have been developed as a planetary 
exploration robot. Locomotion performance of some of these rovers is evaluated in [1.126]. 
Although the mechanism of the wheel is useful when moving on a well-maintained road 
surface, it is not suitable for use on uneven grounds because the step climbing performance is low. 
According to the calculation formula in described in [1.127], the wheeled robot could not climb 
up step over the height of the wheel’s radius. Assuming the actual environment, the ability to 
climb the step becomes less than half of it. 
Studies using link structures and suspensions have been made as an approach to improve these 
mobility properties. Sojourner, the first autonomous Mars exploration vehicle in NASA Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), has a suspension mechanism called a rocker bogey [1.128,129]. The 
rover could climb obstacles such as rocks at a height 1.5 times the diameter of the wheel. This is 
realized by using a complicated link mechanism and a large number of actuators, and a total of 
10 motors was used for the moving system [1.130]. Rocky 7 that is also developed at JPL is also 
have rocker bogey [1.131]. Analysis of control of vehicles equipped with suspensions with active 
joint structure is well done by Iagnemma et al [1.132]. 
As regards to an approach to increasing the locomotion performance by proposing a special 
wheel shape, a lot of wheel shapes are proposed to suit the target environment. Loper used Tri-
Lobe wheel that three small wheels mounted to a central hub [1.133]. CLOVER used special 
wheel like gear and used in a volcanic environment [1.134]. These mechanisms are useful in each 
environment, but these wheels mechanisms have not well maintained using mechanical model 
and not meet our target environment. Spoke type wheel is well known as simple wheel and a lot 
of studies are focused on its climbing steps performance and its stability [1.135,136]. However, 
almost of these studies have not mentioned the way for satisfying both these climbing abilities. 
 
1.4.2.4 Cord type 
 
Snake robots composed of a large number of joints connected in series. Studies on the 
mechanism and control of a cord-like function body called Active Cord Mechanism (ACM), 
which works by changing the shape with such a configuration [1.137]. Hirose has been studied as 
a pioneer of research on the mechanism of this type of moving body [1.138].  
Since the cord type robot can be designed to have a small cross-sectional area with respect to 
the traveling direction, it has the advantage that it can enter the narrowed portion. However, many 
actuators are required to realize complicated motion, which complicates the mechanical and 
control design. 
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1.4.3 Control design of mobile robot outdoors 
 
A lot of previous studies conducted on control design of a mobile robot on rough terrain. 
Among them, I introduce two studies similar to this study. 
 
1.4.3.1 SLAM 
 
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is one of the famous technology to solve the 
computational problem of creating an unknown environment map and simultaneously grasping 
the position of the robot. This problem is known as chicken-and-egg problem, and many solutions 
have been proposed. Tutorials for learning the SLAM technology are also published [1.139,140]. 
In SLAM methods, almost of the previous works were conducted by using cameras and lasers 
for knowing own position and grasping the detailed information on the surrounding terrain. These 
methods are so powerful and useful to control the robot, especially in a simple environment with 
less obstacles such as indoors. However, these methods are largely depending on the 
environmental situation and it is so difficult to use it in a grassy area and using in every weather 
condition because of the noise problem. There are still a lot of technical problems that must be 
solved using this method for a long time in a particularly complicated environment outdoors. 
In this study, the self-position of the robot is estimated based on the information of GNNS 
using the map in the world coordinate system already constructed, and the detailed information 
of the terrain is updated in the map. Similar acts have been done in terms of collecting and 
updating a large amount of information on the map, but it does not address the fundamental 
computational problem of SLAM. 
 
1.4.3.2 Multirobot systems 
 
As a method of operating multiple robots, swarm and multi-agent system have been studied.  
 
(a) Swarm 
Swarm robotics is an approach of cooperation of robot system that consists of multiple simple 
mobile robots. Swarm makes robots collective action by interaction between the robot group and 
the surrounding environments. It is based on group intelligence inspired by observation results of 
social insects. 
The complex tasks can be realized by acting as a group and sometimes the performance of the 
large number of robots contribute to the robustness and flexibility of the system. 
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Swarm technology is a technique to move as a group as seen in behavior of insects, and in 
many cases, studies in which one robot separately plays a role are treated as a multiagent system 
as described later.  
 
(b) Multi-agent system 
The multi-agent system is consisting of multiple agents and each agent can perform tasks 
separately, not as a group that gathers in one place. 
In study of agents, each agent needs to work according to the environment so that the agent 
must be able to recognize the environmental information. The agent also has to decide on his own 
actions to take. The algorithm of that decision ranges is wide from simple to complex.  
The multi-agent system is more likely to collaborate evolutions rather than individual 
evolution while general agents' study focuses on how to evolve ourselves and become an agent 
more suitable for the problem. The simpler the behavioral logic of each agent, the more flexible 
the system. Conversely, the more complex the behavioral logic of each agent, the better the pursuit 
of optimality, but it will be a system that cannot deal with the unexpected problems.  
The most interesting point of this kind of learning system is sometimes unpredicted group 
behavior of agents may be autonomously formed. There are times when we take actions beyond 
the creation of human beings, and in that sense, it may feel that the robot has surpassed human 
thought.  
My long-term goal of the monitoring system follows the concept of this multi-agent system, 
and development of the system is positioned as an extension of this study. 
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1.5 Objective of this study 
 
1.5.1 Setting the theme 
 
As introduced in the previous section, many monitoring robots have been developed. However, 
there are few cases where a large-scale monitoring can be realized in a robot moving on the ground. 
This is caused by a lot of obstacles that prevent the robot’s movement on the ground unlike 
underwater and aerial. It is particularly difficult to move in the natural environment where 
development of human beings has not done such as forests. However, cases in which investigation 
in these areas is increasing as demand for environmental and ecosystem monitoring. Therefore, 
the author focused on the development of devices that can move in these natural environments 
and thought about building a monitoring system using terrestrial mobile robots. 
Fig. 1.11 shows a long-term goal image of the monitoring system. The author plans to 
introduce multiple robots into forest area, and these robots will monitor cooperatively. Each robot 
moves autonomously around the energy charge station, and the robot come back to the station 
when the battery level became low like a Roomba [1.141-147]. The monitoring data are uploaded 
to the cloud server and the users such as citizens and farmers can get the data by accessing to the 
server and downloading it. The operator can also access to the robot though the network and 
control the robot directly in emergency case. 
The most challenging task of developing this system for the robot is to move on rough terrain. 
There are a lot of obstacles in forest area such as grasses and fallen tree. The robot is required to 
have high locomotion performance in moving such a tough environment. Therefore, the author 
tries to develop a platform of mobile robot that can move on such an environment. 
 
 
Figure 1.11 A long-term goal of monitoring system 
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1.5.2 Design concepts for robot locomotion 
 
The author made concepts of design for developing a new robot that cane used for long-term 
and large-scale monitoring.  
Three design concepts; simple design, high locomotion performance, and low power 
consumption are decided for developing the robot. Simple design is required as much as possible 
for reducing cost and easy maintenance. High locomotion performance is required so as to cope 
with obstacles outdoors for moving on rough terrain. Low power consumption is required as much 
as possible for long term operation and environmental friendly.  
Two design requirements are set as follows in order to meet these concepts. 
 
(a) Locomotion performance on rough terrain by minimum number of actuators 
By reducing the number of actuators, it is possible to greatly simplify the mechanical design 
and control design of the robot and it also leads to reduction of power consumption. It is a 
challenge to have high locomotion performance because it becomes difficult to cope with 
complicated environments when the number of actuators is small. 
 
(b) Outdoor navigation by simple sensors 
By controlling the robot with simple sensors, it is also possible to greatly simplify the 
mechanical design and control design of the robot and it is able to reduction of power consumption. 
It is also a challenge to have high locomotion performance because it becomes difficult to cope 
with complicated environments when not using a high-performance sensor. 
 
1.5.3 Approach 
 
As an approach to robot development, the author considered the position of the study compared 
with conventional studies. Table 1.3 shows a difference between conventional studies and this 
study. PhamtomX [1.148-153], Quince [1.120,121], ACM-R3 [1.154-160], and CERES [1.161] 
are introduced as examples of a typical mobile robot. Generally, robots with high locomotion 
performance have many actuators and use high-performed sensors to cope with complicated 
uneven surfaces. However, there are problems that the number of actuators and high-performed 
sensors complicate the robot’s design and increases the power consumption. On the other hand, 
the design of a robot using less actuators and simple sensors makes the robot’s design simple and 
power consumption can be suppressed, but locomotion performance becomes a problem and it 
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leads difficult to use in rough terrain. 
 
Table 1.3 Difference between conventional studies and this study 
  
Phantom X 
 
Quince 
 
ACM-R3 
 
CERES 
This study 
WAMOT 
Locomotion 
type 
Leg Tracked Grassland Wheel Special 
wheel 
Target area Forest Volcano Grassland Artificial 
road 
Forest 
Navigation Remote 
control 
Remote 
control 
Remote 
control 
Remote 
control 
Auto control 
with internal 
sensor 
Number of 
actuators 
16 6 20 4 2 
Design Complex 
(Control timing 
is required) 
Complex 
(Control timing 
is required) 
Complex 
(Control timing 
is required) 
Simple 
(Control timing 
is not required) 
Simple 
(Control timing 
is not required) 
Locomotion 
performance 
High 
(Able to move on 
rough terrain) 
High 
(Able to move on 
rough terrain) 
High 
(Able to move on 
rough terrain) 
Low 
(Unable to move 
on rough terrain) 
High 
(Able to move on 
rough terrain) 
Power 
consumption 
High 
(100W/kg) 
Medium 
(30W/kg) 
Medium 
(15W/kg) 
Low 
(0.5W/kg) 
Low 
(Under 5W/kg) 
 
Therefore, in this study, design simplification and power consumption reduction are realizing 
by limiting the number of actuators of the robot to two, that is considered to be the minimum 
required number of movement and using the internal sensors that is considered to be simple 
sensors. And, high locomotion performance is realized by proposing novel mechanical and control 
designs. 
 
1.5.4 Objective 
 
The objective of this study is to design a platform of mobile robot that have a high locomotion 
performance on rough terrain with simple and low power consumption. In order to achieve its 
objective, the author approached from two perspectives, mechanical design and control design. 
Fig. 1.12 shows elemental technologies for increasing locomotion performance of mobile robots. 
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Figure 1.12 Elemental technologies for increasing locomotion performance 
 
1.5.4.1 Mechanical design 
 
Three factors were examined as a method of approaching the objective from a hardware 
perspective as follows. 
 
(a) Locomotion mechanism 
The design of the driving part has a great influence on the movement of the robot. In this study, 
it was aimed at simplifying the design and reducing energy consumption by minimizing the 
number of actuators required to move the robot.  
 
(b) Wheel shape 
The shape of the wheel also greatly affects the locomotion performance of the robot. The robot 
exchanges the forces at the point where the wheel and the surface contact each other. From this 
point the robot gains a large frictional force and replaces it with the propulsive force in the 
movement. 
 
(c) Shell shape 
In a complicated moving environment outdoors, the shape of the shell can also be a factor 
influencing the locomotion performance. There is a possibility that the robot receives a large 
resistance from the point of contact between the obstacle and the shell, and how to reduce the 
magnitude of the resistance value is important. 
 
1.5.4.2 Control design 
 
Three factors were examined as a method of approaching the objective from a software 
perspective as follows. 
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(a) Environmental recognition 
The condition of the surface has a great influence on the movement of the robot. By 
recognizing the condition of the surface by the robot, the adaptive motion according to the 
environment can be realized and it leads to improvement of locomotion performance. 
 
(b) Motion control 
Motion control of robot is one of the factors directly related to the locomotion performance of 
the robot. It is very important for the robot how to decide the next motion and perform optimal 
motion from environmental information. 
 
(c) Navigation 
Improving the moving efficiency of the robot in the whole operation leads to the improvement 
of the locomotion performance. By analyzing information on a wide range of environments, the 
trajectory generation of the robot can be realized. 
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1.6 Composition of this thesis 
 
Fig. 1.13 shows the composition of this thesis. This thesis is composed of two main parts: 
development and application. In the development part, chapters 2 and 3 describe the details of 
each element of the methods to increase the locomotion performance of the robot. The 
development part is separated into mechanical and control design. The theoretical interpretation 
of the elements constituting the robot is described, and the results of verification experiments are 
presented. In the application part, chapter 4 introduces applications as practical examples and 
explains the experimental conditions with the sensor for monitoring. Chapter 5 discusses the 
proposed methods, and Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusion and future works. 
 
 
Figure 1.13 Composition of this thesis 
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Chapter 2: Mechanical design 
 
2.1 Chapter introduction 
 
The mechanical design of the robot is described in this chapter. The mechanical design is one 
of the most important factors of having a high locomotion performance of the mobile robot. The 
design has a great influence on the locomotive itself and the ability to cope with rough terrain 
such as climbing steps and slopes largely changes.  
The objective of this chapter is to describe methods of increasing the locomotion performance 
of a mobile robot from a hardware perspective and to verify its effect. The motion is modeled and 
expressed by mathematical expression to understand the effect, and the theory is verified by 
simulation and experiment using developed robots. 
This chapter shows the requirements and an overall design of the robot and describes detail 
designs of novel wheels and a shell shape. Required specification and the overall design are 
decided to use in outdoor environments and the detailed shapes of the wheels and the shell are 
modeled and designed to increase locomotion performance according to various target 
environments. Novel wheel models; elliptic leg and notched wheel, are also proposed for 
generalizing the shape and calculating the performance. 
The author uses figures and sentences by referring the author’s published papers in this chapter 
[2.1-9]. 
 
2.2 Requirements 
 
2.2.1 Target field survey 
 
A field survey was conducted for deciding the hardware requirements of a mobile robot. The 
abstract of the field survey is described as follows: 
 
2.2.1.1 Condition 
 
Date:  4th June 2012  
Place:  Forest in Tokorozawa campus, Waseda University 
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Weather: Sunny 
 
2.2.1.2 Results 
 
(a) Uneven surface condition 
A lot of uneven shape were existing caused by small stone or upsurge of soil. In the survey, 
almost of the height difference of uneven terrain was within 30 [mm]. Therefore, I decide such a 
surface as ordinary surface and the other surfaces are regards as obstacles. 
 
(b) Obstacles 
A lot of obstacles such as tall grasses and fallen trees were existing in forest. In the survey, 
almost of all the height of fallen trees were under 100[mm], sometimes over 200[mm] obstacles 
were existing. 200[mm] seems to be so tough for the small mobile robot to climb. Therefore, I 
decided the maximum height of the climbing step of the robot to 100 [mm] as one of the hardware 
requirements. 
 
2.2.2 Required specification 
 
Based on the field survey, requirements of robots to be developed are determined and 
summarized in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Specification sheet (1/2) 
D/W Major item Sub item Requirement Supplement 
D Overall Operation Able to move in 
outdoor 
environment 
Grass land, forest, sand 
D Able to sense the 
surrounding 
environment 
 
W Able to move 
autonomously 
 
W Able to operate for 
a long term 
Half a year 
W Able to operate in a 
large scale 
60x104 [m2] 
D Able to adapt to the 
natural 
environment 
Direct sunlight, rain, winds, snow 
D Mechanical 
design 
Mechanism Basic movement is 
possible 
Forward, backward, turning 
D Able to move on 
rough terrain 
Stable movement on uneven road 
surface of less than 50 mm, 
climbing step   of 100 mm 
W Dustproof and 
waterproof 
 
D Mechanism that is 
hard to move to an 
immovable state 
 
W Able to move even 
if the robot become 
falling state 
 
D Simple design Minimize degrees of freedom 
D Shape Compact design For moving between trees 
D Weight Light So as not to break even to fall, 
reducing environmental burden 
W Material Light weight Variety of plastics, using 
aluminum for metal parts 
D Well strength  
W Strong in natural 
environment 
Direct sunlight, rain, winds, snow, 
temperature (-30°~90°) 
D Suitable for 
processing 
Accurate enough to accommodate 
dimensional tolerances, a screw 
hole can be opened 
W Assembly Easy to assemble Reducing the number of parts, 
minimizing the number of screws 
W Other Well maintenance Modular structure, Reducing the 
types of parts 
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Table 2.1 Specification sheet (2/2) 
D Electrical 
system 
Power 
supply 
Mounting the 
power to the robot 
Battery 
W Obtaining the 
power on its own 
 
D Do not short-circuit Waterproofing of electrical 
system 
W Sensors Using small sensors  
W Using sensors with 
low power 
consumption 
 
W  Minimizing the 
number of actuators 
 
D The maximum load 
on the actuator 
should below the 
maximum 
continuous torque 
 
W Making the size as 
small as possible 
 
W Make the output as 
small as possible 
 
W Communic
ations 
Using a general-
purpose wireless 
communication 
method 
4G/LTE, Wifi 
W Using wires inside 
of the robot 
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2.3 Overall design 
 
2.3.1 Inspired by insect locomotion 
 
The locomotion mechanism of the robot is often developed with reference to the movement 
of the creatures such as animals and insects. Animals and insects make a motion so as to create 
multiple points in contact with the surface to support their weight in a stable. In general, it is 
known that when a mobile robot is walking horizontally on a horizontal plane, the robot does not 
fall over if the projected point of center of mass exists inside the supporting polygon formed by 
connecting support points between the legs and the surface. Therefore, many mobile robots try to 
use multiple legs locomotion for realizing stable locomotion. 
However, observing the behavior of multiple legged insects with more than 6 legs noticed the 
regularity of movement. Fig. 2.1 shows examples of regular motion of centipedes and 
cockroaches. These insects allow stable movement by creating triangular supporting polygons at 
points contacting the surface. In the next phase, this triangle transitions as if it changed 
symmetrically, and insects make a triangle all the time by making these triangles repeatedly.  
 
 
(a) Centipede   (b) Cockroaches 
Figure 2.1 Regular pattern of multiple legs 
 
The author thought that the movement of multiple legs can be realized with even by limiting 
the number of actuators and at least two degrees of freedom are required for movement on a two-
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dimensional plane. Therefore, the author decided to use only two motors for locomotion. 
 
2.3.2 Two-motor locomotion mechanism 
 
Two motor mechanism that drives multiple shafts is proposed so as to reduce the number of 
the actuators. Fig. 2.2 shows an overview of proposed two-motor mechanism design. Timing belts 
and pulleys are used for driving multiple axis with one motor and it can drive up to six shafts with 
two motors in total. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Two-motor mechanism 
 
Timing belts and pulleys can transmit the motor power into multiple pairs of left and right side 
of shafts. It is necessary to output a value exceeding the total value of the required torque applied 
to all the shafts connected by the timing belt with one motor. The maximum value coincides with 
the value for operating the robot with one motor, although this value also depends on the 
relationship between the robot and the surface. In other words, it is possible to move the rough 
terrain with only two motors with the output that power can move the robot with one motor. On 
the other hands, when a motor is used for each shaft, the maximum required power of each motor 
also become the same value of using two motors. In short, the required power for each motor of 
the robot moving on rough terrain does not change even if the number of motors is increased. In 
other words, it is necessary to use a motor with the same output when a motor is provided for 
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each axis, and this becomes disadvantageous in terms of weight, power consumption.  
Table 2.2 shows effectiveness of two motor mechanism. Two-motor mechanism can reduce 
the width of the robot because the position of the two motors can be shifted, and the width of the 
robot is determined to be about the length of one motor. On the other hands, the width of the six-
motor mechanism become long because the positions of the left and right motors overlap. The 
six-motor mechanism have disadvantages even from the perspective of weight even if considering 
the other parts such as belts and pulleys and the product cost is also increasing according to the 
number of motors. Considering the power consumption under the same operation, it is thought 
that the power consumption of six-motor mechanism become higher than that of two-motor 
mechanism as the reason for the increase in the no-load current of the motor increases as the 
number of motors increases. In terms of control, the control flexibility of the two-motor 
mechanism become lower, but this can reduce the control complexity. Since it is possible to 
produce a certain high locomotion performance by contriving the phase of the special wheel added 
to the shaft, flexibility of control is compromised, and priority is given to ease of control. 
 
Table 2.2 Effectiveness of two motor mechanism 
 Two-motor mechanism Six-motor mechanism 
Size Small (W250) Large (W400) 
Weight Light (2kg) Heavy (3kg) 
Cost Low ($3k) High ($6k) 
Power consumption under 
the same operation 
Low High (4I0 higher) 
*I0 is a no-load current 
Control flexibility Low High 
Control complexity Low (Easy) High (Difficult) 
 
Fig. 2.3 shows the phase of each axis. The rotations of the legs are respectively identified as 
θr1, θr2, θr3, θl1, θl2, and θl3, and are defined as follows, where θ0 is the phase difference between 
the right and left wheels: 
 
tllll  === 321  (2.1) 
0321  +=== trrrr  (2.2) 
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Figure 2.3 The phase of each axis 
 
2.3.3 Selection of locomotion mechanism 
 
Representative locomotion mechanisms are compared to selecting the mechanism. According 
to the Handbooks of Robotics [2.10], there are three main locomotion mechanisms of mobile 
robots. Wheel, tracked, and one DOF leg mechanism are compared in terms of design concepts.  
Table 2.3 shows a comparison of locomotion mechanism. The author compares these 
locomotion mechanisms by observing the state of each representative robot introduced in Chapter 
1 and referring to similar comparison in [2.11]. Tracked mechanism has a high locomotion 
mechanism, but the design is complicated, and this leads the cost high and maintenance difficult. 
Addition to this, the complicated design can tangle fibers such as grass and it does not work well 
in target environment such as a forest. Therefore, locomotion mechanism was considered with 
reference to the mechanism of wheels and legs which is a simple design. 
In comparison of locomotion performance between leg and wheel mechanism, it is 
characterized from one another in climbing slope ability and climbing step ability. In addition to 
this, one DOF leg mechanism has disadvantages in terms of power consumption, it is caused by 
unstable movement due to the shape of the leg. Therefore, the author proposed a locomotion 
mechanism that changes the shapes to be intermediate between the wheels and the legs. 
Fig. 2.4 shows simple models of each locomotion mechanism. Elliptic leg is designed as a 
mechanism that changed the shape of the leg. By making the legs round, the time to stably contact 
with the surface becomes long, and the movement of the robot in the vertical direction can be 
reduced. This can make power consumption low and climbing slopes ability high; it will be a 
design that fits the concept. 
Notched wheel is designed as a mechanism that changed the shape of the wheel. By making 
notched parts into a circle, climbing step ability that will improve. 
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Table 2.3 Comparison of locomotion mechanism 
  Wheel Tracked One DOF 
leg 
Elliptic 
leg 
Notched 
wheel 
Simple 
design 
Cost 
 
Low High Low Low Low 
Maintenance 
ability 
Easy Difficult Easy Easy Easy 
High 
locomotion 
performance 
Climbing 
slopes 
High High Low High High 
Climbing 
steps 
Low High High High High 
Low power 
consumption 
Energy 
efficiency 
High Low Low High High 
Required 
torque 
Low High High Low Low 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Simple models of each locomotion mechanism 
 
2.3.4 Other designs 
 
2.3.4.1 Symmetry 
 
Symmetry design is used for designing the robot (Fig. 2.5). The robot is synchronized of three 
dimensions; x-direction: front and back, y-direction: left and right, and z-direction: top and down. 
The symmetry of x-direction makes the robot control easy. The same control can be applied when 
moving forward or backward. The symmetry of y-direction makes the control of the robot stable. 
Since it is symmetrical, the project point of center of mass is positioned at the center of the robot, 
and the stability and straightness of movement are improved. The symmetry of z-direction makes 
the control of the robot robust. The robot can operate in the same way as the original state, even 
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when the robot falls over while moving.  
Symmetry also makes the robot design simple. This leads the number of the kind of the parts 
low. Since it becomes to construct a robot by using a plurality of parts of the same kind, it is 
possible to reduce kinds of parts. This contributes to drastically reducing manufacturing costs and 
also reduces the number of parts when managing spare parts. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Symmetrical design 
 
2.3.4.2 Waterproof 
 
The design of the robot is waterproof so as to be able to operate the robot in all weather 
conditions. The robot is desired to have IP55 level of waterproof for operating in rainy condition. 
The electrical parts of the robot are located in the shell and the box is closed using waterproofing 
parts.  
Fig. 2.6 shows the waterproofing design of the shell of the robot. The gasket and crank cable 
are used in the covering of the shell. O-ring and oil seal are used in the bearing box to prevent the 
water entering from the motor axis. 
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Figure 2.6 Waterproofing 
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2.4 Elliptic leg 
 
2.4.1 Locomotion mechanism  
 
An elliptic leg model is proposed so as to realize the stable locomotion and have high 
locomotion performance. The six legs are attached so as to be the center of the wheel were shifted 
from the center of the shafts. In addition, the middle parts of the legs are attached so as to be 
shifted by 180 degrees phase difference for increasing the area of the supporting polygon. 
Fig. 2.7 shows the locomotion mechanism of the robot using elliptic legs. Locomotion 
mechanism of elliptic legs is simpler compared to a similar locomotion mechanism presented by 
R-Hex Research [2.12] that robot has six motors for locomotion. The legs of each of the three 
pairs of left and right are connected by a timing belt and rotate at the same speed. The rotations 
of the legs are respectively identified as θl1, θl2, θl3, θr1, θr2, and θr3, and are defined as follows: 
 
 +=== tt lllll 231 ,　  (2.3) 
02031 ,  ++=+== tt rrrrr 　　  (2.4) 
where ωl and ωr, are angular velocity of the left and right motor, θ0 is a phase difference of the 
left and right. 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Locomotion mechanism of the robot using elliptic legs 
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This movement is like a swinging the wheel, a part of the wheel comes into contact with an 
obstacle and the robot try to climb the step by its friction. Therefore, the performance of climbing 
step is remarkably improved as compared with ordinary wheels. Even when moving on a flat 
surface, especially when the left and right phases differ by 180 degrees, stable locomotion 
becomes possible. 
Fig. 2.8 shows a comparison between elliptic leg model and R-hex model. Elliptic legs can 
make the rotational speed of every legs constant because the range of the angle of the leg when 
the surface and the leg are in contact is wide. On the other hand, since that of R-Hex legs is small, 
robot would rub the belly. Therefore, the robot has to rotate the legs first during the time when 
legs don’t contact the surface; R-Hex legs have to change the rotational speed for stable 
locomotion.  
The moving mechanism of the ellipse legs is also characterized in that does not depend on the 
direction of movement. The characteristics of the front and rear symmetrical design of the robot 
are utilized as it is, and the movement of the robot does not change by the movement in the back 
and forth direction. On the other hand, since that of R-Hex legs is not front-back symmetric, it is 
necessary to change the control according to the moving direction. 
These characteristics of elliptic legs make the control easier and contribute to realize 
autonomous locomotion on rough terrain. 
More information on R-hex is described in [2.13-39]. 
 
 
(a) When θl1 = π/4 
 
(b) When θl1 = 3π/4 
Figure 2.8 Comparison between elliptic leg model and R-hex model 
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2.4.2 Optimizing the shape 
 
It is necessary to consider the detail shape of the legs because the power consumption of 
driving parts significantly depends on the properties of the legs. Fig. 2.9 shows an elliptic leg 
model and Table 2.4 explain each parameter. This model is proposed for optimizing the power 
consumption during moving flat surface.  
 
 
Figure 2.9 Elliptic leg model 
 
Table 2.4 Explanation of each parameter in Fig. 2.8 
Parameter Explanation 
a Semi-major axis 
b Semi-minor axis 
l12 Distance between axis 1 and 2 
θ Phase of the leg 
μ Friction coefficient 
T Required torque 
M Mass of the robot 
g Gravity 
N Normal force 
 
The semi-major axis a represents the step-climbing ability, which I set to the maximum value 
to avoid interference with the hardware. The semi-minor axis, b also has a range because of 
hardware limited, b is from 0.5a to 1.5a. 
The required torque for each leg position θ is given by this calculation. 
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Fig. 2.10 shows the relationship between the required torque and the semi-minor axis b in a 
condition that friction coefficient is 0.2. The applied friction coefficient is the estimated average 
value for real fields. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Simulation on required torque using elliptic leg 
 
The advantage of this model is that it can easily simulate the energy consumption and 
generalize any other leg similar to a circle or stick by changing the shape. 
 
2.4.3 Implementation 
 
The original leg that combined a circle and two lines were fabricated so as to touch the surface 
to form a shape similar to the elliptic model as shown in Fig. 2.11. This shape was devised due to 
the problem of modeling and the convenience of attachment to the shaft. 
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Figure 2.11 Implemented leg 
 
Fig. 2.12 shows a fabricated robot based on the elliptical leg model and Table 2.5 shows 
specifications of the robot. The robot is called Waseda Animal Monitoring robOT (WAMOT). Fig. 
2.12 (a) shows a robot fabricated using polyoxymethylene (POM) material. This is made by 
cutting POM which is one of called engineering plastic. It is a very lightweight model as it is a 
feature that elliptical legs are hollow. However, in outdoor use, there are cases where branches 
are tangled and stacked. Fig. 2.12 (b) shows a robot fabricated using carbon fiber reinforced 
plastics (CFRP) material. Since CFRP is extremely hard and lightweight, it is attracting attention 
as a material substituting for aluminum. Unlike the POM model, elliptical legs of this model are 
not hollow and suitable for outdoor use. 
 
  
(a) Fabricated using POM material  (b) Fabricated using CFRP 
Figure 2.12 Overview of Waseda Animal Monitoring robOT (WAMOT) with elliptic leg. These 
robots were fabricated under the cooperation of NiKKi Fron Co., Ltd. 
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Table 2.5 Specification of the robot 
(a) POM  (b) CFRP 
Items Value Items Value 
Size Width mm 250 Size Width mm 250 
Length mm 360 Length mm 360 
Height mm 200 Height mm 200 
Weight kg 3.2 Weight kg 5.0 
Velocity m/min 10 Velocity m/min 10 
Capacity of battery Wh 26.4 Capacity of battery Wh 47.7 
Updime h 3 Updime h 4 
Wattage of motor W 11x2 Wattage of motor W 15x2 
 
2.4.4 Verification 
 
The performance of WAMOT was evaluated by testing its climbing slope and step abilities 
and implementing it on real fields. 
 
2.4.4.1 Performance test: Climbing slope 
 
The climbing slope ability was measured by the following method: 
(a)  A slope was prepared of inclinations ranging from 3 to 21 [deg] in steps of 3 [deg] (see 
Fig. 2.13). 
(b)  WAMOT was made to climb a length of 1 [m] forward from a stationary position on each 
slope. 
(c)  For successful climbs of each slope out of five trials confirmed the ability of the robot to 
climb it. 
Based on the above procedure, it was found that WAMOT could climb a slope with an 
inclination as much as 18 [deg]. 
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Figure 2.13 climbing slope test 
 
2.4.4.2 Performance test: Climbing step 
 
The climbing step ability was measured by the following method. 
(a)  A Step with heights was prepared ranging from 20 to 200[mm] in steps of 20[mm] (see 
Fig. 2.14). 
(b)  WAMOT was operated forward toward a step from a distance of 250[mm] at maximum 
speed. 
(c)  Four successful climbing of a step out of five trials confirmed the ability of the robot to 
climb the step. 
Based on the above procedure, it was confirmed that WAMOT could climb a step as high as 
180[mm]. 
 
 
Figure 2.14 Climbing step test 
 
2.4.4.3 Demonstration experiment 
 
The author experimentally implemented WAMOT in the artificial ecosystem of the Toyama 
Park in Tokyo, which the author considered to be a comparatively easy terrain, to verify the 
performance of the robot. The motion pattern of the robot was programmed into the motor control 
board. The robot was to repeatedly operate in the active mode for 5[min] followed by the rest 
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mode for 15[min] under actual operating conditions. In the active mode, it was to repeatedly 
execute a motion comprising 40[s] forward movement, stopping for 5[s], 10[s] backward 
movement, and stopping for another 5[s]. This motion pattern is useful for avoiding obstacles 
such as trees. The robot could move on easy terrain without any problems.  
The author also tested the robot in the natural ecosystem of the mountain forest on Mount Fuji 
in Shizuoka (Fig. 2.15), which the author considered to be a comparatively difficult terrain. The 
motion pattern of the robot was also programmed into the motor control board. The robot was to 
repeatedly operate in the active mode for 3[min] followed by the rest mode for 27[min] under 
actual operating conditions. In the active mode, it was to repeatedly execute a motion comprising 
60[s] of forward movement, stopping for 5[s], backward movement for 10[s], and stopping for 
another 5[s] stop. The robot could move on difficult terrain. However, sometimes robot became 
stuck in a small bamboo. It is noteworthy that the robot was not flooded by the rain that fell during 
the experiment. 
 
 
Figure 2.15 Experiment in the mountain forest 
 
Fig. 2.16 shows the WAMOT (CFRP ver.) on rough terrain in forest. Since the legs are not 
hollow, it was confirmed that the risk of getting tangled with twigs was reduced.  
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Figure 2.16 WAMOT on rough terrain in forest 
 
Fig. 2.17 shows the WAMOT on snow covered surface. It was confirmed that the robot can 
move if it is on a relatively hard snow such as a ski resort. On a very soft snow like a new snow, 
it is thought that the robot become an immoveable condition because robot's legs dig a hole in the 
ground and the robot's casing comes into contact with the ground. In order to cope with such a 
surface, it is considered necessary to increase the width of the leg and lower the ground pressure 
between the robot and the ground. 
 
 
Figure 2.17 WAMOT on snow covered surface 
 
Fig. 2.18 shows the WAMOT on sand surface with sea water in seaside. Since the robot is 
waterproof, it was confirmed that it can move also on the coast. Since the weight of the robot is 
smaller than the buoyancy, in the sea the robot does not move the ocean floor but floats on the sea 
surface. Also, it was confirmed that the robot is turned over by the waves. Design considering the 
relation between the weight of the robot and buoyancy, and higher waterproof performance is 
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required when used for survey near the seabed.  
 
 
Figure 2.18 WAMOT on sand surface with sea water in seaside 
 
2.4.5 Discussion 
 
The proposed locomotion mechanism using elliptic legs seems be effective for coping with 
complex environment such as forest. The robot could move outdoors and its slope and step 
climbing capabilities met the requirements. However, sometimes the robot could not move in the 
mountain forest because its being stuck in obstacles like bamboos was not envisaged. The shape 
of the robot is expected to improve to solve this problem. 
The behavior of the robot was different for θ0, which is the phase difference between the 
equations of the right and left legs. When θ0 was close to π, the locomotion of the robot was stable 
and without significant inclination in its posture. This is useful for flatland locomotion and low 
energy consumption. When θ0 was close to zero, the locomotion of the robot was unstable and 
with a significant inclination in its posture. This is, however, useful for climbing high steps and 
inclining the robot when charging the battery. 
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2.5 Notched wheel 
 
2.5.1 Approach to make a notched wheel model 
 
The model using four wheels is used for designing a notched wheel model. In a study of elliptic 
leg model, ease of falling on a slope of a six-legged robot was confirmed. The area of the 
supporting polygon decreases when the wheel or leg at the center contacts the surface, and the 
robot becomes unstable. Fig. 2.19 shows a relationship between the projected point of the center 
of mass and supporting polygon using elliptic legs. From Phase 2 to Phase 3, the robot becomes 
unstable because it is supported by the three rear legs, making it easy to fall backwards. 
 
 
(a) Phase 1 
 
(b) Phase 2 
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(c) Phase 3 
Figure 2.19 The relationship between the projected point of the center of mass and supporting 
polygon using elliptic legs. P is a projected point of the center of mass. 
 
Four wheels increase the supporting polygon, and the robot becomes stable. Fig. 2.20 shows 
a relationship between the projected point of the center of mass and supporting polygon using 
four wheels. Unlike elliptical legs, stable locomotion is possible with only four wheels if the 
wheels are close to a circle, and it will also stabilize on climbing a slope.  
 
Figure 2.20 The relationship between the projected point of the center of the mass and 
supporting polygon using four wheels. P is a projected point of the center of mass. 
 
The locomotion performance in rough terrain is able to increase by changing the shape of the 
wheel. In previous research, a lot of wheel shapes have been proposed to suit the target 
environment. Loper used Tri-Lobe wheel that three small wheels mounted to a central hub [2.40]. 
CLOVER used special wheel like gear and used in a volcanic environment [2.41]. These 
mechanisms are useful in each environment, but these wheels’ mechanisms have not well 
maintained using mechanical model and not meet our target environment. Spoke type wheel is 
well known as simple wheel and a lot of studies are focused on its climbing steps performance 
and its stability [2.42]. However, almost of these studies have not mentioned the way for satisfying 
both these climbing abilities and generalized the shape using a model. 
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2.5.2 A study of climbing a step 
 
The wheel shape is greatly affected to the climbing a step. Comparison of three types in terms 
of climbing step ability is introduced in this section. In general, the robot cannot get high friction 
to the ground outdoors, the model assumes a situation where sufficient friction with obstacles 
cannot be obtained in the arc portion of the wheel. 
Fig. 2.21 (a) shows a climbing a step of a circle type wheel and Table 2.6 explain each 
parameter. The maximum height potential of the climbing a step (Hmax) is calculated as follows; 
 
rH =max  (2.6) 
 
This is a value that can be geometrically maximized, and it actually varies depending on the 
influence of friction. 
Fig. 2.21 (b) and (c) show a climbing a step of spoken and notched type. Since there is a prong 
hook on the wheel, the robot can climb a step higher than its own height of the wheel shaft. 
However, Hmax can be a little small at spoke type because prong hooks also lower the height of 
the forward axis (he,f). Hmax at spoke type is as follows; 
 
)
2
sin
2
(cosmax

+= rH
 (2.7) 
 
When the circular part is touched to the surface during the robot climbing at notch type, Hmax 
become larger. 
 
)
2
sin1(max

+= rH
 (2.8) 
 
 
(a) Circle type  (b) Spoke type  (c) Notch type 
Figure 2.21 Comparison of three types in climbing step ability. (First phase) 
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Table 2.6 Explanation of each parameter in Fig. 2.20 
Parameter Explanation 
R Radius of the wheel 
θ Notch angle of the wheel 
l13 Distance between axis 1 and 3 
he,f Height of the forward shaft 
H Height of the step 
Hmax Maximum height potential of the climbing a 
step 
 
Considering to the robot climb up to the last, it is conditional that it does not flip over before 
the rear wheel can climb. Fig. 2.22 shows the final phase of climbing a step of each wheel shape 
and Table 2.7 explains a newly appearing parameter. The effective length between the shaft of the 
rear wheel and the contact point to the step (le) should be shorter than that of between the rear 
shaft and the center of mass (lg). 
On the condition that the center of mass is located the center of the robot, the robot can finish 
climbing a step when the H meet the following formula. 
 
))(cos(arctan
2
)(
13
132
,
2
l
Hl
hHr be −−
 (2.9) 
  
 
(a) Circle type  (b) Spoke type  (c) Notch type 
Figure 2.22 Comparison of three types in climbing step ability. (Final phase) 
 
Table 2.7 Explanation of each parameter in Fig. 2.21 
Parameter Explanation 
le Effective length between the shaft of the rear wheel and 
the contact point to the step 
lg Length between the rear shaft and the center of the mass 
he,r Height of the rear shaft 
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2.5.3 A study of climbing a slope 
 
The wheel shape is also greatly affected to the climbing a slope. Comparison of three types in 
climbing slope ability is introduced in this section. The model assumes situation that the robot 
climbs at so slow speed that the effect of acceleration can be neglected. 
Fig. 2.23 (a) shows a climbing a slope of circle type wheel. In general, circle type has high 
climbing ability. The maximum angle of the climbing a step ϕmax is calculated as follows; 
 
)
2
arctan( 13max
r
l
=
 (2.10) 
 
Fig. 2.23 (b) and (c) show a climbing the slope of spoke and notch type. There is prong hook 
on the wheel, le should be shorter than lg. The maximum angle of the climbing a step ϕmax is 
calculated as follows; 
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(a)Circle type  (b) Spoke type  (c) Notch type 
Figure 2.23 Comparison of three types of wheel in climbing slope ability 
 
2.5.4 A study on number of notches 
 
The number of notches is also important for designing the wheel. A lot of notches would 
reduce the time the robot climbs over the step. However, climbing step ability become low when 
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the angle of the notch is not considered well. Angle range is better to calculated so as not to lower 
the climbing ability. Therefore, the condition is considered so that the circle part of the wheel 
should touch to the surface when the notch part of wheel can catch a step.  
When considering the influence of the number of notches, the situations are classified into 
four cases as shown in Fig. 2.24. 
 
  
(a) n=4k+1   (b) n=4k+2 
  
(c) n=4k+3   (d) n=4k+4 
Figure 2.24 Four cases of the number of notches 
 
Table 2.8 shows the conditional expression of the notched angle for the arc portion of the 
wheel to touch the surface when the robot catches the step in each case. Fig. 2.25 shows a result 
of optimal number of notches. After all, only odd or twice the odd number of notches can be 
candidate of optimal number. The twice one is considered well in terms of reducing the time the 
robot climb over a step, therefore, twice the odd number of notches become an optimal number 
of notches in each notched angle. For example, when the angle of the notch is decided to be π/2, 
the best number of notches become 2. 
 
Table 2.8 Angle range in each case. 
Pattern n=4k+1 n=4k+2 n=4k+3 n=4k+4 
Angle range 
n

 0
 n


2
0 
 n

 0
 
Any angle is  
not suitable 
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Figure 2.25 Optimal number of notches 
 
2.5.5 A study of the edge shape of the notch 
 
The edge shape of the notch is also affected to the climbing step ability. Fig. 2.26 shows 
comparison between standard and rounded edge shape design. Rounded edge shape reduced the 
length of the effective radius (re) and effective notch angle (θe). This reduces the climbing step 
ability and increase the climbing slope ability. 
The climbing step ability and the climbing slope ability are changed to the following formula 
by changing shape. 
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The robot can finish climbing a step when the H meets the following formula. 
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(a) Standard shape 
 
(b) Rounded shape 
Figure 2.26 Comparison between standard and rounded edge shape design 
 
In contrast, arc-shaped notch does not reduce the maximum height potential of the climbing a 
step of the robot. Fig. 2.27 shows comparison between standard and arc-shaped edge shape design. 
This type of notched also increases the finishing climb step ability because arc-shaped can shorten 
le. 
 
 
(a) Standard shape 
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(b) Arc-shape 
Figure 2.27 Comparison between standard and arc-shaped edge shape design 
 
2.5.6 A study of the phase difference between left and right 
wheels 
 
The phase difference between left and right wheels affects the climbing slope ability. The 
shape of stability margin changed depending on the phase difference. Fig. 2.28 shows stability 
margin of the robot in two different condition. Fig. 2.28 (a) is when the phases of the left and right 
wheels are the same and Fig. 2.28 (b) is when the right side of the wheels are π/2 different from 
left side wheels. When the phases of the left and right wheels are the same, the distance between 
the center of the robot and the edge of the stability margin (ld) is calculated as follow; 
 
2
sin
2
13 r
l
ld −=
 (2.15) 
 
When the right side of the wheels are π/2 different from left side wheels, the stability margin 
shift to backward, and ld become longer than that of no phase difference. This can make the 
climbing slope ability high. ld when the right side of the wheels is π/2 different from left side 
wheels is calculated as follows; 
 
2
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(a) Normal condition  (b) Different phase condition 
Figure 2.28 Stability margin of the robot 
 
Fig. 2.29 shows height of the center of mass of the robot in two different condition. In a normal 
condition, the height of the center of mass (hd) is calculated as follow; 
 
2
cos

rhd =
 (2.17) 
 
In a different phase condition, hd become shorter than that of no phase difference, this is also 
a positive effect for increasing the climbing slope ability. hd when the right side of the wheels is 
π/2 different from left side wheels is calculated as follows; 
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(b) Normal condition (b) Different phase condition 
Figure 2.29 Height of the center of mass of the robot 
 
Thus, ϕmax when the right side of the wheels is π/2 different from left side wheels is calculated 
as follows; 
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2.5.7 Implementation 
 
Fig. 2.30 shows a fabricated robot based on the notched wheel model and Table 2.9 shows 
specifications of the robot. The material of notched wheel is made by ABS and the wheels are 
attached to the same shaft as the elliptical leg via connecting parts. The length of the middle part 
of shaft is shortened so that it does not go out in the four wheels’ case, thought it extended outward 
in the six-leg’s case. That is, the inner drive mechanism using timing belt is same as the elliptic 
leg mechanism. 
 
 
Figure 2.30 Overview of WAMOT with notched wheel 
 
Table 2.9 Specification of the robot 
Items Value 
Size Width mm 300 
Length mm 586 
Height mm 230 
Weight kg 5.0 
Velocity m/min 10 
Capacity of battery Wh 47.7 
Uptime h 4 
Wattage of motor W 15x2 
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2.5.8 Verification 
 
2.5.8.1 Comparison with various wheel shapes 
 
Dynamics simulation on v-rep was conducted to verify the validity of the proposed model. For 
adapting to the WAMOT, the size (l13=300 [mm], r=140 [mm], θ=86°) was set. The notched angle 
was decided for the purpose of making spoke type when the number of notches is four.  
Climbing a step ability test was conducted in steps of 5 [mm]. To prevent the situation that the 
robot climbs up using a high frictional force, the friction rate (μ=0.4) was set between the wheel 
and the surface. In this test, it was successful when it succeeds even once by moving the robot 
from a distance of a variety of obstacles. This is because a different phenomenon was confirmed 
when experimenting at different distances due to the friction. Table 2. 10 shows the simulation 
results. The maximum height of the steps when the front wheel climbed is shown in the upper 
column of simulation, and the result of the maximum height of the steps when the rear wheel 
climbed is shown with brackets in the lower column of simulation. 
Climbing slopes ability test was also conducted in steps of 1°. In this test, it was successful 
when the robot climbs up 2 [m] of the slope. The results are also shown in Table 2.10. 
 
Table 2.10 Dynamic simulation results of comparison with various wheel shape 
Wheel type Wheel Standard 
 
Standard 
 
Standard 
 
Standard 
 
Rounded 
edge 
Arc-
shaped 
notch 
Image 
       
Number of 
notches 
0 4 3 2 2 2 2 
Climbing 
steps 
ability 
Theor
etical  
140 198 232 235 235 210 235 
Simul
ation 
140 
(25) 
205 
(125) 
230 
(170) 
235 
(125) 
235 
(115) 
210 
(180) 
235 
(180) 
Climbing 
slopes 
ability 
Theor
etical  
47 28 28 28 28 35 28 
Simul
ation 
45 27 26 27 26 34 28 
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2.5.8.2 Comparison with a phase difference of left and right wheels 
 
The objective of the experiment was to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The 
climbing slope and step abilities were compared using dynamic simulation among six types of the 
phase differences. 
Table 2.11 shows dynamic simulation results of comparison with a phase difference of left and 
right wheels. 
 
Table 2.11 Dynamic simulation results of comparison with a phase difference of left and right 
wheels 
Phase type A B C D E F 
Condition 
L1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L3 0 π/2 0 π/2 π/2 0 
R1 0 0 π/2 π/2 0 π/2 
R3 0 0 0 0 π/2 π/2 
Climbing 
ability 
Slope deg 30 37 28 36 28 38 
Step mm 185 160 160 160 140 160 
 
From this experiment, it was confirmed that the robot when the right side of the wheels are 
π/2 different from left side wheels (F) has the highest climbing slopes ability and no phase 
difference (A) has the highest climbing steps ability. 
 
2.5.8.3 Performance verification 
 
The objective of the experiment was to measure the climbing performance of the robot and 
comparing to the simulation results. The condition that the right side of the wheels are π/2 
different from left side wheels was set in the climbing slope test and the no phase difference 
condition was set in the climbing step test. 2 [m] plate was prepared as a slope and a step which 
is covered with high frictional sheets. The speed of the robot was set to slow, wheels rotated at 
about 3 [rpm], so as not to affect the climbing performance. 
Table 2.12 shows the results of the experiment. 
Table 2.12 The climbing steps and slopes ability test 
 Simulation WAMOT 
Climbing slope ability deg 38 36 
Climbing step ability mm 185 180 
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2.5.8.4 Demonstration experiment outdoors 
 
The objective of the experiment was to confirm the climbing performance outdoors. The robot 
moved in the condition that the right side of the wheels is π/2 different from left side wheels. The 
speed of the robot is also set to 3 [rpm] so as not to affect the climbing performance. Fig. 2.31 
shows the state of the experiment on the bank in riverside area. WAMOT could climb up 29 [deg] 
bank in riverside area, although there were a lot of grass and reeds are existing. This is because 
the phase difference stabilized the locomotion. 
 
 
Figure 2.31 Demonstration experiment on the bank in riverside area 
 
2.5.9 Discussion 
 
Climbing slope and step abilities of mobile robots can be estimated by using the proposed 
model. The theoretical value is very similar to dynamic simulation value. This shows that we can 
estimate the climbing ability easily by using proposed calculation formula. The wheel shape can 
be easily selected and designed to meet the required specifications of the target environment. 
It seems that the two parameters re and θe are important for considering the design of the wheel. 
These parameters greatly affect the climbing ability of the steps and slopes. Arc-shaped notch 
design is most effective shape because not only it does not reduce the maximum potential height 
of the climbing steps of the robot but also increase the finishing climb steps ability. Arc-shaped 
notch type can get more high ability by changing the notch angle, although it seems inferior to 
rounded edge shape in terms of climbing slope ability at a glance. 
This model is significant not only useful for wheel type of mobile robot, but this model also 
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can apply to the other mobile robot such as crawler and legged type. Many mobile robots can use 
this model by only considering contacting point on the ground.  
The phase difference of the robot affects the climbing performance of the robot by simulation 
experiment. Type F has the highest climbing slopes ability. This is because two reasons. One is 
that the rear wheels were always being different phase so that ld was also being long. The other 
reason is that the hd was always being short when the robot came to flip motion. These two 
conditions were generated stable when the phase is type F. Type A has the highest climbing steps 
ability. This is because the robot was stable without rotating in the roll direction.  
It is effective to make two locomotion mode; climbing slope mode and climbing steps mode 
by just rotating π/2 of one side of the wheels and changing the phase difference. It is desirable to 
change the phase automatically according to the situation to the surface condition. 
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2.6 Shell shape 
 
2.6.1 Approach to cope with grass field 
 
Passing through tall grass is difficult for land-based mobile robots. Most conventional mobile 
robots cannot pass through grass fields taller than their own height. The common approach for 
coping with such a field is to change the robot’s route when it meets such obstacles to avoid 
getting stuck [2.43-45]. However, extra time is needed for the robot to arrive at the destination 
and detecting grass can be difficult. If the robot cannot operate in a tall grass field, the field cannot 
be monitored. 
There are three possible solutions for a robot to pass through a field with tall grasses: cutting 
[2.46-48], bending [2.49], or slipping between grasses [2.50]. Cutting the grass requires a cutting 
mechanism and a high level of power consumption. Energy efficiency is key to realizing long-
term continuous operation for autonomous mobile robots. Thus, these methods are not suited to 
our purpose of environmental monitoring. Moreover, they can hurt the natural environment, 
which is counter to our goal to protect the environment. Bending the grass usually uses arms with 
multiple actuators to cope with several obstacles. However, these methods need a high level of 
power consumption to remove obstacles, and the control is complicated because of the large 
number of actuators. This makes the robot heavy and difficult to maintain, which is also not 
suitable for monitoring. Slipping between grasses may be an effective method for realizing a light 
weight and minimizing the number of actuators. However, the size of the robot needs to be very 
small. Most robots that can be mounted with monitoring sensors are not small enough to slip 
between grasses. In short, a robot with monitoring sensors that provides a high locomotive 
performance in a tall grass field with only a small number of actuators has not yet been achieved. 
 
2.6.2 Modeling of the immobile condition 
 
The immobile condition was investigated for WAMOT where the robot is in contact with 
obstacles. The condition was analyzed how the robot can be improved by using a fault-tree method. 
It was confirmed that contact with tall grasses is the most frequent cause of immobility because 
the robot bounces off or partially rides over the grass. Fig. 2.32 shows a model of bouncing and 
lifting. The elastic force of the grass affects the robot as a reaction force in both the x and z 
directions. The robot cannot move owing to these reaction forces. The main cause is considered 
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to be the low amount of power available to bend the grass and the large reaction force from the 
bent grass. Therefore, I thought that the robot could avoid immobility by generating a stronger 
grass bending force and spreading the force in the y direction in order to decrease the density of 
the grass remaining in front of the robot. 
 
  
(a) Side view   (b) Front view 
Figure 2.32 Modeling of bouncing and lifting. 
 
2.6.3 Inspiration from Icebreaker 
 
In order to spread the reaction force in the y direction, the way of changing the robot’s shape 
is proposed to avoid adding actuators. WAMOT sometimes moves up and down in the z direction 
when moving forward, which is similar to the behavior of an icebreaker. Especially when the 
phase difference between left and right legs of WAMOT is close to 0, the robot moves up and 
down in the pitch direction as shown in Fig. 2.33. This behavior is an effective approach for 
passing through tall grass, although it is inefficient for flat surfaces such as a cement road. 
Therefore, I referenced the icebreaker mechanism and shape as a model. 
 
 
Figure 2.33 Locomotion behavior when the phase difference between left and right legs is 0 
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Fig. 2.34 shows motion behavior model of an icebreaker and WAMOT and Table 2.13 shows 
parameters of each model. In the touching phase (phase I) in Fig 2.32 (a), the icebreaker touches 
an ice plate and exerts a force on the plate. The icebreaker then receives a reaction force from the 
plate that lifts it up because the reaction force Fz is generated along with the reaction force Fx. 
Therefore, the center of the mass lifts up, and the icebreaker mounts the plate. This behavior is 
called ramming, and Vinogradov concluded that this potential energy is generated from the kinetic 
energy of the icebreaker [2.51,52]. 
 
 
(a) Locomotion mechanism of icebreaker 
 
(b) Locomotion mechanism of WAMOT 
Figure 2.34 Similarity of the motion behavior between an icebreaker and WAMOT 
 
Table 2.13 Explanation of each parameter in Fig. 2.32 
Model of icebreaker  Model of WAMOT 
Parameter Explanation Parameter Explanation 
Fx Reaction force from ice plate 
in x direction 
Fx Reaction force from grass in x 
direction 
Fz Reaction force from ice plate 
in z direction 
Fz Reaction force from grass in z 
direction 
Th Thrust by screw μN1, μN3 Thrust by elliptic legs 
R Resistance from broken ice R Resistance from broken grass 
M Mass of the ship M Mass of the robot 
ρVg Buoyancy from the sea N1, N3 Normal force 
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In the touching and mounting phases (phases I and II), the reaction force from the plate is as 
follows: 
 
xhx MaRTF −−=  (2.20) 
zz MaVgMgF +−=   (2.21) 
where ax and ay are the acceleration of the icebreaker. 
 
In the mounting phase, Fx and Fz increase because the buoyancy of the icebreaker decreases, 
along with the force in the x direction of acceleration of the icebreaker and the resistance from 
the water. When the plate no longer supports the force from the icebreaker, Fz affects the 
momentum that divides the plate, and the plate breaks in breaking phase (phase III). 
Fig 2.34 (b) shows the locomotion mechanism of WAMOT. The behavior of WAMOT is very 
similar to that of icebreaker. In the touching phase (phase I), WAMOT touches the tall grass and 
exerts a force; this produces a reaction force from the grass. This reaction force lifts up WAMOT, 
and Fx affects the momentum to push the grass. When the grass no longer supports the force from 
WAMOT, the grass is bent in bending phase (phase III). 
In the touching and mounting phases (phases I and II), the reaction force from the grass is as 
follows: 
 
xx MaRNF −−= 3  (2.22) 
zz MaNNMgF ++−= )( 31  (2.23) 
where ax and ay are the acceleration of the WAMOT. 
 
Equations (2.22) and (2.23) are very similar to (2.20) and (2.21). Therefore, the icebreaker 
model was used as a basis for designing the robot shell. 
 
2.6.4 Effect of the robot’s shape 
 
Changing the shape of WAMOT into the ship shape has two benefits. First benefit is that the 
moment to bend the grass increase because the contact point between the grass and robot is raised. 
Fig. 2.35 shows a comparison of WAMOT models between without and with the outer covering 
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and Table 2.14 shows parameters of each model. These models use wheels instead of elliptic legs 
for the reason to simplify the calculation.  
 
 
(a) WAMOT without outer covering (b) WAMOT with outer covering 
Figure 2.35 Comparison of WAMOT models 
 
 
Table 2.14 Explanation of each parameter in Fig. 2.34 
Parameter Explanation 
Fy Reaction force from grass in y direction 
hA Height of contact point with grass in the without outer covering condition 
hB Height of contact point with grass in the with outer covering condition 
r Radius of wheels 
H Height of the shell of the robot 
l13 Distance between the front and rear axis 
lx Distance between the contact point and the front surface of the robot in x 
direction 
ly Distance between the contact point and the front surface of the robot in y 
direction 
ϕ Inclination angle of the bow 
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Assuming that both robots are inclined at the same angle, the position of the contact point is 
calculated as follows: 
 
 cos
2
sin13
H
rlhA −+=  (2.24) 
 cossin)( 13 zxB lrllh −++=  (2.25) 
 
The bending moment around the grassroots is greater when an outer covering is attached to 
the robot because hA is longer than hB. 
Another benefit is that Fy is generated in the direction perpendicular to the reaction force Fx. 
According to Runeberg [2.53] and Shimansky [2.54], the reaction force is in the direction normal 
to the surface. Fig. 2.36 shows an image of divided reaction force. 
 
 
Figure 2.36 Image of divided reaction force 
 
The divided reaction forces Fx, Fy, Fz are related as follows: 
 
 tan:1:tan:: =zyx FFF  (2.26) 
 tantantan =  (2.27) 
where α is the opening angle of the bow, β is the opening angle of the rib line. These parameters 
are shown in Fig. 2.37.  
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Figure 2.37 Important parameters on the ship 
 
According to equation in (2.26), the force received by the grass from the robot with an outer 
covering is 1/sinα greater than that of the robot without an outer covering. Therefore, assuming 
that the reaction force Fx is the same, the moment used by the robot with an outer covering (MA) 
to bend the grass is greater than that used by the robot without the outer covering (MB) as follows: 
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=
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In addition to this, the density of the grass remaining in front of the robot decreases after the 
grass is bent in the y direction. Therefore, the resistance from the bent grass is reduced, which 
allows the robot to move in the x direction more smoothly. 
 
2.6.5 Effect of the elliptic legs 
 
Fig. 2.38 compares the wheels and elliptic leg mechanism. Either mechanism eventually will 
be in the same posture and produce the same force. However, when the robot use elliptic legs, the 
robot can easily reach the final state without using the grass; the front of the robot is lifted by only 
the influence of the locomotion mechanism. 
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(a) Wheel mechanism 
 
(b) Elliptic leg mechanism 
Figure 2.38 Comparison between wheel mechanism and elliptic leg mechanism of WAMOT 
 
This ability is effective when a robot moves on a high-slip surface such as sand and fallen 
leaves because the robot may not generate enough thrust with the small coefficient of friction to 
the surface. When the robot cannot get enough thrust, it cannot lift up; the moment used by the 
robot to bend the grass becomes small. However, the elliptic leg mechanism guarantees a large 
moment against the grass. 
 
2.6.6 Design of the outer covering of the robot 
 
The design theory of icebreaker was referenced for designing the outer shape of the robot. We 
utilized the parameters of the hull covering coefficient proposed by Shimansky [2.55] According 
to Shimansky, the icebreaking coefficient η1 and ice cutting coefficient η2 are defined as follows; 
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
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The large values of η1 and η2 are effective to increase locomotive performance of icebreakers. 
Therefore, locomotive performance of icebreaker can be improved by decreasing ϕ and β. 
Three outer shapes in Fig. 2.39 was designed by referring icebreakers. These outer shapes 
were implemented on WAMOT, as an outer cover, using a 3D printer (CONNEX 500, RGD525). 
The parameters of these covers are determined, as shown in Table 2.15, to satisfy the requirements 
as shown below. 
 
(a) The width of WAMOT with the cover should be same as that of WAMOT without it. 
(b) ϕ should be 25 [deg], which is common in icebreakers. 
(c) β should be minimized without interferences to other mechanical structures of WAMOT. 
 
   
(a) Spoon bow  (b) Clipper bow  (c) Simplified clipper bow 
Figure 2.39 Design of outer covering 
 
Table 2.15 Parameters of outer covering 
Parameters Spoon bow covering Clipper bow covering Simplified clipper bow 
covering 
2 100 90 100 
2β 135 152 152 
ϕ 25 25 25 
 
The reaction forces on the outer covers from tall grasses was measured when WAMOT passed 
over them. The experiment was conducted under two different conditions, θ=0[deg] and θ=20 
[deg], for each outer cover. The method of the experiment was shown in below. 
 
1. Prepare the artificial bamboo grasses, and place it on clay (γ=20[deg]). 
2. Attach each outer cover on the carriage. 
3. Pull the carriage at the same speed to pass over the artificial bamboo grasses. 
4. Measure the horizontal reaction force Fx and the vertical reaction force Fz. 
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Figure 2.39 Experimental condition 
 
Fig. 2.40 shows the results of the experiments. The average reaction force from artificial 
bamboo Fx and Fz is smallest at the covering is clipper bow shape. 
 
 
Figure 2.40 Results of reaction force 
Finally, the outer covering was designed to attach to WAMOT by referencing the 
representative clipper bow shape of the icebreaker. Fig. 2.41 shows a design of the outer covering.  
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Figure 2.41 Design of the outer covering for WAMOT. 
 
2.6.7 Implementation 
 
The outer covering was attached to WAMOT, and the robot is called “Grassbreaker.” Fig. 2.42 
shows an overview of “Grassbreaker” and Table 2.16 shows specifications. The mechanism and 
mounted motors were the same as those of WAMOT. The tapers were also attached to the rotating 
shaft to prevent entanglement with grass. The grass that catches in the shaft is moved outside, and 
the grass is pushed outside the robot when the ellipse leg is rotating to the backside of the robot. 
 
 
Figure 2.42 Overview of “Grassbreaker”; WAMOT with an attached outer covering. 
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Table 2.16 Specification of the robot 
Items Value 
Size Width mm 300 
Length mm 670 
Height mm 200 
Weight kg 5.5 
Velocity m/min 10 
Capacity of battery Wh 47.7 
Updime h 4 
Wattage of motor W 15x2 
 
2.6.8 Simulation and experiment 
 
2.6.8.1 Simulation 
 
The objective of the experiment was to verify the validity of the model of the “Grassbreaker”. 
The model was verified through a kinetics simulation. Four types of mobile robots (Table 2.17) 
were prepared and determined which model could generate large forces against the grass. 
 
Table 2.17 Characteristics of four types 
 A 
B 
(WAMOT) 
C 
D 
(Grassbreaker) 
Shape Cube Cube Ship Ship 
Mechanism Wheel Elliptic leg Wheel Elliptic leg 
 
Fig. 2.43 shows the simulation conditions. Two 500 [mm] sticks were prepared as artificial 
grass with spring elements as a replacement for tall grass. The grass bends around the root in 
contact with the ground when it receives a force from the robot but tries to return to its original 
position. The grasses were arranged offset from the center of the robot by 50 mm in the y direction. 
These grasses were set to be inclined in proportion to the magnitude of the moment caused by the 
received force. Therefore, the author can determine the magnitude of the forces received by the 
grass from the robot by measuring the inclination of the grass: 
 
)( xx Ff=  (2.29) 
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)( yy Ff=  (2.30) 
where θx is the angle between the z axis and the vector projecting the grass on a y–z plane and 
θy is the angle between the z axis and the vector projecting the grass on a z–x plane (Fig. 10). 
 
 
Figure 2.43 Simulation condition: Type D is shown on this figure 
 
The robot was in contact with the grass before moving and tried to topple without run-up. The 
robots tried to continue forward while being pulled back from the grasses. Six trials were 
performed while changing the coefficient of friction in increments of 0.1 and measured the angle 
for 10 [s] at intervals of 25 [ms] in each trial. 
Fig. 2.44 (a) shows the result of inclining the artificial grass in the x direction. The points 
daubed with diagonal lines represent the maximum inclination angle, and the points daubed all 
over show the average inclination angle. The average inclinations of the ship type (C and D) were 
larger than those of the cube type (A and B). The maximum inclination of type B was as large as 
that of the ship type. The elliptic legs allowed a large force to be generated instantaneously. 
Fig. 2.44 (b) shows the result of inclining the artificial grass in the y direction. The average 
inclinations of the ship type (C and D) were as large as those in the x direction, while those of the 
cube type (A and B) were almost zero. This inclination increased the entire inclination of the grass. 
The maximum inclination of type D seemed larger than that of type C, although the average 
inclinations were almost the same. The elliptic legs again caused a large force to be generated 
instantaneously. 
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(a) x direction    (b) y direction 
Figure 2.44 Simulation result of artificial grass inclination 
 
2.6.8.2 Demonstration experiment 
 
The objective of the demonstration experiment was to verify the effectiveness of Grassbreaker. 
An experiment was carried out at a riverside area in Japan where many reeds that were 1–1.5 [m] 
tall were growing. A particular flat area was chosen and operated the robot at random points. The 
location was changed for each trial because each location was deformed after the robot moved 
over it. It was tested whether or not Grassbreaker and WAMOT could move 1.5 [m] forward in 
each area. In order to make the robots’ weights equal, an equivalent weight to the outer covering 
was added to WAMOT. The locomotion time was measured for a robot to pass 150 [cm] forward. 
The robot was assumed to be immovable when the robot could not reach in 120 [s], and the travel 
distance was measured. The robot motion pattern was repeated only forwards for 120 [s] with the 
maximum power that the motors could generate. 
Table 2.18 presents the experimental results. WAMOT could not move 1.5 m forward in 120 
[s] in every six conditions. The reeds prevented the robot from moving forward with reaction 
forces in both the x and z directions. The robot would flip or become immobile with no more 
torque generated that could overcome the reaction force in the x direction. In the Grassbreaker 
test, although the robot could not move 1.5 [m] forward in 120 [s] in the first and fourth trials, the 
robot successfully moved forward two-thirds of the time. The two failures were caused by 
entangled reeds in the leg axis of the robot, and the robot became immobile with no more torque 
generated to overcome these tangled forces. Fig. 2.45 compares the average speeds of WAMOT 
and Grassbreaker. A t-test was performed to investigate the significant differences between the 
average speeds of WAMOT and Grassbreaker. The experimental results confirmed significant 
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differences (p < 0.05) between the average speeds of WAMOT and Grassbreaker. Thus, it was 
concluded that the robot shape affects movement in a real tall grass environment such as reed 
beds. 
 
Table 2.18 RESULTS OF DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT 
Trial 
WAMOT Grassbreaker 
Operating time 
[s] 
Distance 
[cm] 
Operating 
time [s] 
Distance 
[cm] 
1st 120 80 120 120 
2nd 120 100 72 150 
3rd 120 130 51 150 
4th 120 50 120 50 
5th 120 60 36 150 
6th 120 90 39 150 
 
 
Figure 2.45 Average speeds of WAMOT and Grassbreaker. 
 
2.6.9 Discussion 
 
The robot shape helped increase the locomotion performance on a grass field. The simulation 
confirmed that the ship shape generates a larger force than cube shape. A larger force Fy is 
generated by the ship shape. Fx also becomes larger. This cases a large total moment to be 
generated against the grass. Therefore, the robot can move forward smoothly with an effective 
shape. It was confirmed this phenomenon in a demonstration experiment. The results showed that 
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altering the robot shape is also a valid approach in a real environment. This presents a novel 
approach to increasing a robot locomotion. Until now, the design of the robot’s cover has only 
focused on safety when the robot is in contact with humans. However, this method means that a 
cover is also useful for improving the locomotive performance and can lead to practical 
improvements for both indoor and outdoor movements. This method is significant not only 
because it fills a gap in terms of locomotive performance but also because it can reduce the 
number of actuators. This can reduce the cost and energy consumption and make it easy to 
maintain and control the robot. This is suited to our plan to monitor the environment by using 
multiple robots. 
The pitching behavior of the elliptic mechanism leads to a high level of locomotive 
performance. The robot uses its own weight as an effective method to push through tall grass. By 
lifting the housing, the robot amplifies its momentum and push through the grass with a stronger 
force while slipping on a high-slip surface. The simulation confirmed that the elliptic mechanism 
generates a larger instantaneous force than the wheel mechanism. The maximum values of Fx and 
Fy were larger for the cube and ship shapes, respectively, with the elliptic leg type than with the 
wheel type. This instantaneous force may break the grass and make a path for the robot to move 
forward. This mechanism should be applicable for the robot to pass over other soft obstacles. In 
addition, previous studies proved that, by using a tiny mobile robot, the rolling behavior may also 
increase the locomotion performance. The effect of changing the robot posture, not only pitching 
behavior but also rolling behavior on the locomotion performance, is remarkable and may be 
useful to the motion control of the robot. 
Optimization of the robot design such as detail parameters of the robot shape might be more 
effective to increase locomotion performance, although this paper only suggests the effectiveness 
of changing the robot shape. Also, analysis of the relationship between the specifications of the 
robot such as speed and the properties of grass might be more effective. However, there are some 
limitations in the proposed model because the grass model is so simple that this cannot describe 
the resistance from broken grass as well as an icebreaker model does. Detailed model might more 
contribute to increase the locomotion performance of the robot because the resistance is 
considered to be largely affected in real environment. This may also help in predicting the required 
energy to travel over grass fields. 
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Chapter 3: Control design 
 
3.1 Chapter introduction 
 
The control design of the robot is described in this chapter. The control design is one of the 
most important factors of having a high locomotion performance of the mobile robot. The design 
has a great influence on the locomotive itself and the ability to avoid obstacles and toward the 
destination. 
The objective of this chapter is to describe methods of increasing the locomotion performance 
of a mobile robot from a software perspective and to verify its effect. The motion is modeled and 
expressed by mathematical expression to understand the effect, and the theory is verified by 
experiment using developed robots. 
This chapter describes the control architecture of mobile robots for their autonomy in complex 
environments. For the autonomous navigation, the robot needs to sense the environment for 
understanding the condition, controlling their motion for adapting the environment, planning their 
path route for reaching the target area more efficiently and strategically. In this chapter, the author 
explains the control method of each element and show some experimental data using the method. 
The author uses figures and sentences by referring the author’s published papers in this chapter 
[3.1-8]. 
 
3.2 System design 
 
3.2.1 Motivation for control design 
 
Since various surfaces and obstacles are existing outdoors, how to deal with these by robot 
movement becomes important. A lot of studies have been conducted to control the mobile robot 
outdoors. However, there is a problem that the control design becomes complicated and the power 
consumption increases when considering incorporating complicated control. A lot of conventional 
methods use geometry sensors such as cameras and laser for controlling the robot, but these 
methods are not suitable for long-term use because it is difficult to cope with environmental 
changes and weather changes. For realizing long-term operation, a simple and robust control 
method is required. 
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The number of neurons is being considered to affect the complexity of the control upon 
reference to the control organisms Since mammals such as humans have a large number of 
neurons, a complicated processing can be performed, and information necessary for movement 
can be instantly judged. On the other hands, it is conceivable that insects such as a dung bean (see 
Fig. 3.1) with few neurons judge the situation from simple information and move.  
 
 
Figure 3.1 Dung bean 
 
Dung bean is acquiring surrounding information by tactile while they have a slight vision, they 
behave very simple such as moving to the right and left each time hitting the wall. When a dung 
bean gets in contact with an obstacle ahead, it takes an action to move in the right direction (Fig. 
3.2). And, when the dung beetle comes in contact with the next obstacle, it moves in the opposite 
direction to the left. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Alternative behavior of dung bean 
 
This behavior seems so simple, but the dung bean could move in various environments. The 
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author thought that simple task can be conducted inside of the robot and the complex tasks can 
be conducted outside the robot. Fig. 3.3 shows a concept of control design. By the robot having 
only a simple function, the design of the control becomes simple, and the energy consumption of 
the robot itself can be reduced. In addition, robust control that is hard to rely on the environment 
becomes possible.  
 
 
Figure 3.3 Consept design of control  
 
3.2.2 System overall design 
 
The control system is required for operating long-term outdoors, so it is desirable to use 
sensors that are less susceptible to external environment. And, it is also necessary to construct a 
system with low power consumption so that the robot can operate for a long time even a little. In 
addition, since it will be operated with multiple robots in the future, it is expected to reduce the 
product cost of each robot. Therefore, simple sensors are selected for controlling the robot and 
the control architecture is built to suit the purpose of reducing the respective calculation 
processing. 
The control processing system is divided into two main parts. Simple processing is conducted 
in the processors on the robot and complex processing is conducted in the processors on a server 
that is located outside the robot. The calculation cost of the robot can be reduced by sending the 
locomotion data to an external server and making is calculating on the server. 
Fig. 3.4 shows the overview image of the long-term goal of monitoring system using mobile 
robots. Each robot moves autonomously by recognizing the surface condition and controlling the 
motion. The locomotion data and monitoring data are uploaded to the server, and the locomotion 
data are analyzed for generating an optimal path plan for navigating the robot to the destination. 
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Figure 3.4 Long-term goal of our monitoring system.  
 
3.2.3 Selecting simple sensors and processors 
 
Sensors are selected for controlling the mobile robot. The sensor is used to know the 
information of the outside world when the robot moves, and it is also used to know the situation 
of the movement of the robot.  
A lot of studies on sensor’s processing have been conducted for many years. The robot 
recognizes various situations from the information obtained by the sensors and determines the 
next motion of the robot. With the remarkable development of science and technology in recent 
years, sensors and processors for mounting on robots are becoming smaller and higher 
performance, and many modules that can be mounted on small robots are sold. 
A lot of mobile robots use geometry sensors such as range finders (LRF) [3.9] and cameras 
[3.10] for recognizing the surface environment. These sensors are effective to understand the 
shape of the terrain environment precisely so that the robot can recognize their positional 
relationship with surrounding obstacles and avoid the obstacles. In the methods using the laser 
range finder, open source such as using point cloud has been recently provided and many 
researchers easily can use it, thought complicated calculation processing is required and 
development cost is required. The methods using the camera also be available by using open 
source code in middleware such as Robot Operating System (ROS). However, in a complex 
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outdoor environment, there are few robust methods to cope with environmental changes. 
Therefore, the author tried to install internal sensors on an autonomous mobile robot as sensors 
less susceptible to environmental changes and lower power consumption.  
Table 3.1 shows sensor system comparison. Internal sensors have a lot of advantages in terms 
of power consumption, computational cost, product cost, weather effects, and difficulty in outdoor 
use. However, the accuracy of environmental recognition becomes low compared to the method 
using geometry sensor. 
 
Table 3.1 Sensor system comparison 
 Internal sensors Geometry sensors 
Power consumption Low High 
Computational cost Low High 
Product cost Low High 
Weather effects Low High 
Difficulty in outdoor use Easy Difficult 
Accuracy of environment 
recognition 
Low High 
 
Since the environmental recognition becomes lower, it is necessary to combine various 
algorithms to construct a control that can cope with a complicated environment. The author 
considered the robot to have high moving performance by combining various simple sensors. 
Fig. 3.5 shows a system overview of developed robot. By giving the robot internal functions 
such as surface estimator and motion control, the robot can move while recognizing the surface 
condition. And, the cost generation and path planner which are computationally expensive, are 
located on the server for reducing the computational load on the robot. 
Environment data measured by the robot are uploaded to the cloud storage via a smartphone. 
By using the existing cloud storage, it is advantageous that multiple users can easily access the 
environmental data at the same time, and it is not necessary to manage the server individually.  
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Figure 3.5 System overview 
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3.3 Environmental recognition 
 
3.3.1 Section introduction 
 
Environment recognition is one of the most important topics to enable a mobile robot to move 
on rough terrain. In a highly uncertain natural environment, the acquisition of information about 
its surroundings is the key to allow a robot to pass through them. A robot can recognize an obstacle 
and generate a way past it by navigation and localization using this information. By using this 
effective method, the robot can move under difficult conditions such as a natural environment. 
Several studies have been conducted on environment recognition using laser range finders or 
cameras [3.9-12]. By using this tool, a robot can recognize its own position or surroundings using 
some calculations such as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). This method is very 
popular and effective at avoiding dangerous areas that can recognize visually. However, the robot 
cannot recognize other dangerous areas such as swamps where robots can become immovable 
because of the slipperiness or softness of the surface, which the robot cannot detect using visual 
information. 
Surface conditions can affect the locomotion performance of mobile robots. For example, a 
robot can slip on a slippery surface such as sand or ice [3.13,14]. Since the travel distance of the 
robot changes on such a surface, localization becomes difficult using a calculation of wheel 
rotational speed. The hardness of a surface also affects the posture of robots such as humanoid 
robots [3.15]. The robot has to consider such problems with soft surfaces. Unevenness also affects 
the stability of a robot [3.16]. A tiny mobile robot can easily turn over on an uneven surface. On 
such a surface, a mobile robot should slow down to avoid an immovable condition. Recognizing 
the surface condition in greater detail that can be acquired from visual information will allow a 
robot to avoid an immovable condition or change its control to suit the surface condition. 
The objective of the current work is to design a model for estimating the surface condition 
using a tiny mobile robot.  
 
3.3.2 Estimating surface condition 
 
3.3.2.1 Classification of surface 
 
The important parameter of road condition is considered. According to the Handbook of 
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robotics [3.17] published in Japan, the environment for robot can be roughly divided into four 
categories: Space, gas, liquid, and solid. Fig. 3.6 shows a major classification of mobile 
environment of robot. The road surface condition handled in this research is called a solid surface 
at the boundary between gas and solid. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 A major classification of mobile environment of robot 
 
Fig. 3.7 shows the classification of solid surface. According to the robot engineering handbook, 
the solid surface can be further classified. The target fields of this research are classified as ground 
and floor, since the robot moves under the condition that it is subject to surface constraints on two 
dimensions and the robot does not move on the wall and ceiling surface. Especially the 
environment such as the forest is uneven and there is no geometric regularity. Therefore, it is 
positioned as an irregular surface. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Classification of solid surface 
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This classification classifies the situation of the surface geometrically, and it is thought that 
irregularities are one important factor in the target environment. For example, it is difficult for a 
robot with a small wheel radius to move on a gravel surface with large irregularities such as a 
riverbed where stones are spread, though it is possible to move on a surface paved with concrete 
with little unevenness. It is difficult for a large-sized robot such as biped robots to balance well 
and walk stable on the uneven condition. Therefore, unevenness of the surface is determined as 
the one of the important parameters of surface.  
Considering the mechanical model of the robot and the surface, force exchanges at this 
boundary surface because the locomotion mechanism of the robot and the surface are in contact 
with each other. The robot receives a reaction force from the surface and it can be divided into a 
normal force in the vertical direction and a friction in the horizontal direction. Mechanical 
property of material of two contacting objects has a great influence on the movement of the robot 
after the contacting.  
Regarding the friction, the friction coefficient is determined by the compatibility between the 
locomotion mechanism and the surface. When the surface changes, the coefficient of friction 
changes accordingly. Friction is very important as an element for generating a driving force in the 
mobile robot. The magnitude of the coefficient of friction affects whether or not the robot slides 
on the surface and gives a great change to the locomotion performance. Therefore, the slipperiness 
of the surface is determined as the one of the important parameters of surface. 
Regarding the normal force from the surface, deformation of materials gives a big factor. For 
example, when a biped walking robot travels on a soft road surface, the force received from the 
ground changes and the balance is lost. In the case of a small mobile robot, the locomotion 
performance also changes depending on the hardness of the surface. Therefore, the hardness of 
the surface is determined as the one of the important parameters of surface. 
Fig. 3.8 shows important factors on rough terrain. These three parameters are also used in 
research on biped robot locomotion [3.18] and have studied.  
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Figure 3.8 Important factors on rough terrain 
 
Slipperiness has been thoroughly investigated in terra-mechanics [3.19,21], where mechanical 
analyses have been performed on the mutual relationships between wheels and soil. Yoshida and 
Nagatani in Tohoku University conducted a study on the slipperiness and applied the results to 
the Mars rover wheel as a planetary exploration robot [3.22]. Their surface model was effective 
for a mobile robot. However, other surface condition parameters such as hardness and unevenness 
have not been effectively considered in this field. 
Kang et al. proposed softness for determining surface hardness conditions. She formulated an 
algorithm for controlling a humanoid robot on a multitude of surface patterns [3.23]. In this 
research, force sensors were used to recognize the softness of the surface. However, this method 
cannot be applied to small mobile robots because the size of the force sensor is too large. Hasimoto 
et al. used WS-5 (Waseda Shoes - No.5) to overcome an uneven surface, but solutions in hardware 
does not fit for tiny mobile robots because the relative size ratio of the uneven surface and robots 
is different. 
In short, a method to measure the degree of roughness and hardness of the surface using a 
small robot has not been established. Therefore, the authors examined the possibility of estimating 
these two parameters using the internal sensor. 
 
3.3.2.2 Hardness of surface 
 
Hardness is one of the most important parameters of a surface. Control becomes difficult on a 
soft surface for a humanoid robot, and the impact becomes large on a hard surface when a robot 
falls. Recognizing hardness may make it possible to prevent getting stuck in a swamp or could be 
used to classify an environment. 
Kang measured this parameter using 6-axis force sensors on the foot of a humanoid robot and 
measured the reaction force from the surface [3.18]. However, a small mobile robot like WAMOT 
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cannot use this method because of the size limitation. Therefore, another method is desired to 
determine the hardness of a surface.  
The motor current was focused, which is related to the reaction force. When the reaction force 
become high, the motor current also becomes higher. In particular, WAMOT behaves with a 
pitting motion at regular intervals during the coordinated phase mode, and WAMOT receives a 
large reaction force from the surface when the robot taps the surface.  
Fig. 3.9 shows the simple model used for the hardness estimation. The Kelvin–Voigt model is 
used for representing the hardness of the surface, it can be represented by a spring and damper in 
parallel. 
 
 
Figure 3.9 Model used for hardness estimation 
 
Assuming that the surface has mass, the motion equation of the surface is expressed by the 
following. 
 
kzzczMF ++=   (3.1) 
 
where F is the force from the robot, M is the mass of the surface, and z is the displacement of 
the surface in the vertical direction, c is a viscosity coefficient, and k is elastic coefficient. 
 
Fig. 3.10 shows a torque applied to the front side motor when the elastic coefficient is changed. 
The simple simulation is conducted using hardness model and the tendency of torque during robot 
movement is examined. In this simulation, elliptic legs are used and the phase difference between 
the left and right motors is set to be 0. One master motor is controlled by speed control and the 
other slave motor is controlled by position control with reference to the master motor.  
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Figure 3.10 Torque applied to the motor when the elastic coefficient is changed 
 
Around the locomotion phase is -25 [deg], the torque takes a large negative value, and takes 
the local maximum value immediately after that. It can be seen from the graph that this local 
maximum value takes a larger value than the torque curve due to the shape of the ellipse, while 
the author does not know the reason for this large negative value in simulation. In this phase, the 
front leg is struck against the floor from the state where the robot is greatly inclined in the pitch 
direction. The sudden force from this ground is applied in the direction opposite to the direction 
of rotation of the leg and temporarily works to stop the rotation of the legs. Since the master motor 
is controlled by peed control, the robot tries to rotate the leg at a constant speed. In order to 
withstand the sudden force and maintain the speed, the motor controller is considered to 
temporarily flow a large current. It is considered that this current increase as the impact increases; 
the hardness of the road surface can be measured if the current can be measured.  
Fig. 3.11 shows the motor current of WAMOT during the coordinated phase mode between 
phase π and 2π when the robot moves across the flat floor of the laboratory. At the moment of the 
robot taps the surface, the current peaks. The reaction force of the robot changes when the elastic 
coefficient and viscosity coefficient values change because the mechanical energy of the system 
becomes smaller as a result of the damping. Assuming the force from the robot does not change 
when the surface hardness changes, this change is largely depending of the elastic coefficient and 
viscosity coefficient values.  
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Figure 3.11 Current of motor in coordinated phase mode 
 
Based on the value of the maximum current for the motor controller (imax), the hardness is 
determined as follows using the percentage of the peak. 
 
max
)(
i
i
H
peak
=
 (3.2) 
 
The current peak is defined as the maximum difference between the local minimum value and 
local maximum value. Fig. 3.11 also shows the point where current peak and how to measure the 
current peak value of this point. 
 
3.2.2.3 Unevenness of surface 
 
Unevenness is also one of the most important parameters of a surface. Control become difficult 
on uneven surfaces for any robot. Especially for small mobile robots like WAMOT, the robot can 
easily turn over and become immovable because even small steps become relatively large 
obstacles. Recognizing unevenness may make it possible to prevent a robot from overturning on 
uneven terrain and could be used to classify an environment. 
Almost all of the previous studies used robot posture only for instantaneous control. It is also 
important to prevent an immovable condition. Recognizing the surface condition would make it 
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possible to select the optimal motion pattern. 
Since the unevenness of the surface affects the instability of the robot, the robot measures its 
inclination degree per unit of time. WAMOT become stable during the leg phase from 0 to π in a 
flat area. Fig. 3.12 shows the model for the unevenness estimation.  
 
 
Figure 3.12 Model used for unevenness estimation 
 
In the coordinated phase mode or opposite phase mode, the unevenness is determined based 
on the inclination degree of the robot. The unevenness is determined as follows. 
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where, L is the length the robot, W is the width of the robot, H is the height of the robot, φp is 
the pitch angle of rotation, and φr is the roll angle of rotation. 
 
3.3.3 Verification 
 
3.3.3.1 Validity of model 
 
The objective of this experiment was to verify the validity of the model of the surface condition. 
The hardness and unevenness formula were used to measure the surface condition parameter in 
five places: the flat floor of the laboratory, urethane sponge, cement ground, uneven terrain of an 
urban park, and grassland in the urban park. The robot moved on each surface for 30 [s] in the 
coordinated phase mode, and 10 trials were performed on each surface.  
Fig. 3.13 (a) shows the estimated hardness, and Fig. 3.13 (b) shows the estimated unevenness 
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of each surface. The bar chart shows the average hardness, as well as the maximum and minimum 
values from the 10 trials. A t-test was done to investigate the significant difference for each surface, 
and bonferroni correction was used to counteract the problem of multiple comparisons. 
In terms of the hardness, significant differences between the flat floor in the laboratory and 
the urethane sponge and between the urethane sponge and the cement ground are shown. However, 
there is no significant difference between the other surfaces, especially outdoors. 
In terms of unevenness, significant differences between the grassland in the urban park and 
three of the other surfaces (the flat floor in the laboratory, urethane sponge, and cement ground) 
are shown. Unfortunately, there is no significant difference between the uneven terrain and the 
other surfaces because of insufficient data. This is because there were many flat portions in the 
uneven terrain of the urban park, and the robot was parallel to the ground for several seconds 
when it climbed over a step. 
 
  
(a) Estimated hardness   (b) Estimated unevenness 
Figure 3.13 Hardness and unevenness of variety of surfaces 
 
3.3.3.2 Demonstration experiment 
 
The objective of this experiment was to control the robot motion using the proposed model. 
Two demonstration experiments were conducted in the laboratory. 
The first experiment was to determine whether the robot could avoid a soft surface for 
preventing an immovable condition like being stuck in a swamp. A hard surface made of wood 
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and a soft surface made of urethane sponge were prepared. The robot moved on the hard surface 
for 1 [m], which allows it to measure the hardness one time. It then entered the area with the soft 
surface. On the soft surface, the robot could move for 2 [m] and measured the hardness three 
times. The threshold of hardness was set at 0.08, which was the average hardness of the urethane, 
and did not overlap the hard surface. When the hardness was below the threshold, the robot was 
programmed to move backward to avoid the soft surface. 
Success was defined as the case where the robot successfully moved backward during its 
movement on the soft surface. When the robot crossed the soft surface or turned back on a hard 
surface, the case was determined to be unsuccessful. 10 trials were conducted using two patterns: 
without and with the surface estimation program. 
Fig. 3.14 shows the appearance of the experiment with surface estimation program. Whereas 
the success rate was 0% without the program, it was 80% with the program. Two failures were 
caused by the robot passing across the soft surface. 
 
   
t=0.00[s]   t=3.75[s]   t=4.25[s] 
  
t=8.75[s]   t=9.25[s] 
Figure 3.14 Demonstration experiment 1 (With program) 
 
The second experiment was conducted to determine whether the robot could climb over large 
obstacles. A 1 × 2 [m2] obstacle area was created by stacking numerous 2-L water bottles. To 
prevent the robot from slipping on these bottles, the bottles were covered with cloth to form a hill. 
The top of this hill was about 220 [mm] high, and the robot could not climb this hill in the opposite 
phase mode at high speed. 
The robot’s movements were compared between with and without the program. The robot 
started in the opposite phase mode at high speed. With the program, the robot was programmed 
to change to the coordinated phase mode and low speed when it recognized uneven terrain, which 
tended to allow it to climb better than in the opposite phase mode at high speed.  
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Success was defined as the case where the robot successfully climbed the obstacle. A case 
where the robot turned over or became stuck and could not pass through in 1 [min] was determined 
to be unsuccessful. 10 trials were conducted using two patterns: without and with the surface 
estimation program. 
Fig. 3.15 (a) shows the appearance of the experiment without the surface estimation program 
and Fig. 3.15 (b) shows with the surface estimation program. Whereas the success rate was 0% 
without the program because of the turnover problem, it was 80% with the program. Two failures 
were caused by the robot turning over even though it recognized the high unevenness. 
 
   
t=0.00[s]   t=4.00[s]   t=7.00[s] 
  
t=9.00[s]   t=9.80[s] 
(a) Without program 
 
   
t=0.00[s]   t=4.00[s]   t=6.00[s]  
   
t=7.00[s]   t=10.00[s]  t=12.00[s] 
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t=15.00[s]  t=19.00[s]  t=25.00[s] 
 
t=30.00[s] 
(b) With program 
Figure 3.15 Demonstration experiment 2 (With program) 
 
3.3.4 Discussion 
 
The hardness estimation of a surface using sensor data was successful at differentiating 
between a soft surface like urethane and a hard surface like cement ground. Recognizing these 
differences is difficult for small mobile robots using the previous study methods. Using this 
method, the robot could avoid an immovable condition because of soft ground like a swamp, 
which has not been effectively considered in previous research. However, this method does not 
work well outdoors. There are two possible factors. One is because the robot posture is not parallel 
to the ground, which affects the robot’s current and changes the peak point of the phase. The other 
is due to hardware factors. The author used a belt to transmit the force from the motor to a leg and 
a gear to increase the torque by 690 times, which reduced the instantaneous force. Because of this, 
the peak current became weak. Therefore, the peak current was not significantly different from 
the noise. To solve this problem, the robot should use a lower gear rate motor, and the motor 
should be directly connected to the leg. 
The estimation of the unevenness of the surface using sensor data was successful at 
differentiating between an uneven surface like the grassland in an urban park and other flat areas. 
This method was useful for selecting the robot speed or motion pattern. Until now, robot posture 
has only been used instantaneously to prevent turnovers, and not for selecting robot control 
parameters. Introducing the surface condition idea contributes to a new way of thinking about 
robot control. More consideration needs to be given to the measured range of unevenness because 
no significant difference was found between the uneven terrain in an urban park and other surfaces. 
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The unevenness should be determined using more data such as the average of three rotations. 
Although this algorithm makes the difference clearer than before, it is not appropriate for 
instantaneous risk aversion. To use the surface condition estimation more effectively, it is required 
to use this parameter combined with instantaneous robot control. 
This method is significant in terms of proposing a new approach for recognizing environment. 
Information from cameras or laser range finders, which is conventional ways to recognize 
environment, is tough to recognize the surface condition. This method can provide more detail 
environmental information to the robot, it can become a clue for overcoming complicated field. 
This method is also significant not only because it fills gaps in the previous research, but also 
because it does not require any special sensors such as a laser range finder and does not consume 
a large quantity of energy. Therefore, it achieves a core objective of our environmental monitoring 
system using multiple mobile robot. 
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3.4 Motion control 
 
3.4.1 Section introduction 
 
Motion control is also one of the most important topics to enable a mobile robot to move on 
rough terrain. For the autonomous movement of the robot, it is necessary to decide the next action 
by using the information which recognized the surface condition. 
As explained by the concept of the control design, control method using internal sensors is 
studied. In order to cope with complex environments, the structure of the Subsumption 
Architecture [3.24] is used. The concept of architecture is that it can exert advanced functions by 
combining it even if the capability of each function is low. By using this concept, simple sensors 
can be used for each sensor, and a control algorithm that can operate even in complicated 
environments can be constructed  
Conventional control algorithms using Subsumption Architecture such as [3.25,26] are only 
focused on the control for obstacle avoidance and path planning. However, when considering the 
actual operation of the robot outdoors, it may become immovable due to the influence of obstacles, 
and it is necessary to consider these problems.  
The author proposes an autonomous motion control algorithm by focusing on solving a 
problem that the robot becomes immovable condition such as stacking and flipping occurring in 
the real environment. 
 
3.4.2 Autonomous motion control algorithm 
 
An effective autonomous motion control algorithm is composed by combining multiple 
sensors using the concept of Subsumption Architecture. Fig. 3.16 is a conceptual diagram of the 
developed autonomous motion control algorithm.  
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Figure 3.16 Conceptual diagram of autonomous motion control algorithm 
 
At lower layers, flip prevention and stuck avoidance programs are performed, and the robot 
avoids immovable conditions. These layers are arranged in the most fundamental part of the 
control and are preferentially processed. At higher layers, direction generation and direction 
control programs are performed for navigating the robot to the destination. 
Only the minimum necessary elements are embedded for these controls. Even if 
communication with the server is interrupted, the robot can continue to move automatically to the 
given destination. However, since these basic movements cannot move efficiently, further 
calculations are required for efficient movement. This will be explained in the next section. 
 
3.4.2.1 0th layer: Flip prevention 
 
For the flip-prevention program, the robot measures its pitch angle θpitch every 20 [ms] (Figure 
3.17).  
 
 
Figure 3.17 A situation where the robot is likely to flip 
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where Gx, Gz are acceleration in x, z direction. 
 
When the housing of the robot is inclined up or down by more than 30°, the robot backs up 
and attempts to avoid this situation. Fig. 3.18 shows the flip prevention program. 
 
 
Figure 3.18 Flip prevention program 
 
3.4.2.2 1st layer: Stuck avoidance 
 
In the stack avoidance program, the robot measures the motor’s rotational speeds ω every 20 
[ms].  
When the rotational speed falls below 1 [rpm] in any 200 [ms] period, the robot again backs 
up in an attempt to avoid this situation. The robot can avoid becoming disabled by implementing 
this program. Fig. 3.19 shows the stuck avoidance program. 
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Figure 3.19 Stack avoidance program 
 
3.4.2.3 2nd layer: Direction control 
 
The robot moves while correcting its heading by calculating its heading θyaw and the direction 
to the via point θdir until the distance to the next waypoint d become certain distance. These angles 
and distances were determined based on data determined from preliminary experiments in the 
target area. Fig. 3.20 shows the relationship between parameters and robot. 
 
 
Figure 3.20 Relationship between parameters and robot 
 
The direction to the via point θdir is calculated as follows; 
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where x1 and y1 are the longitude and latitude of the via point and x2 and y2 are the longitude 
and latitude of the robot point, respectively; a is the equatorial radius, and e is the major 
eccentricity. 
 
Fig. 3.21 shows the directional control program. In the turning control, feedback control by 
θyaw is not used. Forward and turning time is fixed. This is based on an experimental knowledge 
that the noise taking on the IMU while the robot operates is taken into consideration and the risk 
being immovable condition can be reduced by using rough control rather than the delicate control 
outdoors. 
 
 
Figure 3.21 Directinal control program 
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In addition, the IMU is equipped with a geomagnetic sensor and an acceleration sensor. By 
integrating these sensor information, it is calculated so as to enable accurate direction control even 
if the posture changes. The relational expression for deriving the direction θyaw is shown below. 
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where Gx, Gy, Gz are acceleration in x, y, z direction, Bx, By, Bz are geomagnetism in x, y, z 
axis direction, θ is the polar angle in a spherical coordinate system and φ is azimuth angle in the 
spherical coordinate system. 
 
3.4.2.4 3rd layer: Direction generation 
 
The robot estimates its own position using GNSS and moves toward each waypoint. The robot 
calculates the relationship between the robot and waypoints and decide the next motion. The robot 
decides whether it has reached the waypoints when it enters an area with a radius of 6 [m] from 
the waypoints. This threshold is considered the accuracy of GPS that was used in experiment in 
natural forest in Shizuoka, and it is better to use even smaller values when using better GNSS. 
The distance to the waypoint d is calculated as follows; 
 
22 YXd +=  (3.10) 
 
Fig. 3.22 shows a flowchart of direction generation program. The robot moves while changing 
the waypoint one after another until it reaches the goal. 
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Figure 3.22 Direction generation program 
 
3.4.3 Verification 
 
3.4.3.1 Performance test in mock forest 
 
The objective of the experiment was to confirm the performance of the proposed motion 
control in a mock forest. The experiment was conducted in the Tanashi forest in Japan (Fig. 3.23), 
where many trees exist, and the field size as 14x14 [m2] are divided into 48 grids (each grid size 
is 2x2 [m2]). In this experiment, GNSS (EVK-7P, ublox) was implemented on WAMOT as a 
position sensor. 
 
 
Figure 3.23 Tanashi Forest (The University of Tokyo) 
 
GNSS data of each grid were transmitted to the robot before the operation, and it was 
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confirmed whether or not the robot could move. The path route was decided according to a 
sequence map and WAMOT starts from grid 0 and moves until the 48th grid. Fig. 3.24 shows a 
locomotive sequence map.  
 
Figure 3.24 Locomotive sequence map. P0 is the starting grid that was assumed to be the 
charging station. 
 
Fig. 3.25 shows the WAMOT during the control test. Sensors for motion control and notched 
wheel are mounted on the robot.  
 
 
Figure 3.25 WAMOT during the control test in mock forest in Tokyo 
 
Fig. 3.26 shows the trajectory of the robot from GNSS data. The robot sequentially passed 
through the given 48 points and moved in total for 67 [min].  
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Figure 3.26 Trajectory of the robot from GNSS data. 
 
3.4.3.2 Performance test in natural forest 
 
The performance test was also conducted in natural forest. The experiment was conducted in 
the natural forest on Mount Fuji in Shizuoka, Japan, where many trees, grasses and slopes are 
existing. The field size as 60x100 [m2] are divided into 60 grids (each grid size is 10x10 [m2]). In 
this experiment, GPS (GMS6-CR6, CanMore Electronics) was implemented on WAMOT as a 
position sensor. The position data of two waypoints on the path were also transmitted to the robot 
before the operation. 
Fig. 3.27 shows the WAMOT during the control test. Sensors for motion control and notched 
wheel are mounted on the robot.  
 
 
Figure 3.27 WAMOT during the control test in Mt. Fuji in Shizuoka 
 
The robot was operated autonomously using proposed motion control algorithms. The 
trajectory of the robot is shown in Fig. 3.27. The robot moved 50 [m] on rough terrain and could 
reach to the goal in 21 [min] thought the environment was very complicated and robots have 
avoided obstacles many times.  
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Figure 3.27 Trajectory of the robot 
 
3.4.4 Discussion 
 
The robot was able to move through a complicated environment using the internal sensor. And, 
it was confirmed that it can move with almost the same control in two different environments. In 
the method proposed this time, it is almost unnecessary to adjust the parameters according to the 
environment, although it is necessary to adjust the sensor processing and threshold value every 
time depending on the environment, weather and time in the method using cameras and lasers. 
Also, the robot operated normally even in complex environments like forests using the proposed 
control algorithm although obstacles such as bamboo become noise of the sensor, and it is 
conceivable that the robot malfunctions when using the external sensors. This is basically due to 
the fact that the sensor is arranged inside the robot and it is a method of estimating the external 
situation from the situation inside the robot. It is very robust in that control does not rely on 
external environmental changes. 
The proposed method has versatility and can be applied to many other robots. Since the 
proposed control utilizes only a small size and low power consumption sensor, it can also be used 
with a small robot. In addition, the sensors used in this control algorithm are only the sensors used 
by ordinary robots. Therefore, it is easy to purchase at low cost as a general-purpose product, and 
algorithms for sensor processing are also available as open sources.  
Mechanical design has greatly influenced the simplification of control design. Since only two 
motors are able to move steadily with rough terrain, it is not necessary to control the detailed 
posture of the robot or control the movement. In addition, the symmetry of the mechanical design 
also contributes to the simplification of the control algorithm, it is not necessary to control the 
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robot in accordance with the direction and situation. This is a synergistic effect between 
mechanical design and control design, and the concept of design aiming at simple design is greatly 
contributing to this effect. 
The limitation of the proposed motion control is that it is difficult to move efficiently because 
position accuracy is poor. Also, unlike cameras and lasers, it is not possible to obtain unknown 
surface data, and it also affects the reduction of the movement efficiency. In the case where there 
are obstacles that should not be scratched, it is difficult to adapt control using only the internal 
sensor. 
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3.5 Path planning 
 
3.5.1 Section introduction 
 
Effective path planning is required for autonomous mobile robots in extreme environment 
such as a forest area. Complex terrain and a lot of obstacles are existing in a natural forest 
environment. Even when human beings pass such environments, they will find a route that is easy 
to follow by eye and then move. 
Previous studies have proposed path planning methods using the Voronoi diagram [3.27] and 
the potential method [3.28]. Some method evaluates the load required for robot movement as 
costs for generating the optimal route using geometrical information [3.29]. These methods are 
basically avoiding obstacles, and useful in a simple environment with less obstacles such as 
indoors. However, conventional methods don’t match to the complex environment such as natural 
forest area because the movable areas are limited, and it becomes impossible to observe a wide 
range when trying to avoid all the obstacles. In addition, the time and the energy consumption to 
the destination may increase due to the possibility to be a detour path that. The robot can displace 
obstacles and move in areas with relatively low vegetation. The path is expected to be generated 
considering passing over the grassy area. 
The objective of this section was to design an effective path planning in forest area. Cost map 
was focused to select an effective path. Two ways of generating the cost map and the experiment 
using the map were introduced in this section. 
 
3.5.2 Cost map generation 
 
3.5.2.1 Cost map 
 
Autonomous navigation is one of the most important mobile robot issue; this technology 
allows the robots to arrive at the goal point without human interruption. W. Ali et al. proposed a 
classiﬁcation based tree detection method using Valmet 830 Forwarder that can detect the tree by 
image processing using a mounted camera [3.30]. P. Fleischmann et al. proposed an image-based 
segmentation method using a John Deere XUV 855D Gator that can detect obstacles using 
mounted stereo-cameras to make a clear path [3.31]. D. Wooden presented perception and 
navigation algorithms using BigDog that can generate an optimal path by using a cost map 
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generated by a laser scanner and a stereo vision camera [3.32]. 
Cost map generation is useful in generating an optimal path for the robot. Specifically, grid-
based cost map generation is frequently used for navigating mobile robots because this method 
makes it easy to comprehend and grasp the situation visually.  
A. Kelly et al., represented the world as a two-dimensional horizontal grid surrounding the 
robot with mapping sensor data, in order to generate the location of obstacles as a cost map [3.33] 
[3.34]. This method enables Crusher that was developed for the UGCV-Perceptor Integration 
(UPI) program to operate in a complex environment. J. Alberts reported the experimental results 
of operating a mobile robot in the forest using a modified Learning Applied to Ground Robotics 
(LAGR) system developed at Carnegie Mellon [3.35]. This system also uses cost maps and 
enables the robot to navigate autonomously. Most of the cost values of these cost map generations 
are calculated accurately using geometric information collected by the camera or laser. 
Conventional methods using geometric information are largely depending on surrounding 
environments outdoors, long-term use is difficult due to the weather effect. The threshold of 
sensor processing largely depends on the weather, and must take into consideration amount of 
solar radiation, the effect of raindrops, and dirty lenses due to mud. These methods are especially 
difficult to implement in small mobile robots because sensor processing, such as image processing, 
becomes too difficult. A lot of noise is captured on the sensor that makes data processing difficult. 
The robot is small compared to the obstacles in the forest, which makes it pick up noise from 
things such as grass and sand dust. Furthermore, the posture of the robot becomes unstable, which 
makes processing difficult. In order to solve this problem, the author tried to use the internal robot 
sensors for cost map generation. 
S. Martin, et al., have proposed to create a large-scale cost map from vehicle experience [3.36] 
[3.37]. Remotely operated vehicle experiences are stored and try to make a cost map using the 
data. The concept of these studies is similar to my concept, but the vehicle has to remotely 
controlled as a first step because of the hardware limitation. And, with this method, it is difficult 
to distinguish whether an area not passing through is an obstacle or just not passed. For further 
automation, technologies are required for robots to automatically record costs even in unknown 
environments and create the cost map. 
 
3.5.2.2 Approach to generate a cost map 
 
A grid map is created by dividing the observation area into small square grids, and the loads 
of movement for the robot are saved as a cost in each grid. The optimal path can be generated 
using such a cost map. 
The cost is based on moving distance, and the longer the travel distance consumes more energy 
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consumption. In addition to this, it is considered effective to add the height difference of the 
topography and grass vegetation in forest area. The robot needs a large torque when the robot 
climbs up a hill or climbs a step, and accordingly it consumes more energy. It is known that much 
energy is consumed even when the robot moves in the grassy area. 
For example, the results of preliminary experiments are shown in Fig. 3.28. This experiment 
was conducted by comparing the energy consumption through going straight 3 [m] on general 
asphalt, hard sandy ground, such as a park, and 0.2-0.5 [m] a tall grassy area. The robot 
specifications are almost the same as the robot used in the verification experiment, but the 
maximum output of the motor and weight of the robot is slightly different. From this experiment, 
it was found that the energy consumption is greatly dependent on the environment. 
 
 
Figure 3.28 Comparison of the energy consumption to go straight 3 [m] as a preliminary 
experiment. 
 
Fig. 3.29 shows the relationship between the number of activated program and travel distance 
in motion control test in natural forest in Shizuoka. It seems that there is a negative correlation 
between the two, although it is not clear due to the influence of GPS accuracy. From these 
experiences, the author thought that the movement data of the robot could be used as a cost. 
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Figure 3.29 Relationship between the number of activated program and travel distance in 
motion control test in natural forest in Shizuoka 
 
However, it is difficult for a robot to move for the first time in a complicated environment 
called a forest. When assuming actual operation, it is considered that there are many cases where 
humans enter the target environment to place the robot once. For this reason, a method is 
examined that estimating the movement cost of the robot based on the information that humans 
measured the environment before the operation. In addition, a method of autonomously moving 
robot itself in an unknown environment and collecting information on costs is also examined. 
 
3.5.2.3 Cost map generation by human 
 
A way that humans to directly investigate the environment and determine the cost is one of 
the methods of generating cost map. Human vision is so excellent that they can easily understand 
the environment.  
A path planning algorithm to calculate the cost to the destination was developed based on the 
cost map. The cost on each grid was calculated using following formula. 
 
2
1
2
111,1, )()()( kkkkvkkhkkdkk yyxxwHHwDwC −+−+−+= +++++  (3.11) 
 
where Ck,k+1 is the cost of the robot from gird k to k+1, Dk,k+1 is the vegetation degree between 
grid k to k+1, Hk is the height of terrain at grid k, wd, wh, and wv is the weight of each cost, and 
xk and yk is the position of the robot in k grid. 
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Fig. 3.30 shows the vegetation degree of each environment. Vegetation degree was divided 
into six stages based on grass height and density. An environment where the grass does not grow 
at all is assumed to be 0 (Fig. 3.30 (a)), and an environment where the robot cannot move at all 
because of the high grass density is regarded as 1.0 (Fig. 3.30 (f)). In the environment between 
them, the degree of vegetation was gradually divided as shown in Fig. 3.30 (b) to Fig. 3.30 (e). 
The height of the environment is also divided into six stages and distributed the highest place in 
the target environment as 1 and the lowest place as 0. The path to plan changes when the weight 
of each cost is changed. This is because that the mobility of the robot is different according to its 
characteristics. 
 
   
(a) 0   (b) 0.2   (c) 0.4 
   
(d) 0.6   (e) 0.8   (f) 1.0 
Figure 3.30 Vegetation degree of each environment 
 
3.5.2.4 Cost map generation by robot 
 
A way to use the environmental information the robot moved is also one of the methods of 
generating cost map. Fig. 3.31 shows the flow of the generation and use of the cost map. The 
uploaded locomotion data from the robot is used by a two-path planner on the server and the cost 
map is stored in the database. The server switches the path planner according to the situation. 
When the robot is moving to explore unknown environments, the server uses the path planner for 
exploration in an unknown area to generate the cost map. When the robot moves in known areas 
such as returning to the starting grid, the server uses the path planner for navigation and the path 
is calculated using the cost map.  
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Figure 3.31 Flowchart of generation and use of cost map.  
 
Cost values of each grid are calculated based on locomotive data gathered through an internal 
sensor on the mobile robot. The cost value is calculated using the energy consumption during 
movement and the risk of immovable conditions. Cost values are expressed based on the actual 
motor power calculated from the motor current value and the added risk converted into the same 
physical quantity as motor power by using maximum values of the motor power. The energy 
consumption per unit of time was used because the total energy consumption takes into account 
the time it takes to reach the destination due to GNSS error. Cost value c is calculated as follows: 
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where pave is the average power of the motor to the path the of the grid, Pmax is the max power 
of the motor driver, nf+s is the number of flip preventions and stack avoidances programmed in 
the grid, and K is the safety ratio. 
 
The cost value becomes dimensionless by dividing by the maximum value of the possible 
current, and it is represented by a number between 0 and 1. Fig. 3.32 shows the relation between 
cost value and the number of flip preventions and stuck avoidances in the grid. The latter part of 
the cost value function uses a sigmoid function that is an S-shaped curve [3.38]. It is known based 
on the trend of previous experiments that there is a high possibility that there is a large obstacle 
when the number of flip preventions and stack avoidances exceeds a certain number, but there is 
not much of a chance when this number is small. The cost map can be changed by changing this 
coefficient, although we normally choose the average number of times as a coefficient. When the 
robot is operated in a relatively simple environment such as an artificially created park, this value 
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will be set low so as to be able to operate with safety as a priority. On the other hand, when the 
robot is operated in a complex environment such as a natural forest without much human 
interaction, this value will be set high in order to grasp the magnitude of energy consumption in 
tall grass. 
 
 
Figure 3.32 Relationship between cost value and number of flip preventions and stack 
avoidances in the grid. 
 
Considering a complex environment, such as a steep slope, the cost within one grid is better 
to have eight dimensions in order to take account for all the possible directions of movement to 
next grids. Fig. 3.33 shows eight dimensional cost’s vectors. Eight cost data are stored as vectors 
in one grid. By incorporating the concept of direction into cost, it is expected to be used in a more 
complicated environment. 
 
 
Figure 3.33 Eight dimensional cost’s vectors 
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3.5.3 Path planning for navigation 
 
Path planning for navigation generates the optimal path for the target grid by using a generated 
cost map. The author plans to use this when the robot returns to the energy charge station for long-
term monitoring.  
A* algorithm [3.39] is used for selecting the best path from the starting grid to goal grid. The 
optimal path is generated in order to minimize the total cost. The waypoint grid, which becomes 
each corner of the path, is calculated and the grid number is transmitted to the robot for navigation. 
Motion control of the robot operates it autonomously to the target destination based on this data. 
A* algorithm was used to determine the optimal path route for reducing the calculation cost. 
In the A* algorithm, the entire cost to the destination f(s) is expressed by the following equation 
using the total movement costs to the certain point S and the expected cost h(s) from the point S 
to the destination. 
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where xg and yg is the position of goal point and xs and ys is the position of point S. 
 
Fig. 3.34 shows shows the procedure of calculating the route when using the A * algorithm. 
 
 
Figure 3.34 Procedure of A* algorithm 
 
The optimal path route is determined so that the cost f(s) is minimized, and the grid, which 
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becomes each turning angle of the path becomes the waypoints. The position data of waypoints 
are transmitted from the host PC to the robot, and the robot is programmed to go to the destination 
through each waypoint. 
 
3.5.4 Verification 
 
3.5.4.1 Generating the cost map by human 
 
In order to verify a validity of the path planning and motion control of the robot, the 
experiment was conducted in natural forest. The robot was operated in the forest near Mt. Fuji 
where a lot of obstacles such as trees and tall grasses are exiting. 50x30 [m2] area was divided 
into 60 grids.  
The author measured the target field by human and decide the height of the terrain and 
vegetation degree of each grid and the cost map of the target environment was generated on the 
server. Fig. 3.35 shows the results of measurements of each cost.  
 
  
(a) Vegetation degree   (b) Height of terrain 
Figure 3.35 Costs on each grid 
3.5.4.2 Path planning using cost map by human 
 
The objective of this experiment was to verify the validity of the cost map generated by human. 
The optimal path route was generated by using the proposed method. The weight of each cost was 
set with the same weight. The waypoint on the path was also calculated according to the optimal 
path, and the position data of this waypoint are sent to the robot. In experimental environment, 
two waypoints were decided according to the optimal path and sent to the robot (Fig. 3.36). 
The robot was operated autonomously using proposed motion control algorithms. The robot 
was not able to move over 20 [m] without the path planning in this environment, the proposed 
path planning is effective in such an environment. 
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Figure 3.36 Trajectory of the robot 
 
3.5.4.3 Generating the cost map by robot 
 
The objective of the experiment was to confirm whether a cost map can be generated in a 
natural environment. The experiment was conducted in the Tanashi forest in Japan, where many 
trees exist. 14x14 [m2] area was divided into 48 grids (each grid size is 2x2 [m2]). WAMOT starts 
from grid 0 and moves until the 48th grid. Cost value is calculated for each grid. The safety rate 
of the cost value function is set to the average number of flip preventions and stuck avoidances.  
The robot moved on the map with a good degree of accuracy and confirmed that the data was 
acquired correctly. The total operating time was 67 [min] and the energy consumption from the 
starting grid to the 48th grid was calculated as 77 [KJ]. The safety rate of the cost value was 1.07. 
Fig. 3.37 shows the generated cost map. The results of the generated cost map (Fig. 3.37 (c)) are 
calculated using the average power of the motor to the grid (Fig. 3.37 (a)) and the number of flip 
preventions and stuck avoidance program in the grid (Fig. 3.37 (b)). Comparing the calculated 
cost map with the actual environment, the places where the cost is more than 0.86 have some 
fallen trees that could have interfered with the robot’s movement. Almost all of the places where 
the cost is between 0.5 to 0.6 have a single tree and the robot avoided it with a flip prevention 
program. 
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(a) Average power of motor to path the grid (Left) 
(b) The number of flip preventions and stuck avoidance program in the grid (Center) 
(c) Generated cost value of each grid (Right) 
Figure 3.37 Experimental result of cost map generation.  
 
3.5.4.4 Path planning using cost map 
 
The objective of this experiment was to verify the validity of the cost map. The experiment 
was conducted using the cost map that was generated by a previous experiment. The start and 
goal grid were set so that high and low cost was mixed (Fig. 3.38). The robot moves from the 
starting grid to the goal grid under two conditions by using path planning with the cost map and 
without the cost map. The author was measured that the operating time, average current value, 
and number of flip preventions and stuck avoidances and calculated the energy consumption from 
the starting grid to the goal grid. The experiment was conducted seven times under each condition 
and the measured data were compared. 
 
 
Figure 3.38 An experimental condition of path planning using cost map 
 
Fig. 3.39 shows the results of the measured and calculated data. One of the data samples 
without the cost map was not added to the data because we assumed it was a failure not to reach 
the goal within 900 [s]. A T-test was conducted on each comparison. It was confirmed that any of 
the energy consumption, operating time, average power value, and number of flip prevention and 
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stuck avoidances was reduced using the proposed method using cost map. The significant 
difference (p<0.01) of energy consumption between using path planning with the cost map and 
without the cost map was confirmed in this experiment. This is because the robot enters the high 
cost grid and takes a lot of energy until it gets out when the proposed method was not used. It was 
confirmed that the cost map acquired by the robot is effective for navigation. 
 
 
Figure 3.39 Results comparing energy consumption with and without the proposed method 
 
3.5.5 Discussion 
 
3.5.5.1 Cost generation by human 
 
The generated path plan was effective for the robot to move in forest area. The robot could 
move in the target environment and reach to the goal. The author thinks that this has succeeded 
by adding a concept of vegetation to the cost, and the vegetation degree is very important for 
moving in the forest. The proposed method can be selected as the path route of the robot in places 
with low vegetation, whereas almost conventional methods avoid moving in the grass. This 
enables flexible mobility within the forest and allows monitoring of many environments.  
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Proposed path planning can be applied to various robots by changing the ratio of each weight 
of cost. For example, when using the robot with outer covering that was introduce in Chapter 2, 
it is considered effective to lower the weight of the vegetation degree. In the case where a large 
observation device is mounted on the robot, it is considered effective to increase the weight of the 
elevation of terrain because the center of gravity becomes high and the risk of falling is considered.  
The grid size is better with more considered according to the accuracy of localization of the 
robot. In this experiment, 5x5 [m2] grid was created considering the accuracy of GPS, but it is 
necessary to reduce the size to about 2x2 [m2] in order to realize efficient movement in the forest. 
The accuracy of the GPS in the forest remarkably decreased and an error of about 10 [m] 
sometimes occurred. In the experiment, the average value of GPS data was used to improve the 
accuracy, but this would lengthen the operation time of the robot. These problems are thought to 
be largely eliminated by implementing highly accurate GNSS. 
 
3.5.5.2 Cost generation by robot 
 
The effectiveness of the proposed method was confirmed in the experiment. The generated 
cost map is helpful for planning the optimal path and is able to reduce the energy consumption. 
This shows that environmental recognition can only be performed by the experience using the 
internal sensor mounted on the robot. We believe that this result is significant for small mobile 
robots and is a big step in controlling the robot without using advanced external sensors. The 
significance of this method does not only address the weaknesses of tiny mobile robots, but also 
does not require high energy consumption and high product cost. This could be a major key in 
our goal of developing long-term monitoring systems using multiple robots. 
Fig. 3.40 shows a relationship between energy consumption and number of flip prevention and 
stuck avoidances. In path planning using the cost map experiment, a large correlation (r=0.87) 
was confirmed between the energy consumption and the number of flip preventions and stuck 
avoidances. We understand that the risk was considered to be a major factor for determining the 
energy consumption in this environment and large obstacles such as trees are considered to be a 
major load in this experiment. This is because the test was performed in the winter and the 
environment did not contain much vegetation. The number of plants was so low that the areas 
without large obstacles were relatively easy to navigate. In order to verify further validation of 
the proposed method, now the author is collecting the experimental data in various conditions 
where energy consumption is likely to increase such as grasses and muddy area. 
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Figure 3.40 Relationship between energy consumption and number of flip prevention and stuck 
avoidances 
 
The author thinks that we can roughly guess what type of environment the robot is in by 
analyzing all the acquired sensor data. For example, in the left central area of the experimental 
field, it was found that the average power of the motor was high, but the number of flip 
preventions and stuck avoidances was low. This area is thought to be a muddy or grassy road 
without large obstacles, which increased the energy consumption. This kind of estimation leads 
to high environmental recognition using a simple sensor. Furthermore, by storing it together with 
the geometrical data that can be acquired with high precision, the learning ability of the robot will 
improve drastically. There is a possibility that detailed environmental recognition can be done 
only using the internal sensor data if the learning database is large enough. 
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Chapter 4: Application 
 
4.1 Chapter introduction 
 
Some applications by using a developed mobile robot are introduced in this chapter. In field 
robot research, there is a high possibility that a different phenomenon from the theory assumed in 
the real environment occurs. This is because it is difficult to completely model the complicated 
outdoor environment and difficult to predict happenings. Therefore, it is important to repeat many 
experiments assuming actual operation and improve the robot so that it can be used in actual 
operation. 
The objective of this chapter is to describe the methods and results of experiment of application 
example of robot. The system for obtaining the environmental information are developed and 
implemented in the operation system of the robot. In addition, the effectiveness of the application 
example of the robot was verified by experiments. 
Mechanical and control elements that constitute the robot is described in chapter 2 and 3. In 
this chapter, the robot is operated by combining these elements for each application. In addition, 
measuring instruments and operating systems are developed according to each application. The 
author explains the systems and devices developed for applications and show experimental results 
using the developed robot. 
The author uses figures and sentences by referring the author’s published papers in this chapter 
[4.1-8]. 
 
4.2 Environmental monitoring 
 
4.2.1 Section introduction 
 
One of the most important factors to be considered in the development of an autonomous 
environmental monitoring system is its usability and convenience. Several studies have been 
conducted on the autonomous monitoring system and they were introduced in the summary paper 
[4.9]. An integration framework is described in [4.10]. This research allows the system to be 
extended in a way that is transparent to the sensor network. A group at the University of Southern 
California considered integrating technology, communications, and scientific exploration of 
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aquatic ecosystems [4.11]. Although these systems have high performance, they are costly and 
complex, and cannot therefore be easy to use for another field researcher in the field. The next 
challenge in this research was a development remotely accessible operating software and a 
suitable electrical system for environmental monitoring. 
In this section, the proposed system for environmental monitoring is described.  
 
4.2.2 Monitoring plan 
 
The objective of the monitoring was the measurement of environmental properties such as 
temperature, humidity, and radiation level [4.12], as well as Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) and image data for displaying the measurements on a monitoring map. Fig. 4.1 shows an 
image of a goal system for monitoring. Multiple robots were deployed in the field for cooperative 
environmental monitoring by using communication. Each robot was basically operated 
autonomously, and sometimes they were remote controlled by users in emergency case. 
The robots uploaded the collected monitoring data to a server or sent them directly to users, 
who had the benefit of receiving the information remotely. Research institutes, university 
ecologist, zoologists, agricultural cooperatives, farmers, and local governments are considered as 
users. Monitoring data could be available for free by only accessing to the server. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 A goal system for monitoring 
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4.2.3 Operating software 
 
Fig. 4.2 shows an operation software and electrical system for monitoring robot. The operating 
software for WAMOT comprised robots, a public cloud system, and users. The existing 
infrastructure was used in this software to reduce the capital expenditure and make it easy to use 
for users includes other field researchers. A smartphone was used as the communication tool, and 
a public cloud system (Google Drive) was used as the server. Various areas could thus be easily 
monitored without the development of a custom communication infrastructure or server. Multiple 
monitoring robots could also be directly operated, and several users could simultaneously access 
them. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Operation software and electrical system for monitoring robot 
 
4.2.3.1 Communication network 
 
A mobile phone line (4G/LTE) was used as a communication network. The use of available 
mobile communication infrastructure and devices eliminates the need for a new communication 
system. Moreover, larger and more diverse areas could be monitored than when using other 
communication network such as Bluetooth. It also facilitates communication with the robot from 
another country. Users could access from foreign countries under the terms of the mobile phone 
line available.  
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4.2.3.2 Public cloud server 
 
The public cloud system was used as a server for monitoring data storage. Server stored 
monitoring date, IP address belonged to smartphone mounted on the robot, GNSS data (Latitude 
and Longitude), battery level, other adding sensor data, and setting data that is set though 
application on the smartphone. These data were uploaded from smartphone and stored in 
spreadsheet on Google Drive. All users could get the data at the same time and share the data. 
Image data were also stored on Google Drive, user could monitor environmental appearance. 
 
 
4.2.3.3 Android application 
 
Android applications were developed for operating WAMOT. This application could be 
divided into two software; server interface and user interface.  
Server interface was used on smartphone mounted on the robot. Fig. 4.3 (a) shows a sever 
interface of the developed application. In this interface, users could set the monitoring rate and 
resolution of the image.  
It can be varied to control the energy consumption. The application can be used to switch the 
flight mode on/off. This also enables effective energy conservation because more energy is 
required for searching and networking in the non-flight mode [4.13]. The server only switches the 
flight mode on during the sensing. 
The user interface was used for accessing robot directly. Fig. 4.3 (b) shows a user interface of 
the developed application. A user can also communicate directly with the robot via a personal 
smartphone, perform remote control, and obtain real time monitoring data from the display screen 
of the robot. 
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(a) Server interface  (b) User interface 
Figure 4.3 Developed application interface 
 
User also could remote control the robot through this interface. Fig. 4.4 shows a user interface 
during the remote control. Image screen and 5 commands of operating robot; forward, backward, 
turn left, turn right, and stop, helped the user to remotely control the robot. This interface also was 
able to change the monitoring rate. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Remote control screen in user interface 
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Robot motion is programmed in motor control board. Fig. 4.5 shows a schedule of motion 
pattern. Motion pattern is set to suit the data acquisition. Monitoring data are acquired when the 
robot is stopped. Since, when the data is gathered during robot moving, the data might be incorrect 
because of vibration of the robot. The locomotion phase should not to be overlapped to the sensing 
phase. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 schedule of motion pattern 
 
4.2.4 Monitoring module 
 
4.2.4.1 Smartphone 
 
The smartphone (Xperia SO-05D, Android 4.0) is used for communication between the robot 
and users. The robot uploads the monitoring data to the public server at set intervals and a user 
can obtain the data by accessing the server using an ID.  
The use of a smartphone also enables gathering of data through its sensors and other external 
sensors. A smartphone sensor is sufficiently accurate and can be easily used for environmental 
monitoring. 
There is some previous research about using a smartphone [4.14,15], however, these 
smartphones were only used as remote-control tools and robots do not mount the smartphone. 
This system use smartphone not only as a communication tool, but also as sensors. 
 
4.2.4.2 Sensors 
 
The sensing platform for monitoring consists of the two types of sensors: smartphone sensor 
and external sensor. The smartphone (Fig. 4.6 (a)) has a lot of sensors [4.16], Global Positioning 
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System (GPS) and a camera were used our electrical system. The GPS of the smartphone is used 
to determine the position of the robot, and it would also be used for navigation in the near future. 
The camera is used to monitor the surroundings and collect image data. The omnidirectional lens 
(Fig. 4.6 (b)) is used to enlarge the visual information about the field. A Geiger counter (Fig. 4.6 
(c)), via microphone input as external sensor, was used to gather data on the radiation level. Such 
data has been in demand in Japan since the release of radioactive substances to the atmosphere 
from the Fukushima nuclear power plant. 
 
     
(a) Smartphone  (b) Omni directional lens  (c) Geiger counter 
(XperiaTM AX SO-01E)  (Go panomicro)  (Pocket geiger type3) 
Figure 4.6 Sensors for monitoring 
 
4.2.5 Verification 
 
The performance of the operating system of WAMOT was confirmed by demonstration 
experiment. Two kinds of experiments were done for confirming whether operating software and 
electrical system were working as expected.  
 
4.2.5.1 Demonstration in a Natural Ecosystem 
 
The operating software was tested in the natural ecosystem of the mountain forest on Mount 
Fuji in Shizuoka, which is considered to be a comparatively difficult terrain, to verify its 
performance in a real environment. In this experiment, the robot was not moving. The operating 
software was set to repeatedly operate in the sensing mode for 1 [min] followed by the non-
sensing mode for 60 [min] under actual operating conditions. In the sensing mode, the robot 
monitored the environment and the data was collected once during each sensing mode. In the non-
sensing mode, the server smartphone that was mounted on the robot switched the flight mode off 
for saving energy consumption. 
The operating software had successfully continued to operate correctly for three days, though 
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it was a rainy day and in a real environment. The total data were sixty and the collected data was 
uploaded to the Google drive. Fig. 4.7 shows the uploaded image data. From the brightness of the 
acquired image it is easy to see that the data was acquired for 3 days.  
 
 
Figure 4.7 uploaded image data on Google Drive 
Fig. 4.8 shows a monitoring map using the data acquired in the experiment. Using a system 
on the web on google makes it easy to create such a map. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Monitoring map 
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4.2.5.2 Demonstration in an Artificial Ecosystem 
 
WAMOT was experimentally operated in the artificial ecosystem of the Toyama Park in Tokyo, 
which is considered to be a comparatively easy terrain, to verify the electrical system performance 
of the robot. The motion pattern of the robot was programmed into the motor control board. The 
robot was to repeatedly operate in the active mode for 5 [min] followed by the rest mode for 15 
[min] under actual operating conditions. The robot monitored the environment in the rest mode 
because monitoring in the active mode would be inaccurate owing to the presence of noise. This 
mode was set by the application in smartphone mounted on the robot. The monitoring data were 
collected once during each rest mode and uploaded to the Google drive. 
The monitoring continued for two hours, during which time the electrical system operated 
correctly and the robot continually uploaded data for seven times. Fig. 4.9 shows the uploaded 
data, which were obtained by accessing the Google drive.  
 
 
Figure 4.9 Uploaded monitoring data on spreadsheet on Google drive. Japanese word "午後" 
means p.m. 
 
Fig. 4.10 shows the image data extended by using software. The form of the uploaded image 
data was changed from a round shape to a square shape. Three people and one big tree can be 
seen from this image. Though these images are rough, user can monitor all directions. 
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Figure 4.10 Image data from demonstration experiment in an artificial ecosystem 
 
Fig. 4.11 shows a trajectory of WAMOT during the experiment. This is also created using 
software on the web of google. By plotting the data measured in this manner on the map, it 
becomes possible to perceive the environment information sensuously. 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Trajectory of WAMOT: The robot starts from the starting point (12:22) and finish 
on goal point (2:22). 
 
4.2.5.3 Demonstration in farmland 
 
In order to confirm the usefulness of autonomous mobile environment monitoring robot and 
its operation system in agricultural work, the locomotion performance of the robot and 
measurement capability were evaluated on agricultural land. 
In the experiments, a motion protocol was implemented to the robot and the robot alternately 
repeats movement for 4 [min] and stop for 6 [min]. In this motion protocol, the robot measures 
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its position and the amount of radiation in the air while it is stopped and stores the measured data 
on Google Drive. 
Experiments were conducted in pastures in Fukushima Prefecture. Fig. 4.12 shows an image 
of WAMOT in the experiment. The experiment was conducted 3 weeks after grass harvest. The 
height of grass at the time of the experiment was about 150 [mm] on average, about 500 [mm] at 
the maximum. In the experiment, position data of the goal point was set to 100 [m] ahead and the 
robot moved toward the goal. The target orientation in the motion control algorithm was parallel 
to a straight line connecting the start point and the end point. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 WAMOT in farmland 
 
Fig. 4.13 shows the trajectory of the robot created based on the measured self-position data. 
From this map, it can be seen that the robot could measure the environment through roughly the 
same route toward the target point. Since measurement points were not specified in this 
experiment, measurement points were confirmed slightly different in two trials. 
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Figure 4.13 Trajectory from GPS data 
 
Fig. 4.14 shows a map of radiation level that was made using the data measured by the robot. 
It is confirmed that the environment on the almost straight line can be measured in detail when 
the two-measurement data are combined. About 30 data can be acquired at intervals of 100 meters, 
therefore, it can be said that the measurement is made with an accuracy of about 3 [m] intervals. 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Map of radiation level. These data are acquired from the robot 
 
Fig. 4.15 shows a locomotion distance of two trials. It is possible to read how the robot moves 
by using this graph. Although it looks almost the same as the whole operation, the gradient of the 
graph tends to become gentle a little in the second half compared to the first half. Especially at 
the point of 70 [m] to 90 [m], the inclination of the slope is the smallest. It was a gentle uphill 
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slope of about 3 to 5 degrees in this interval, and this was considered that there was an influence 
on the movement of the robot.  
 
 
Figure 4.15 Locomotion distance 
 
Fig. 4.16 shows a radiation level data on each point. The average radiation level was about 
0.15 [μS/h]. There was only one data with a high radiation, but this is considered to be an error of 
the measuring instrument because similar data could not be observed in another nearby place. 
 
 
Figure 4.16 Radiation level measured by the robot 
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4.2.5.4 Testing remote operation 
 
The objective of this experiment was to verify the practicality of remote control. The 
operability was examined in condition of large communication delay due to network connection. 
The robot was prepared in Italy and remotely operated the robot using communication from 
Japan (Fig. 4.17). A Sim card for communication to be mounted on the robot were procured in 
Italy.  
 
 
Figure 4.17 Communication distance of remote operation 
 
Practicality of remote operation was examined by two kinds of experiments. The first 
experiment was conducted to verify whether the robot can get out of the narrow path when it 
enters. Fig. 4.18 shows an experimental condition of escape experiment from narrow space. The 
experimenters in Italy prepare the experiment environment as shown in the figure and the robot 
was put in the direction of the arrow to make the forward direction opposite to the narrow path. 
The experiment was conducted according to the experimental procedure as shown in Table 4.1. 
About the L of the narrow passage, three kinds of 400/600/800 are set. If it cannot pass within 5 
[min], it is judged that the pass failed. Experimenters in Japan measure the time for getting out 
and ease of operation and communication status was evaluated. 
The outline of the experiment was prepared to avoid different information depending on 
subjects, subjects understood the content by reading the outline before the experiment. In addition, 
the outline of the experiment describes the operation method of the robot, and the subject remote 
control the robot with only that information. 
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Figure 4.18 Experimental conditions of escape experiment from narrow space 
 
Table 4.1 Experimental procedure of escape experiment from narrow space 
No. Place Person Contents 
1 Italy Experimenter Cover on a robot's smartphone 
2 Japan Experimenter Teach subjects an abstract of the experiment 
3 Japan Experimenter Report completion of teaching to Italy 
4 Italy Experimenter Remove the cover of the smartphone 
5 Japan Experimenter Time measurement starts when confirming the removal 
6 Japan Subject Remote control of robot 
7 Japan Subject Report to the experimenter when it reaches the destination 
8 Japan Experimenter Time measurement ends when reaching arrival report 
9 Japan Experimenter Report goals to the experimenter in Italy 
10 Italy Experimenter Determine success 
 
The experiment was conducted until one subject succeeded three times, and a total of seven 
subjects conducted the tests. The data on each subject are listed in the Table 4.2.  
 
Table 4.2 Experimental results 
Subject 
No. 
Number of 
experiments 
Time 
[min : s] 
Number of times 
communication 
was interrupted 
Remarks 
1 1 1:24 0  
2 2:05 0  
1
5
0
0
1500
L
5
0
0
x
y
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3 1:15 0  
2 1 1:47 0  
2 1:1 0  
3 2:45 0  
3 1 4:01 2  
2 10:13 1  
3 9:33 0  
4 1 1:59 0  
2 1:18 0  
3 - 0 Experimenter in Italy decided 
discontinuation because of the 
sign of robot overturning 
4 2:33 0  
5 1 - 0 Experimenter in Italy decided 
discontinuation because of the 
lack of preparation 
2 2:51 0  
3 0:48 0  
4 - 1 Experimenter in Japan decide 
discontinuation because of 
connection failed 
5 0:37 0  
6 1 1:18 0  
2 2:33 0  
3 1:22 0  
7 1 1:03 0  
2 1:05 0  
3 1:59 0  
 
Many subjects were able to achieve the mission, though it is assumed that there was a time lag 
in the operation of the robot. The time it took to achieve the mission heavily depended on the 
subject. And, it was confirmed that communication is sometimes stopped in operation for a long 
period of time exceeding 2 [min]. 
The second experiment was conducted to verify whether the robot could move a 
predetermined course. In the second experiment, the time was measured from the start to the goal. 
The judgment of whether or not it reached the goal, is made by the subject oneself based on the 
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image of the smartphone. If the subject determines the goal in front of the goal, the distance from 
the goal to the robot is measured as an error.  
Fig. 4.19 shows the experimental course. The length of the course is about 60 [m] and there 
are 2 corners. Cones of a marker were set up at the start point and the goal point, and the examinee 
remotely controlled while referring to it and the line on the road. The experiment was also 
conducted according to the experimental procedure as shown in Table 4.3. 
The outline of the experiment was also prepared in this experiment, and the subject read the 
outline before the experiment. 
 
 
Figure 4.19 Experimental course 
 
Table 4.3 Experimental procedure 
No. Place Person Contents 
1 Japan Experimenter Teach subjects an abstract of the experiment 
2 Italy Experimenter Prepare traffic cones 
3 Italy Experimenter Place the robot at a starting position 
4 Japan Experimenter Report completion of teaching to Italy 
5 Italy Experimenter Report completion of preparing 
6 Japan Experimenter Make a signal to start and time measurement starts 
7 Japan Subject Remote control of robot 
8 Japan Experimenter Record the number of times after confirming 
disconnection of communication 
9 Japan Subject Reported to the experimenter when passing through 
narrow goal 
10 Japan Experimenter Time measurement ends when reaching arrival report 
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11 Japan Experimenter Report goals to the experimenter in Italy 
12 Italy Experimenter Determine success 
 
In the experiment, only one subject was given a single chance, and a total of six subjects 
carried out the experiment. The data on each subject are listed in the Table 4.4. 
 
Table 4.4 Experimental results 
Subject 
No. 
Number of 
experiments 
Time 
[min : s] 
Number of times 
communication 
was interrupted 
Remarks 
1 1 33:00 2 After passing through a 2nd corner 
and running backwards, timeout 
2 1 27:00 5 After the 1st corner, the course out 
3 1 30:20 14 Forced termination because of 
turning over 
4 1 36:00 14 Mission Completed 
5 1 32:00 27 The subject could see the goal 
cone, but could not complete it. 
6 1 13:50 11 Forced termination because of 
course out 
 
Many subjects could not achieve the mission. This is one of the reasons that the operation time 
is long, and the communication is interrupted many times. The robot was designed to continue 
the same operation up to the next command once the command was received. Assuming that 
communication is interrupted, it is necessary to change the specification to control to stop every 
time after operating for a certain period of time. 
 
4.2.6 Discussion 
 
4.2.6.1 Monitoring System 
 
The robot continuously and autonomously uploaded monitoring data to the Google drive in 
the field, which confirmed the capability of the software for long-term environmental monitoring. 
The Google drive enabled easy monitoring and access of several users to the collected data. The 
GPS and image data were also sufficiently clear for monitoring purposes. Monitoring maps could 
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be prepared from the collected data, which enables to easily understand the environment by users.  
It was easy to share the data. Anyone with Google account will be able to view. Also, the 
acquired data is arranged on the spreadsheet, and it can be easily downloaded in the form of csv’s 
files. Therefore, it was easy to download the file and analyze it on the local PC. In addition, by 
using the web software called Google My map, it is possible to display data of multiple transit 
points and their locations, and it was possible to easily create a monitoring map. 
The developed system can be easily applied to existing monitoring devices and other outdoor 
mobile robots. This is considered to contribute greatly to building a huge monitoring network 
with multiple devices. In order to expand this system, the author thinks that it is necessary to 
define the type and standard of data to be uploaded. 
The measurement height of the sensor may be a problem, although it is possible to grasp the 
trend of the radiation level with the relative value of the measured value even with using the 
developed robot. In Japan, the measurement height standard of airborne radiation is defined as 1 
[m] to 1.2 [m] [4.17]. This is because the dose value may vary greatly depending on the 
measurement height. In order to satisfy this criterion, a mechanism such as an arm for measuring 
at a high place from a small robot is additionally required. 
In farmland demonstration, the robot moved forward by 100 [m] at 135 [min] in the first trial 
and 174 [min] in the second trial. From these results, it is estimated that it is possible to measure 
with 3 robots for 10 hours and 5 robots for about 6 hours when measuring airborne radiation at 1 
[ha] pasture at 10 [m] intervals. 
When compared to the humanitarian work, though the overall measuring time becomes longer 
than human observation, the time for outdoor activity can be reduced by using the robot. Table 
4.5 shows the time comparison between human work and robot. The overall measuring time and 
the outdoor activity time of human were estimated by the experiment in farmland. The 
experimenter was sunburned and consumed very much because of the strong sunlight. The author 
believes that even in such harsh environments the robot will become possible to work instead of 
humans. 
 
Table 4.5 Time comparison between human work and robot 
 Human (Estimated) Robot 
Overall measuring time   min 100 160 
Outdoor activity time of human min 100 10 
 
4.2.6.2 Demonstrations 
 
Some image data obtained in an artificial ecosystem demonstration were unclear because auto 
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focus mode in smartphone did not work well. Auto focus on the smartphone usually tries to focus 
closed object in a mirror on omnidirectional lens, this leads to take unclear images because the 
images become clear only when camera focus on the whole of the lens. The camera on the 
smartphone should be used fixed focus mode during monitoring. 
The average value of the radiation level varies greatly in the first trial and the second trial. 
This is because the value of 7.7 x 10-1 [μS / h] was measured once in the second trial, it seems 
that this value was due to trouble on the measuring instrument. If this value is removed, the 
average value of the radiation level of the second trial is 1.3 × 10-1 [μS / h], which is much closer 
to the measured value of the first trial. Therefore, in order to improve the usefulness of the 
proposed system, an algorithm for error avoidance would be necessary. 
From the viewpoint of reducing the amount of data, the GUI on the user’s smartphone receives 
the data of photos every second. When the posture of the robot changes greatly as when mounting 
the elliptical leg, it may be difficult to operate, and the subjects in the experiment took a while to 
get used to handling of WAMOT. However, the subject could operate the robot without problems 
after the subjects understand the motion of the robot, since the robot has only basic motions and 
few operation commands. 
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4.3 Investigation of geometric information 
 
4.3.1 Section introduction 
 
Geometric information is expected as a method of obtaining information on the shape of the 
target object, because it is possible to acquire and express shape information far more precisely 
than measuring by human beings. If detailed shape data can be acquired, it is easy to know the 
size and characteristics of the object.  
For example, according to an ecologist, the thickness of the tree becomes an important 
measurement parameter for the investigation of the circulation of carbon dioxide in the forest, 
because it is possible to estimate the height of a tree from the thickness of a tree, and it can be 
estimated how much carbon dioxide is absorbed by these data. The interval of trees in the forest 
also becomes important information, and it is easy to grasp the situation if 3-dimensional 
information can be acquired.  
According to the experts on environmental studies, understanding the circulation of water in 
the forest is also considered important. It is because we can understand how pollutants circulate 
through forest and contribute to decontamination efficiency. In order to understand the circulation 
of water, information on the shape of the surface of the forest is effective. Therefore, three-
dimensional information becomes useful. 
Techniques for acquiring three-dimensional information are also required for inspection of 
infrastructure.  
 
4.3.2 Inspection system 
 
Fig. 4.20 shows an overview of inspection system. The three-dimensional geometrical sensor 
consists of a laser range finder (UTM-30LX-EW, HOKUYO), a drive mechanism using DC motor, 
a single board PC, and wireless LAN module.  
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Figure 4.20 Overview of inspection system 
 
The three-dimensional geometrical sensor realizes the measurement of the data by rotating the 
sensor that can measure distance information on a line more than 360° by the drive mechanism. 
The three-dimensional shape sensor performs measurement based on a command received from 
the remote operation interface via the wireless LAN module. Distance data measured by the 
sensor is converted to point group data by integration with angle data of the sensor drive 
mechanism. It takes about 30-60 [s] for one measurement. The measured data is transmitted to 
the remote operation interface via the wireless LAN module and rendered as a point cloud on the 
PC for drawing the three-dimensional shape data. The measurement range is 10 [m] from the 
robot and measurement accuracy is ± 30 [mm].  
For wireless communication, a consumer's wireless LAN is selected from the view point that 
it is unnecessary to obtain a license, easy to obtain, maintain and operate. Table 4.6 shows 
specifications of selected wireless LAN. 2.4 GHz band is selected in terms of capable of long 
distance communication as a communication frequency and the smart phone on the robot and the 
android device as an operation interface are connected using IEEE 802.11 g. 
 
Table 4.6 Specifications of selected wireless LAN 
Access 
point 
Product number WAPM-APG300N 
Company Buffalo 
Frequency band GHz 2.4 
Power-supply voltage V 100 (AC) 
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Antenna Product number WLE-HG-SEC 
Company Buffalo 
Gain dB 11.5 
Half value angle deg 60 
Communication distance m 1,000 
 
The point cloud drawing software is installed on the PC for 3D data drawing, and it is possible 
to display the obtained 3D shape data as a point cloud. This technology uses the technology of 
the forest three-dimensional measuring device developed at the add-in laboratory [4.18,19]. 
Fig. 4.21 shows a three-dimensional geometrical sensor on WAMOT. 
 
 
Figure 4.21 Three-dimensional geometrical sensor on WAMOT 
 
4.3.3 Verification 
 
The objective of the experiments was to verify the effectiveness of the investigation system. 
The three-dimensional geometrical sensor is mounted on the WAMOT and the robot gets the 3D 
geometrical information. The robot was tele-operated by operator for moving on rough terrain 
and the 3D sensor system is autonomously controlled by single board PC.  
 
4.3.3.1 Investigation in tunnel 
 
The experiment was conducted in Full-scale tunnel experiment facility in National Institute 
for Land and Infrastructure Management, Tsukuba, Ibaraki [4.20]. Fig. 4.22 shows inside of the 
tunnel. 
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Figure 4.22 Inside the tunnel 
 
The tunnel experiment facility has a real scale of tunnel (700 [m] long and 45.5 [m2] in cross 
section), this is a large facility even from a global perspective. One of the wellheads was regarded 
as an entrance, and the other wellhead was shut off from the outside by a shutter as a termination. 
Inside the tunnel, obstacles were prepared imitating the site of the tunnel disaster. No obstacles 
were prepared from the entrance to the point of 400 [m]. Between the 400 [m] point and the 500 
[m] point, metal obstructions imitating a vehicle were installed as stage 1. From the 580 [m] point 
to the 600 [m] point, simulated sand and H steel were laid on the surface, and unevenness and 
undulation were created as stage 2. Fig. 4.23 shows the image in stage 2. From 680 [m] point to 
690 [m], a plate imitating a ceiling collapse was installed as stage 3.  
 
  
Figure 4.23 Image of H steel and sand that was prepared in stage 2. 
Fig. 4. 18 shows the image in stage 3. Large boards and wooden bars are prepared to mimic 
the state where the ceiling collapses making the movement of large machines difficult.  
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Figure 4.23 Image of a plate imitating a ceiling collapse in stage 3. 
 
In the on-site verification project, each participant was asked to enter the tunnel with the robot 
from the entrance, gather information on the terminal, and return to the entrance. Each participant 
was given a holding time of 8 hours (9: 00-17: 00), during which time it was decided to carry out 
the above tasks and verify various functions of the robot system. In addition, installation and 
withdrawal were supposed to be done within the given time. 
A command center near the tunnel entrance was set up at the beginning of the experiment. Fig. 
4.24 shows the image of the command center. It took 45 [min] for three people to prepare the 
robot and set up a command center.  
 
 
Figure 4.24 The command center near the tunnel entrance 
 
After that, the three-dimensional shape measurement was evaluated in Stage 1 and the 
locomotion performance on rough terrain was evaluated in Stage 2. 
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The procedure of each trial execution is as follows. 
1. Place the robot near the entrance 
2. Robot enters tunnel by remote control 
3. The experiment finished when the operator determines that forward movement is impossible 
4. Measure the distance and the time of moving 
 
The results are shown in Table 4.7 for two trials in which the robot entered the tunnel.  
 
Table 4.7 Experimental results in tunnel 
 1st trial 2nd trial 
State with lighting Yes No 
Distance of moving m 505 255 
Time of moving min 180 67 
 
Neither the first trial nor the second trial could reach the tunnel end. In the first trial, it was 
possible to pass stage 1 where obstacles were installed by remote control while taking a lot of 
time. Fig. 4.25 shows WAMOT in tunnel at stage 1.  
 
 
Figure 4.25 WAMOT in tunnel (Stage 1) 
 
However, in the vicinity of 505 [m], communication breakdown due to the attenuation of radio 
waves in wireless LAN became frequent, and the operator decided that further experiments were 
difficult. In the second trial, the remote operation became impossible due to insufficient lighting 
in the around 255 [m], and the operator decided that further experiments were difficult. 
Fig. 4.26 shows three-dimensional shape data obtained by three-dimensional shape 
measurement in Stage 1. 
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Figure 4.26 Three-dimensional shape data in tunnel (Stage 1) 
 
In Stage 2, it was possible to move on the surface where sediment accumulated as same as 
moving on even surface and succeed to climb up H steel that height is 100 [mm]. 
In Stage 3, it was confirmed that it is possible to pass under the obstacle. Moreover, it was 
confirmed that the robot can move even on a board assuming the roof of the ceiling. 
 
4.3.3.2 Investigation in forest 
 
The experiment was conducted in the forest in Name Town, Fukushima where is prohibited to 
enter due to high radiation level. There is also a hypothesis that the raindrop radiation is moving 
due to the circulation of water, it is said that it accumulates in a lake or a pond and forms an area 
with high radiation level, so-called hot spot. Since the car can pass in a well-maintained 
environment such as a road, it is easy to measure the radiation level. However, in order to 
investigate the circulation of water, it is necessary to enter the mountain and forest and measure 
it. Since it is not possible to measure with a moving means such as a car, use of a robot is expected. 
Fig. 4.27 shows the map of Name Town. This town is an area where a lot of radiation has been 
deposited due to the explosion of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant during the Great 
East Japan Earthquake and access of many areas is restricted due to being dangerous.  
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Figure 4.27 Namie Town map (Google map) 
 
Fig. 4.28 shows the gate for entering into Namie Town. When invading a difficult-to-visit area, 
it is necessary to apply for a license to the government of Fukushima prefecture. In cooperation 
with the Okochi Laboratory [4.21] of the same university, these processes were carried out with 
necessary procedures. In the laboratory, it is investigated how radiation circulates in the forest by 
circulation of water [4.22-24]. 
  
(a) The state of the car lining at the gate (b) A state from the front of the gate 
Figure 4.28 Gate for entering into Namie Town 
 
Fig. 4.29 shows examination at a screening hall. After the experiment is finished, examination 
at a screening hall is conducted near the experiment site. In the case where a large amount of 
radiation is attached, a treatment for removing deposits is performed.  
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(a) Examination of radiation level in the car (b) Examination of radiation adhering to humans 
Figure 4.29 Examination at a screening hall 
 
Fig. 4.30 shows a protective clothing during the experiment. Experiments were conducted with 
clothing in protective clothing because radiation exposure during the experiment was feared. 
Hooded jackets and trousers, boots and masks, goggles were used, gloves were used when 
touching the soil and robot on the surface.  
 
 
Figure 4.30 Protective clothing during the experiment 
 
Fig. 4.31 shows command station in the car. User’s PC and Wifi access point was set in the 
station. The command station is located about 30-50 [m] away from the robot. The operator 
controls the robot near the station and get the environmental data after the robot being stopped. 
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Figure 4.31 The command station in the car 
 
Fig. 4.32 shows three-dimensional shape data obtained by three-dimensional shape 
measurement in forest. These point cloud data can be visualized by using pcl_visualization library 
in The Point Cloud Library (PCL) [4.25], which is open to the public as open source. With this 
software, we can see 3D data from every direction. Data was acquired by the robot at 5 [m] 
intervals, and the acquired data was superimposed later by the technology of the joint research 
company.  
 
 
Figure 4.32 Three-dimensional shape data in forest 
 
Since this system can record topographical information, it can be used to understand nature 
together with other acquired environmental information. The data were provided to the laboratory 
of the joint research and will be used for elucidation of the movement of radiation. 
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4.3.4 Discussion 
 
4.3.4.1 Inspection system 
 
The three-dimensional shape measurement sensor is a very powerful device for measuring the 
details of environmental information, and it is possible to acquire a large amount of data at once. 
30-50[MB] data for each measurement point in 2 [min] that is quite faster than conventional 
measurement such as using Total Station (TS) by human. This has greatly contributed to 
miniaturization of electronic parts in recent calculation processing and improvement of data 
communication speeds. Also, thanks to the provision of a library called Point Cloud as open 
source, complicated processing can be easily handled. 
The robot retained high locomotion performance capable of overcoming the steps of 100 [mm], 
thanks to the miniaturization of the three-dimensional measurement system, though it is 
conceivable that the position of the center of mass of the robot becomes high due to the attachment 
of the sensor and the movement performance would decrease. It is necessary to consider dustproof 
waterproof specification of the sensor towards the long-term operation outdoors. 
The author believes that it will be possible to grasp cracks in the tunnel before the accident by 
using the three-dimensional monitoring system in this field even if the place is dangerous for 
human to enter in. It is necessary to verify how effective measurement accuracy is for practical 
use. 
 
4.3.4.2 Demonstrations 
 
It was confirmed that the locomotion performance of the robot is sufficiently usable although 
communication problems were confirmed in the demonstration in tunnel. Robots were developed 
for moving rough terrain such as forest and did not take into consideration rough terrain 
movement such as rubble, but due to its high mobility performance, it was confirmed that it can 
be used in such an environment. 
Compared with other robots and construction machines that participated in the test, the size 
and weight of WAMOT were small and lightweight. Thanks to its compactness, it was confirmed 
that there are multiple places where it is easy to move in an environment difficult for large 
machines. On the contrary, there were environments in which large steps could only go with large 
machines or flying robots. The author thought that it is important to use various robots in each 
part of the specialty by considering the characteristics of each robot, and to use it flexibly in 
cooperation in the disaster area. 
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In demonstration in forest, the measurement was carried out in a relatively flat environment 
in the forest though many obstacles such as collapsed trees and branches existed. In such an 
environment, since the robot can move, the system can be used sufficiently. However, in forests 
there are many environments with steep slopes. In the case of a robot not equipped with an 
investigation sensor, it is possible to move by rolling down the slope, but such operation is 
difficult for a robot equipped with the investigation sensor. It is necessary to continue to study 
how to attach the sensor and how to move it while maintaining posture on the slope. 
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4.4 Inspection in the ceiling 
 
4.4.1 Section introduction 
 
Demands for using mobile robots for maintenance and inspection in the ceiling is increasing. 
There is a small space between the ceiling and the roof on the house. The space is used to arrange 
the infrastructure of the house by passing wiring such as a power supply cord, and to manage the 
temperature of the room by installing insulation materials.  
Companies in all industries related to housing use this space in order to prepare the 
environment of the house. However, since the general ceiling plate is made up of thin plates with 
weak strength due to cost and supporting structure, it is difficult for humans to enter in. In addition 
to this, it is not possible to put large machine inside because of the narrow space. For that reason, 
infrastructure development is being carried out by the know-how of each company without human 
beings entering that space. However, the efficiency of these tasks is extremely poor, and 
improvements are being made by small machines. 
Periodic inspection is also required. In recent years, there are many cases where wild animals 
live in the ceiling due to worsening habitat of wild animals. Residents are suffering from their 
noise and smells. In the undeveloped woodland near a populated area, there are many reports of 
damage caused by Paguma larvata [4.26]. In urban areas, damage by rats has been reported [4.27]. 
Small animals sometimes bite off the power cord. It is known that mites are infested in these small 
mammals, and risks of infections with animals as media are reported [4.28-31]. Therefore, there 
is a demand to check whether animals are lurking in the space in the ceiling. Although the robot 
proposed in this study has not been developed for the purpose of moving in the ceiling, it was 
judged that the point that the robot is small and lightweight and has the high locomotion ability 
was suitable for movement in the ceiling, and experiments for use were conducted. 
 
4.4.2 Teleoperation system  
 
A transmitter to be operated remotely is selected based on the advice from the employees of 
power companies involved in the operation of infrastructure equipment in the ceiling. Fig. 4.33 
shows the transmitter used in teleoperation system. 
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Figure 4.33 Transmitter used in teleoperation system 
 
Fig. 4.34 shows the teleoperation system. Small camera modules are used to give visual 
information from the robot to the operator. The robot is controlled by the transmitter, the user can 
control the moving direction and the speed of the robot. 
 
 
Figure 4.34 Tereoperation system 
 
Fig. 4.35 shows cameras on WAMOT. The two cameras are mounted on the robot. A small 
camera (MCAMIR-WTF-HD) that can connect to the tablet via wireless Wi-Fi communication is 
implemented in front of the robot and another camera (HDR-AS300, Sony) that is waterproof is 
implemented behind the robot so that the movement of the robot can be seen from the back. 
Assuming an emergency, a stop switch is also provided. 
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Figure 4.35 Cameras on WAMOT 
 
The housing of the robot was molded by cutting the ABS toward the product, and the weight 
was further reduced to about 4 [kg] in total. The locomotion performance of the robot is the same 
as that of the case of POM and CFRP.  
 
4.4.3 Verification 
 
Experiments of the robot were carried out in two different environments, assuming the actual 
ceiling.  
 
4.4.3.1 Experiments in test site 
 
The experiment was conducted to verify whether the robot can move in an area with many 
obstacles assuming an actual ceiling. Fig. 4.36 shows an overall view of experimental equipment. 
In the experimental environment, there are many reinforcing bars, and there are many cables on 
which the electricity flows. 
 
 
Figure 4.36 Overall view of experimental equipment 
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Fig. 4.37 shows the highest step in the experimental equipment. There is a reinforcing bar of 
about 100 mm, and if it contains the code above it will be about 160 mm high. 
 
  
(a) Steps due to reinforcing bars and cables (b) Comparison of size with B6 size notebook 
Figure 4.37 The highest step in the experimental equipment 
 
Fig. 4.38 shows the places where multiple codes are arranged. In this place, there is a 
possibility that the robot may ride on the cord, and it may be considered that the robot becomes 
immovable conditioned. 
 
 
Figure 4.38 Places where multiple codes are arranged 
 
In the experiment, the experimenter confirmed whether the operator was able to remotely 
control the robot while observing the behavior of the robot directly and move the prepared course. 
It turned out that the robot could finish the prepared course by turning back repeatedly, although 
the moving direction of the robot was changed sometimes by the obstacles. Fig. 4.39 shows 
WAMOT climbing the step. 
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(a) Condition before the robot climb the step (b) Condition after the robot climb the 
step 
Figure 4.39 WAMOT climbing the step 
 
It was also experimented whether the robot could move by attaching a lightweight cable. Fig. 
4.40 shows the attached cable into WAMOT. Basically, it was possible for the robot to operate at 
the same as in the state where the rope was not attached. 
 
 
Figure 4.40 Attached cable into WAMOT 
 
Fig. 4.41 shows the problems that have occurred that have occurred in experiments. When 
WAMOT rolls over, there is a possibility that it can return by rotating the leg and touching an 
obstacle in that state. However, it has been confirmed that it is difficult for the robot leg to be 
caught in the reinforcing bars like Fig. 4.41 (a) and return to the original state when entering 
between the reinforcing bars. In addition, when a robot copes with an obstacle, there is a 
possibility that the cable is entangled if there is a cable attached to the robot in the moving 
direction like Fig. 4.41 (b). It is necessary to further improve the shape of the wheel to avoid these 
situations and to consider the method of rescue when the robot becomes immovable. 
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(a) State when the robot rolled over (b) State where the code is entangled 
Figure 4.41 Problems that have occurred that have occurred in the experiment 
 
4.4.3.2 Experiments on the actual ceiling 
 
Experiments were conducted to verify whether the robot can move on the ceiling behind a 
general house. The experiment was conducted at the house of the housing exhibition hall under 
the cooperation of the house maker. 
Fig. 4.42 shows the entrance to the ceiling space. The robot accessed the ceiling from this door. 
 
 
Figure 4.42 Entrance to the ceiling space 
 
Fig. 4.43 shows WAMOT in the ceiling. Since many insulation materials are laid on the back 
of the general ceiling in addition to the obstacle of the bar, the robot needs to move on this rough 
terrain. The robot is attached to a lifeline, so that the robot can be rescued in case of emergency. 
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Figure 4.43 WAMOT in the ceiling 
 
As a result, it was confirmed that the robot can move on the insulation without problems and 
has the ability to climb over the ducts and beams. The insulation covered on the ceiling was 
supposed to be soft and difficult to move, but the robot could move even in such a soft 
environment. 
 
4.4.4 Discussion 
 
4.4.4.1 Teleoperation system 
 
Since the transmitter used in the teleoperation system is also used in the radio control, 
operation was easy. In addition, communication lag is small, and the burden of operation can be 
reduced. Since the ease of teleoperation largely depends on the users, the author feels that it will 
be necessary to make specifications that can be freely selected between the method by the 
transmitter used this time and the method by the smartphone developed by the monitoring system. 
Among the cameras with two attached to the robot, the image of the camera attached behind 
the robot in the direction of travel was easier to use for teleoperation. Since the robot itself is not 
reflected in the angle of view of the front camera, it is difficult to grasp the distance between the 
obstacles and the robot. On the other hands, since the robot itself was reflected in the angle of 
view behind the camera, it became easier to understand the relative positional relation with the 
surrounding environment.  
In the actual experiment on the ceiling, there was a ceiling board between robot and transmitter, 
but communication was successful. It was also possible to install a fixed camera at the entrance 
to the ceiling and operate the robot from that image. When assuming actual operation, it is possible 
to put a camera and an access point at the entrance of the ceiling. 
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4.4.4.2 Demonstrations 
 
It was confirmed that the robot had a sufficient locomotion performance in the simulated 
environment of the ceiling around which the cables were stretched. In addition, it was confirmed 
that, it has a high locomotion performance to move over a soft surface and cope with obstacles 
such as ducts and beams in the actual ceiling. This shows that the mechanical design proposed in 
the research is effective and it was possible to apply even on such rough terrain. 
Since the robot was a lightweight design, it was confirmed that the robot is operated without 
destroying a thin plate in the ceiling. Also, because the robot is lightweight, it was easy to carry 
the robot into the ceiling. Since there are few robots with high mobility with lightweight design 
like WAMOT, the proposed design can be significantly differentiated from other robots in the 
field operated this time. In the future, the author plans to further lighter weight and improve the 
problems in actual operation. 
The ceiling is harsh environments such as narrow, unable to move heavy objects, and difficult 
to cope with many obstacles. Therefore, it becomes difficult for humans to enter and work. In 
such a harsh environment, the advantages of robots working on behalf of human beings are great. 
In the future, robots that can be used in these environments are expected to spread. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
 
5.1 Chapter introduction 
 
Overall discussion of this study is described in this chapter. First, the author explains the 
originality and impact of this thesis. Next, the author discusses the effectiveness and validity of 
the proposed methods for improving locomotion performance of the mobile robots from the 
viewpoints of both robotics and application side. Some limitations are also explained for future 
works. 
 
5.2 Originality and impact 
 
5.2.1 Two actuators mechanism 
 
As shown in the differences from other rough terrain mobile robots in Chapter 1, the robot 
proposed in this research is novel in that it is driven with only two motors. The mechanism driven 
by only two motors and its effectiveness are introduced in Chapter 2, which is advantageous in 
terms of cost, weight, energy consumption and ease of control. This research is intended to solve 
research subjects such as difficulty in rough terrain movement if the number of actuators is small, 
which gives an impact on the common sense of robot development. 
 
5.2.1.1 Novel structure 
 
By limiting the number of actuators, the idea of a novel wheel and shell shape were proposed. 
A lot of conventional studies seem to focus on constructing a drive unit that can operate 
complicatedly and studying optimal control methods of a large number of actuators to deal with 
rough terrain. In this study, details of the shape of a robot, which is not usually noticed, was 
examined by limiting the number of actuators. This study showed that the shapes of wheels and a 
shell have a large influence on the locomotion performance outdoors, and a method of designing 
the details shape was proposed. The author hopes that many robot’s developers will have the 
opportunity to review the shape of the robot to be used outdoors by my proposals. 
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5.2.1.2 Light weight and compact design 
 
Saving weight and compact design of the robot are considered to be the best advantage of the 
simple structure using two motor mechanism. This enables various applications as in the 
application example introduced in chapter 4 and increase the usability. In the case of this study, it 
is expected that the developed robot will be used for applications such as inspection as an 
infrastructure in tunnels as well as inspections on the ceiling as additional application. In addition, 
there are cases where size and weight have a large advantage in monetary terms like the moon 
rover. From these situations, the author thinks that small and lightweight originality greatly 
contributes to the spread of robots. The author thinks that this is one example where the originality 
part of this research has an impact on society.  
Reducing the size and weight of the robot does not only expands the range of use, but also has 
the advantage of reducing the burden on the user, and it is possible to reduce the load of 
transporting the robot to the target environment. This also can be stated the fact that it was able 
to reduce the user's burden when carrying it to each outdoor experiment. In the case of WAMOT, 
it was possible to store it in a small carrying case, and it was possible to carry it to various 
environments using a car or a public transportation system. In addition to this advantage, it is also 
possible to reduce the environmental load caused by the own weight and the size of the robot 
when using the robot with the natural environment. This is extremely small compared with the 
environmental burden given by humans, which is one factor that increases the significance of 
using robots.  
 
5.2.1.3 Comparing to the other related works 
 
When compared to the other related works, there are few cases where locomotion performance 
in rough terrain can be realized with only two actuators. The author compared the developed robot 
with robots close to the developed robot that can be moved on rough terrain which has already 
been commercialized. Table 5.1 shows the comparison of small and practical robots. 
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Table 5.1 Comparison of small and practical robots 
 
 
Moogle [5.1] that is developed by Daiwa House is the underfloor inspection robots and the 
robot have the high locomotion performance to cope with the obstacles such as concrete blocks 
under the floor. When the robot climbs up the high step, the arm different from the crawler used 
for normal movement applies force to the surface behind the robot so that the area of the 
supporting polygon is kept large and the stability during climbing is increased. This is an operation 
that is performed because it is difficult to climb a high step with only two motors used for 
locomotion. 
Fristlook [5.2] that is developed by iRobot is the military reconnaissance robots and the robot 
also have high locomotion performance while the size and the weight of the robot are small. The 
robot could move on uneven surfaces such as rabble and the robot are very sturdy so that the robot 
can survive a 15 foot drop onto concrete. When the robot climbs up the high step, the arm different 
from the crawler is also used as the same mechanism as Moogle, this can enable to climb the step 
up to 170 [mm] height.  
Jaguar-4x4-wheel [5.3] that is developed by Dr Robot is hobby use and the robot could move 
on rough terrain. Since the robot has 4 actuated powerful wheels, the robot could move on the 
surface very fast (Max. 11 [km/h]). The robot also could climb the step up to 155 [mm] using its 
large tires that can handle rough terrain. However, considering the size of the robot, the 
performance to climbing the step is not so high, so it can be seen that it is about 1/2 of the 
performance compared with the developed robot by dimensionlessized numerical value by the 
size of the robot. 
Many robots that have been put into practical use for rough terrain movements by using three 
or more actuators so far, thus realizing high locomotion performance by increasing the number of 
actuators. However, as the number of actuator increases, it is necessary to control advanced timing 
to control the robot's motion, which seems to make it difficult to automate the robot. Robots that 
require high rhythm patterns and timings may cause trouble in outdoor environments where it is 
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difficult to predict the surface, and adaptability to the environment is low.  
It became possible to have a robot with high locomotion performance as same as with three or 
more actuators. I think that the difference in this design has a big influence on the control of the 
robot. 
 
5.2.2 Internal sensors control 
 
As shown in the differences from other rough terrain mobile robots in Chapter 1, the robot 
proposed in this study is also novel in that it is controlled mainly by internal sensors. The proposed 
control does not use the geometry sensors such as cameras and laser in terms of saving 
computational cost and power consumption, though almost mobile robot studies use this sensor 
for control and navigating the robot. 
 
5.2.2.1 High versatility 
 
By only using the internal sensors for control, the versatility of the robot is increasing. 
Especially for the small mobile robot like a WAMOT, the influence from the outside condition 
becomes very large. The posture of the robot greatly changes even with small steps, and obstacles 
around the grass and the like cause great influence on the vision of the robot as noise. It also 
generally consumes large burden to the processing the sensing data from the outside due to the 
noise influence by particles such as sand and dust or weather condition such as rain and sunlight. 
However, a control using only the internal sensor is proposed in this research, and it is 
characterized by being hardly influenced by outside. Since the GNSS used as the sensor on the 
outside can be mounted inside the shell of the robot, the sensor itself does not come in contact 
with the outside, and stable sensor processing can be performed. For these reasons, it might be 
judged that adaptation is possible for any outdoor robot, even if the robot in an extreme 
environment, the range of use can be said wide.  
One of the features is that the size of each sensor is small, since only simple sensors are used. 
For example, the method of estimating the hardness of the surface in the environmental 
recognition in Chapter 3 measures the current applied to the motor, and the size of the sensor is 
very small enough to be mounted on the motor controller. As a previous study, a method to 
estimate the hardness of the surface using a 6-axis force sensor has been proposed. However, in 
the case of this sensor, it is considered difficult to adapt it to a compact mobile robot because of 
the problem that the size and location of the sensor itself is difficult. The proposed method solves 
this problem and there is a possibility that the robot can have the same function, though 
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measurement accuracy might be considered to be a problem. Therefore, the authors think that this 
control technology can be applied to other small robots, and the impact is large in that sense. 
It is also important that the sensor being used is a general-purpose sensor which is built into a 
robot. Many mobile robots in recent years use the motors as actuators, and in many cases, 
encoders and current measuring devices mount as standard for controlling them. In addition, the 
IMU for measuring the posture of the robot is also a general sensor widely used in recent years, 
and its sensor processing technique is also spreading. GNSS is common for robots that use 
outdoors and is used to express its own position with world coordinates. Their generality also can 
be understood from the fact that these sensors are equipped as standard on modern smart phones. 
The authors think that the control method proposed in this thesis is already available on many 
other robots because the method uses only these general sensors. 
 
5.2.2.2 Comparing to other related works 
 
The control design is so simple than rhythmic patterned control such as a central pattern 
generator (CPG) [5.4-6]. Many biomimetic robots generate stable movement by generating 
rhythmic movement patterns. Conversely, if there is no rhythmic pattern, it is difficult for the 
robot to move stably, it is especially difficult to go through uneven terrain. The proposed control 
design doesn’t need to advanced control thanks to the mechanical design, though control of 
rhythmic patterns may improve mobility performance and efficiency. 
The control design is also simpler than the way of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 
(SLAM) using cameras or laser range finders [5.7,8]. Many robots get detailed information on 
the surroundings for movement and move while grasping the positional relationship with them in 
detail. Conversely, if the robot cannot grasp the detailed positional relationship with the obstacle, 
it is easy for the robot to fall into the immovable state and it is difficult to move continuously. 
Since the control design proposed this time is very simple, it is a robust system that can be moved 
even if detailed position cannot be grasped. Addition to this, the control design is robust hard to 
depend on weather and environment thought low accuracy of localization and environmental 
recognition might sometimes become a problem. The author thinks that the proposed control is 
suitable for long-term operation without requiring high precision. 
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5.3 Effectiveness and validity 
 
5.3.1 Monitoring system 
 
5.3.1.1 Possibility for contributing to monitoring 
 
The system can survey flexible without human labor load and the risk of entering into the 
dangerous area. With the proposed a novel monitoring method, it will be possible to monitor 
large-scale in detail. As introduced in Chapter 4, the robot has the potential to perform various 
tasks on behalf of human beings. Since it is difficult for the current robot technology to exceed 
the ability of a human, in many cases it has more time than the time when a human work. However, 
the robot has the ability to correctly repeat the decided work without getting tired. This means 
that it is possible to work continuously including nighttime if solving the problem of energy 
supply can be solved, and in some cases, it can exceed the human workload. The authors hope 
that by the development of robot technology, the time will come when the robots will work 
efficiently on behalf of human beings, such as hard labor in harsh environments that humans do 
not like. 
 
5.3.1.2 Able to reduce the burden on the environment 
 
A trace where the robot travels does not damage to the environment so much than that of 
humans do thanks to light weight. Surveys that many people enter may cause great damage to the 
nature. This is because the weight of a human being is about 60 [kg], and when a large number of 
people are involved, surrounding food adds unexpected power in usual natural. On the other hand, 
the developed robot has a weight of about 5 [kg], which is much smaller than the load given by a 
human. As a result of discussion with Prof. Koizumi in Waseda University, if the load is as large 
as the robot developed, it can be regenerated by natural automatic healing ability. 
 
5.3.2 Locomotion performance 
 
5.3.2.1 Validity of the performance of the experiments 
 
The robot developed in this proposal can be summarized that the shape of the wheel and the 
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shape of the shell had a major influence on the locomotion performance as hardware. This can be 
said that the so-called compatibility; the way the robot is in contact with the solid parts in the 
outside world, has a great influence. Especially, as the rigidity of the individual is higher, the 
influence is considered to be greater.  
Stones, rubble, fallen trees have high rigidity on the road surface that was experimented this 
time. Since correspondence to these obstacles can mainly be expressed by exchanging forces 
between the driving part and the surface, it can be considered that the shape of the wheel has the 
greatest influence on the locomotion performance. Two-wheel models are proposed in this thesis 
and the effectiveness of these wheels is described by using a general step model and a general 
straight-line slope model. The locomotion performance has been discussed based on models with 
these ideal shapes, however, there is no such ideal shaped surface in actual unprecedented grounds. 
Therefore, it is important to operate the robot in a real environment to think about compatibility 
with the road surface, and selectively use the wheels according to the usage environment. 
Resistance to robots by high grasses with relatively low rigidity can be considered as the next 
major influencing factor. Since contact between these obstacles and the robot is mainly on the 
shell of the robot, it is considered that the change in the shell shape of the robot affected the 
locomotion ability. However, when considering the influence of these grasses, it is necessary to 
consider the density and the characteristics as the material. When the grass density increases, it 
behaves similarly to obstacles with high rigidity, such as trees and stones. Also, if the robot gives 
a force in the direction to pull out the grass from the root instead of the direction in which the 
grass bends, a very strong resistance is generated. This phenomenon occurs more frequently when 
the grass is entangled on the shafts of the robot, therefore, further improvements in structure and 
control are expected to make it difficult for the grass to get entangled. 
 
5.3.2.2 Relationship between mechanical and control design 
 
Simple mechanical design greatly contributes to become the control algorithm simple. In this 
study, the control algorithm was significantly simplified by limiting the number of actuators of 
the robot to be only two. Also, by proposing a novel locomotion mechanism based on the principle 
of movement of living organisms, stable movement became possible without requiring 
complicated control that required conventional rhythms. In addition, by giving a target to the 
mechanical design of the robot, it was possible to reduce the control pattern to be considered. It 
is confirmed that the mechanical design has a great influence on the control like these phenomena. 
The author feels that the control algorithms heavily depend on the robot’s body. And, the 
findings obtained this time is consistent with the idea in the book “How the Body Shapes the Way 
We Think: A New View of Intelligence” by Rolf Pfeifer [5.9]. In this book, as the concept of the 
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new intelligence, the body has been proposed to be a priority than thinking. In general, it is 
recognized that the body moves after thinking is done. Therefore, this concept is sometimes 
understood to be wrong. However, it can be understood from this study that the factor that the 
body has a big influence on the thinking. Knowledge by robots sometimes helps elucidate the 
principle of human beings. 
 
5.2.2.3 The possibility to apply to other robots 
 
The mechanical design and control design proposed in this study are able to increase the 
locomotion performance. The author thinks that this design can be applied to other robots. 
The proposed method is very simple, and there are many parts common to other robots. For 
example, it is necessary for the mobile robot outdoors to think about the interaction between the 
rough terrain and the robot during the locomotion, and the model proposed this time can be used 
when understanding the phenomenon and designing the details of the robot. Regarding control 
design as well, since the proposed method uses only the sensors normally installed in the robot, 
it can be used by many other robots. This proposal relates to the basic part of the mobile robot, 
and in that sense, it can be said that it is a technology with high general versatility. The authors 
hope that the findings obtained in this study will be used by many researchers. 
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5.4 Limitation 
 
5.4.1 Model improvements 
 
5.4.1.1 Static model 
 
In this thesis, it is characterized that it uses a static model for representing a locomotion 
performance of the robot. Thus, there is a feature that is easy to understand the phenomenon 
represents using geometric and statics point of view. This is made considering that the movement 
of the robot is not so large, and it is assumed that the element of the motion of the robot can be 
neglected as the range of the error. However, in order to understand the phenomena more precisely 
or when the movement of the robot become large like a situation that the robot speed increases, it 
is conceivable that elements of the robot’s motion have a great influence on its movement 
performance. It is necessary to the introduction of the dynamics in such cases. 
As a result of refraining from introducing dynamics, there is also a problem that the robot 
cannot overcome a step beyond its own height. In this thesis, it has been assumed that the robot 
does not need to cope with such a large step. However, if extensive investigations are considered 
in the future, further movement to the z direction method may be necessary. In order to solve this 
problem, additional mechanisms such as jumping with elements of spring and flighting with multi 
rotors are required. 
 
5.4.1.2 2D-modeled locomotion performance 
 
3D-modeled locomotion performance is needed for further mobility analysis. Assuming that 
it moves on a soft surface such as sandy or snowy, it is assumed that a large stress is applied to 
the ground because the area of the robot's wheel and the ground is small. Therefore, if the robot 
dugs the ground and the shell of the robot is mounted on the surface, the robot may be considered 
to be immovable condition. In order to avoid such a situation, it is necessary to design the width 
of the wheel of the robot widely and reduce the stress applied to the surface. However, since it is 
predicted that the weight increase and the turning performance will be deteriorated if the lateral 
width is made too large, it is necessary to obtain the optimum value using the 3D model. 
In order to consider the ability of turning, a 3D model is required. In the 2D model, as the 
longitudinal direction of the robot becomes longer, the performance of climbing the slope and the 
step is increasing, though the weight increases depending on the size of the robot. However, as 
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the length in the longitudinal direction increases, more power is required for turning. This is due 
to the fact that the moment increases as the point where the robot contacts the surface during 
rotation is away from the center of rotation. When considering other various abilities, a 3D model 
is required, and further optimization is required according to the target environment. 
 
5.4.2 Limit on energy efficiency  
 
In this thesis, a simple control system using an internal sensor that does not use the geometry 
sensors is proposed and the robot could autonomous movement in extreme environment such as 
a forest. In this system, a method using environment data acquired by humans before the operation 
and data based on the experience of the robot has been proposed as a method for increasing the 
movement efficiency. This is a methodology for assuming that the targeted environmental 
monitoring is to move repeatedly in the same place for long term. However, in the case of 
monitoring in an environment where human cannot enter or where the robot does not pass through 
the same place for exploratory use, problems may occur in the energy efficiency of the proposed 
method. 
 
5.4.2.1 The place where humans cannot enter in  
 
In the case where human cannot enter in, the method of using the robot's movement experience 
is applied. However, the energy efficiency in movement is considered to be low in the situation 
before learning, and the risk of the robot becoming immovable is increased. Even in the case 
where environmental information is acquired by humans before the operation in an environment 
where human can enter, there is a possibility that a heavy burden on human become a problem. 
As a method to solve these problems, the research group to which the author belongs has been 
studying a method of acquiring environmental information by remote controlled UAV in before 
the operation. 
 
5.4.2.2 A single investigation 
 
In the case of the robot does not pass through the same place such as exploratory applications, 
it is difficult to directly increase the energy efficiency of the movement data accumulated by the 
robot, and the path planning based on the movement data of the robot cannot be applied. In 
addition, the energy efficiency in movement might be inferior in the case of using the geometry 
information acquired by the robot. Regarding efficiency, it greatly affects the mobile environment. 
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For example, in the case of in a complicated environment, there is a possibility that movement 
using the geometry information can lower energy consumption If there are technologies that can 
be recognized even in complex environments. On the other hand, in an environment that is not 
complicated, the method that does not use the geometry information may possibly be better in 
terms of overall energy efficiency. The authors think that it is important to select these methods 
according to the usage environment. 
 
5.4.3 Limit of application range 
 
5.4.3.1 Limit due to characteristics of robot 
 
As the concept design of the developed robot, it is assumed to perform monitoring in large-
scale and long-term operation. This is an idea so as to realize the monitoring by having multiple 
robots even if the performance of each robot is not so high, and it is not intended to adapt to the 
scene of rapid information collection such as at the time of disaster. When using a robot for quick 
and urgent tasks, it is desirable to have a high-performance robot without limiting the number of 
actuators and with high computing and power capacity than the one proposed in this thesis.  
In this thesis, the locomotion performance of the robot is evaluated for the purpose of 
monitoring only, and that of for outdoor mobile robot with some work does not necessarily apply 
to this. For example, in the case where the work arm is mounted on a robot or a robot that carries 
objects, the stability may be a one of the most important evaluating items of the locomotion 
performance. In addition, since the work speed of the robot is not included in the evaluation item 
in this thesis, the robot is basically stationary when measuring the environment in order to prevent 
noise of the sensor. However, the work speed is sometimes required in some applications, and the 
speed of movement also needs to be evaluated in addition to stability during movement. These 
items are not mentioned in this thesis, and in that sense, it can be said that there is a limit range 
of application. Regarding these evaluation items, they are introduced in automobile engineering 
and National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).  
 
5.4.3.2 Limit for harsher environment 
 
It is difficult to investigate areas where the radiation level is extremely high, while radiation 
monitoring is introduced as an application example. The developed robot has not been subjected 
to radiation protection yet. There is a possibility that an abnormality will occur in the electronic 
board causing the robot to stop when entering a building inside a nuclear power plant. To solve 
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this problem, it is necessary to remodel each electronic component so as to correspond to radiation 
or to use a radiation shielding sheet for the structural design of the robot. 
The hardware is also needed for improvement for harsher environments, such as radiation 
hardening of the electronics and preventing a change of temperature in the robot. For example, it 
has been reported that a robot that conducts an investigation in a building of a nuclear power plant 
in Fukushima where a nuclear accident occurred stops the robot due to a high radiation dose.  
Temperature control for protecting electronic parts is required because the temperature 
tolerance of electronic parts that can be mounted on robots used in outer space is also decided. In 
order to deal with this, it is necessary to shut off heat transferring between the inside and the 
outside of the robot, and it is necessary to devise measures such as installing a heater inside and 
keeping it at a certain temperature or higher. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
 
6.1 Chapter introduction 
 
Conclusion and future work are described in this chapter. The author summarizes the overall 
contents of this thesis and organize the main points of this study. And, the author summarizes the 
issues considered as extensions of this study and shows the future direction of the study. 
 
6.2 Conclusion 
 
My general conclusion is that the locomotion performance of mobile robot on rough terrain 
could be increased by the both side approach of designing mechanical and control with the 
concept of simple design and low power consumption. The methods of increasing the 
performance are proposed and the effectiveness and validity of the methods were evaluated by 
each experiment. 
Novel mechanical designs using two motors and novel control designs using internal sensors 
are proposed. These novel proposals not only contribute to develop my long-term goal of 
developing monitoring system using mobile robots, but also contribute to the other applications. 
This is the impact of its originality and it has been shown that small size and light weight are 
useful for various applications.  
 
6.3 Future works 
 
The author proposes a novel idea of monitoring system using mobile robot. This idea can be 
used not only for monitoring on the ground introduced in this thesis, but also for extensive 
monitoring such as water, land, sky, and space. Figure 6.1 shows an image and load map of 
developing huge monitoring cloud. The author believes that it is possible to acquire information 
on all environments by various monitoring robots, and that an era in which a huge database can 
be constructed will come in the future. This huge database, monitoring cloud, will maintain the 
environment, detect of abnormality and explore resources. In order to construct this huge 
monitoring cloud, two aspects of technological development, expand the robot's range of action 
and to cooperate with multiple robots become important.  
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Figure 6.1 Future prospects: Developing huge monitoring cloud 
 
6.3.1 Expanding the range of actionable robots 
 
The robot proposed in this study has been developed focusing on moving in the forest 
environment. In the future, development of the other robots is expected for further adaptation to 
the environment.  
As the authors explained in Chapter 5, there is a big restriction in vertical movement. In order 
to solve this problem, additional mechanisms such as jumping with elements of spring and 
flighting with multi rotors are required. As new robots shown in the appendix, having the jumping 
function with elements of spring and flighting function with multi rotors are considered to be 
solve this problem. The range on the ground that can be observed will be expanded by the 
developments. 
Although the developed robot is waterproof, but this is just a specification to be able to endure 
the rain breeze on the ground. In order for the robot to enter the water, it is necessary to develop 
a further waterproofing and a locomotion mechanism suitable for the environment. Addition to 
this, in order for the robot to move stably on a soft surface such as sand, it is necessary not to 
design only the x-z plane but a design considering the lateral direction of the robot. By these 
measures, it becomes possible to move into the ocean or the seabed, and furthermore, it is possible 
to monitor the space like the moon over the atmosphere.  
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6.3.2 Cooperation of multiple robots 
 
By considering the operation of multiple units, a large-scale and long-term monitoring can be 
approached to realize. 
The energy management is needed in order to realize continuous monitoring. Development of 
the power supply station becomes important in considering the energy of the robot. Some of the 
consideration of development of power supply station is described in the appendix.  
It is also necessary to consider the task schedule of multiple robots. Each robot is required to 
perform optimum work while recognizing each other's situation and some calculations are needed 
to guide optimal behavior. In this study’s proposal, it is assumed that these complex calculations 
are performed not in the robot but in the server. Moreover, it is necessary to develop a large-scale 
and robust network in order to construct these systems. 
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